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ABSTRACT

This is a study of Islamic stelae in British Collections* The 

first- Dart of the study is an exm&ination of these stelae so that it 

was possible to give a full descr:ntion of their shane, ma+e^ial, letter

ing and place of origin. This has be^n followed by comparisons between 

them and representative stelae from other nâ -tr of the Islamic world.

On reading the formulae and Qur’anic verses found on them, it became 

clear that they all followed a common pattern. Thus the Qur’anic verses 

. a^e fcund on most o** the stones, they are concerned with death, the hope 

of everlasting life in Paradise the deceased and the Oneness and the 

eternity of ^od. On examining the stelae, especially concentrating on 

the name of the deceased, it was discovered that most of them w»*>*p the 

descendants of A^ab tribesmen who had come from Hiiaz and Yamar and 

settled in E^ypt. Tbis is an historical noint of great indication. tt
The second part of the study is a publication of the stelae tiiem- 

selves, where a translation of each is given together with a detailed 

commenta^v. Besides, so^e specific notes on their kufic script made 

and it was poss'ble thereby to make a comparison between the so ^telae 

and other known examples of k^fic lettering.

Following this is a Chapter on ê 5_granhic analysis and theories that 

have been held ab-vt it by Western scholars and A~ab tradition^ 1 sts. 
Stelae were divided from the epigcaphic point of view end showed th» 

whole range of development rr *n the early primitive to mature writing*

The inasha and its comDlicated rules have beer fullv dismissed.
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The last oart comprises tables of the various alphabetical groups 

selected from our specimens and other stelae from North Africa and

After d^ewinr these tables, it was possible for me to make my con

clusions ~e£prdinp the development of the kufic script in Africa during 

the oeriod covered by those specimens.
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CHAPTER I

The Shahids frorc Aswan
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jhapter i

II-.TROLU JTION 

The Jhahtds from Aswan

Death is that inevitable break in life which all living things 

must experience as a prelude to eternal life. This being so, we find in 

ancient times that people paid more attention to the construction of their 

large and costly tombs than to the ordinary things of their every day 

lives. We find that in ancient Egypt the kings raised the Pyramids to 

'Uard and Drcserve the mumified bodies of their dead. In Mesopotamia 

they turied the deceased in their own houses but later they built special 

tombs and set up stones to roark the burial places.

Our subject is confined to the Arabic tombstones in the British 

Collections, host of them came from Upper Egypt (Aswan). They belong to 

oeople of both sexes from the lower classes, such as potters, goldsmiths, 

bakers, dyers and the like, and from the higher classes as well. In ad

dition to that one notices that the quality of the shahid depended upon 

the wealth or poverty of the deceased, the richer she or he was the bet

ter his tombstone. The shahids Nos. 3, 36, are a proof of this. They 

put their gravestones on their tombs as witnesses of their death. I have 

classified these tombstones chronologically and diviced them into three 

groups. The first group consists of five to; br»tones from the tnird cen

tury after the Hijra/the ninth century A.D.; the second group of six 

tombstones from the fourth century A.II./the tenth centupy A.D., and the 

third from the fifth century A.K./eleventh century A.D.
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All these tombstones except three, Nos. 6, 8, 9, which are in 
relief, are incised, and all of them are of limestone or sandstone 

except three, which are of marble, and one, No. 9, of garanite. Wiet 

had noticed after compiling a table that the tombstones which were made 

of limestone increased in number after the rise of the Fa-J;imid dynasty, 

while those made of marble became fewer.'*' However, he added that this 

should not be taken as final because most of the tombstones of the Fa^imid 

period had not yet been discovered; and that those known came from only 

two localities, ‘Ayn al-§ira in the south of Cairo where most of the 

Egyptian Muslims used to build their tombs, and Aswan where the most an

cient and important stone quarries were to be found. As we have mentioned 

Aswan let us see what the historians saic about that place through the ages. 

The place they came from.

Aswan or Uswn, the southern limit of Egypt proper, 5^3 miles from 

Cairo, on the east bank of the river, called in Egyptian 

Coptic C o'v&tt Uswn called by the Creeks Seyne. which tood on

the slope of a hill to the south west of the present town. Prooerly speak

ing Seyne was the island of Elphantine. In the earliest Egyptian in

scriptions it is called

i.e. "the district of the elephants", and it formed the metropolis of the 

Ptolemies, the name Sunnu. i.e., the town of the east bank of the Nile,

Easton Wiet, Journal Asiatique. Vol. ccxi (1952), pp. 2/*3-297.
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from whence comes the Arabic name Aswan. takes the place of Abu, The 

town obtained great notoriety among the ancients from the fact that 

Eratosthenes and Ptolemy considered it to be on the tropic of Cancer, 

and to be the most northerly point where at the time of the summer sol

stice the sun*s rays fell vertically; as a matter of fact, however, the 

town lies 0*37 *23” north of the tropic of Cancer. The^e was a famous 

well th're into which the sun was said to shine at the summer solstice, 

and to illuminate it in every part. During the Romans* time the town was 

of considerable importance. Arabic writers describe it as a flourishing 

town and relate that a plague once swept off 20,000 of its inhabitants. 
Aswan wa3 famous for its wine in Ptolemaic times. The town has suffered 

greatly at the hands of the Persians, A’abs and Turks. The oldest ruins 

in the town are those of a Ptolemaic temnle which are still visible.

In Aswan the Kile becomes paler and more full of light. It is 

broken up again nd again by huge sculptured groups of black rocks, after 

leaving these the I ile turns round on itself before continuing on its way, 

approaches them, tu~ns around and then passes. The desert begins at once 

when approaching the west bank of the Kile, near the shore of the dead, 

where the ancient Egyptians chose to be buried, as stated above, so that, 

like the sun, who died there every night, they might be resurrected, as 

it was, every morning.

Aswan was as famous for its granite, as al-Silsilah was for its 

sandstone. The Egyptian kings were in the habit of sending to Aswan for 

granite to make sarcophagi, temples, obelisks, etc.'*'

1Budg., W., The Nile. Londo-i-Cairo (1912), pp. 332-336.
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Near the quarries are two ancient Arabic cemetries in which are 

a number of sane stone, limestone shahids. In Aswan there are tombstones 

which belong to al-An§ar, such as the tombstone of ’Abd Allah al-flijazi 

al-An$ari and that of ‘Abd Shams al-'fa'ifl al-Anijari. One can also find 

some inscriptions mention Kjaalid b. al-Walld, the unsheathed sword of God,

J j* —  Along the way from Aswan to Fiala island there are

tombs of Muslims which go back to the Idialifate ‘Umar b. al-Khattab on

the right side while on the left there w®' e some minarets which have been
1 -  -  2 replaced by some modern tombs. Al-Maqrizi in his Khitnt give3 some

details on Aswan. He said that the name Aswan derives from the verb <-r ~»

become sad, and ^  is a sad man. He stated that "Aswan is one

of the most important countries in Upper Egypt, a part which links Nubah

with Egypt. There are many Arabs who live there and most of them are from

2ah£an, Nizar, Mu(Jar. Most of these tribes are from Hijaz. On the e ist

of the city lies the marble mountain from where the Egyptians used to

have their columns quarried. In the year 3AA A.H. /95& A.D., the King of

Nuba conquered the city and killed many of the Muslims. Al-ILkhshid sent

^Ugo Monneret de Villard, La Necropoli Musulmana di Aswan (le Gaire, 1930), 

p.2; J. Bmce, Voyage en Nubie et en Atyssinie. I, Pusigi, 1790, pp. 169- 

170; F*L.harden, Voyage dfEgypte et du Kubie. (London 1822), p. 4; K.A. 
Lancret, description de I'ile de Philae. descrirt de PSgypte. I. (Paris 

1809), p.2.

2P.197.
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his leader Muhammad al-Khazin who defeated the king returned to 

Egypt with many of" the war captives. B&nu al-Kanz settled there and the 

poet al-Fa<Jil from the tribe of Rabi‘a praised them in his poems. When 

Salah al-Din established his Ayyubid dynasty, the Banu al-Kanz deserted 

the city. The Ayyubid soldiers, after conquerring the city of Aswan, 

found the ooems which praised this tribe on the walls. (Al-Kaqriz£, Kitab 

al-Mawa* ij wal I* tibar etc.) It is worthv/hile noticing too that at Aswan 

and at the same site, the shore of the dead, another famous Isma'Ili 

spritual leader, Agha Khan, chose his burial place built like a 3mall 

mosque similar to that of the Fa^imid mausoleums. And it was built of 

neat rectangular blocks of limestone of different colours, oatmeal, pink, 

bloom purnle with a slightly stripy surface. ihus his followers of 

l3ma* ilva sect willmake their pilgrimage up there on the hill where the 

Agjia's tomb stands.

The fact that they come for Aswan and ‘Ayn al-3ira is of special 

importance. ‘Ayn al-Jira was a liunni centre, and thus the tombstones coming 

from this place have the Sunni formulae.

Aswan on the other hand seemed to have been a centre for Shi*ism - 

and Shi*ite propaganda. In fact, all the tombstones coming from Upper 

Egyrt, and especially from Aswan, have the 5hl‘ite formulae. Inis is true 

all through the Fa^nid rule in Egypt. The majority of these tombstones 

under consideration are rectangular except two (Nos. 8, 32) dated 381A.H./ 

931 A.L. and 4-55 A.H./IO63 A.D. which are square. 'Aie shahids in general 

take several forms. The most ancient shape for the s^ahia is the rectan

gular. The rectangle in almost all these shahid3 lost one of it3 four
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angles or two of its four corners vanished, while sometimes na^ts of

its vertical or horizontal sides were broken, and these ahahids were
~  1

meant to be fixed on the head of the tomb to form the shahid or witness*

The : efinition

The word —  is a noun of the verb to witness or

attend, shahid means earth, gravestone, sometimes it is called 

the balata of the mausoleum. — ' One of 000*3 names. Shahid =

afcalim who shows what he knows and the verse J 1 r*J> -*v

The witness said what he saw in the court = he disclosed the facts he knew. 

Shahid = one who witnesses the truth, ^hahid = present. The Qur'anic 
verse ^ L̂>* La?if— u — ^\t\ - we sent you to

your nation with the Qur'an. Another meaning of a1-shahid is the star.

The galat al-shahid is galat al-fajr because the traveller prays it like 

other0 who are not. Otheres stated that the salat al-shahid is given to
i ■ ■■■■■■ ■ ■ — J 5 3 5 ^ — ■— — »

both al-maghrib and a l - f a . 1 r The jjkahid can be, as well, equivalent to

al-lisan = tongue. Thun the expression ~ ---~r> - x ^ g  a

beautiful tongue = good words. Shahid = king. Abu Bakr

the Caliph said ŷt> i.e. he does not look
4beautiful and he is not eloquent. It is worthwhile noticing when speak-

Ê. Levi Provencal. Inscriptions Arabes d'Esnarrne. p. xxiv.

^Lisan al‘Arab. p. 233.

^Ibia. p. 24.0. 

flbid, p. 243.
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ing of the shahid the different names given to it by writers in English 

and French. ihe French translation of the word shahid is usually one of 

the following, stele, dalle. epitaphe. while the English use: gravestone, 

shahid. epitaph and tombstone. We find them scattered all in the eastern 

as well as the western part of the Islamic world and in Spain. (In Fersia 

the types of buildings on which the inscriptions occur are, first, the 

towers, either minarets or tomb towers, the latter called magh’nad (place 

of martyrdom), or marqad ,!place of rest". The tomb il self is chilled more 

specifically in Persia raw<ja, "garden”, in memory of tradition "his tomb 

is one of the gardens of Paradise”.)

Other shapes of the atjaahics besides the rectangular can be traced.

E. Levi Provencal^divided the tombstones from Spain into:

1. the rectangular tombstones with kufic inscriptions in relief.

2. rectanr-ular to bstones with incised kufic inscriptions.

3. the pillars.

4. steles almerienne.

5. prismatic to"bstones which are called in the dialectal Morroco
2*Maqqbariyya”.

■̂ p.xxli.

^Cf. A.Bull, Inscriptions A-abes de Fes.p.13. note 2; II. ^asset et a. Levi 

Provencal, chella: une nccrooole meririide. p.11, note 5 and 130 seq.
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The marble pillar'*' was used instead of the rectangular shahid if we

cor.siderthe pillar of the mystic Dhul Kun who died 245 H./860 A.D.*' is

considered a3 an isolated case, the first exannle of using the pillar to
replace the gravestone in Egypt goes back to 405 H./1015 A.D., modelled

on their use in Tunis and also in Spain.

We find also the shahids which are k: own as; T|La stele almerienr.e'’ t

which Provencal thought a better expression for that sort of funeral 3tone.
Provencal stated that the to bstones from the west of the Islamic area

follow the same system of writing; the lewer part is always left blank.

Sometimes we find withLn the frieze of the balata an arch mounting two

pillars framing the epigraph. Between them there is incised writing in a

rectangular frame which in general has two lirie3 of inscriptions at the
beginning of the text. The comoosed unit always has decorations and

floriated designs. This type of to bstone is found also in Sicily and in

Africa. It reminds us of the niche of the mihrab^and that is why it is

sometimes called Malles a arc symbolique”. Examples of the same can be 
5traced in Egypt.

wiet, Journal Asiatiaue. vol. ccxi, p. 274..
2I bid . p.274; Repertoire, II, to. 440. „

^Levi-Provencal, inscr. p. xxv.

4-1 bid, p.xxiv.

^3f. Wiet Steles funcraireg. Vol. 2, Nos. 8539 dated 24.72872, 33^015 dated 

2482862.
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Sometimes these shahics are surrouixixi ty a wide or narrow border 

or margin. This margin is simple, incised or in relief. Examples of 

the first kinc can be seen on the shahids Nos. 14, 19, 23, 32; the second 

sort is on the rest of the shahics. The shahids Nos. 33 and 34 are pro

vided with Qur’anic verses on the margin. Among the shahids now being 

studied, two have spiral decorations, while the shahid No. 36 is surrounded 

with a margin decorated with three palm leaves. Coptic influences are

quite apparent in these margins. It is noticed that this margin has
1

nothing to do with the inscriptions inside.

The Inscriptions.

The texts are engraved in a simple kufic. In style they fall into 

two main groups: carved in relief and incised. Each of these two kinds

has two types. The incised tombstones were used earlier than the one in 

relief because of the esse. In the beginning they used a sharp instrument 

like the cunei to carve the stone. Thus the shallow undisciplined and ir

regular writing was produced. That was the first kind of engraving. After 

that they thought of tidying it and making it more perfect. They began 

to smooth the surface of the stone and drew horizontal lines for keeping

.Q.Miles,"E^rly Islamic Tombstones from Egypt in the Museum of Fine Arte", 

Boston, 1956, in A.O.. p.216; Qasar, Hawwari and Husayn Rashid. Steles 

Funeraires. Vol. I, Catalogue General du l.usee Arabe du Cairo. Cairo 

(1952) lo. 1193.
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equal spaces. 3uch horizontal lines can be seen on the shahids Nos.

3, 5, M, 20, 21, 29, 31, 34.
Later they wrote the inscriptions with black ink then incised it 

with sharp instruments ana in this way the writing became accurate. This 

treatment helDed much to fill the spaces with ornaments and designs, and 

even the inscription itself could be decorated. That is the second stage 

of writing. The oldest slab in which thi3 method had been used is the 
Shahid of ‘Abd al-Rahman ibn Khayr al Hijri which is dated 31 H./652 A.D.^

The second balata was a shahid dated 81 H./701 A.D., Ko. 4. After that 

the engraver began to provide the heads of the shafts of the alifs with 

apices pointing to the left. Yet the oldest example of the carving in 

relief was the Nilometer in Ro^ah dated 91 H./710 A.D.^ The most ancient 

shahids having inscriptions in re ief a~e dated 203/31 II./710 A.D.

This way of writing was used at the beginning of the third century because 

the incised inscriptions are easier to make than those in relief. In the 

first kind the engraver only carved the writing whereas in the second, he 

had to engrave the whole slab, thus the script remained in relief. This 

way of writing is a greater help to filling the spaces with more decorations. ̂

^Jasan, Hawwari and Husayn Rashid, 3teles Funcraires. Vol. I. Catalogue 

General dn Husee Arabe du Cairo. Cairo (1952) No. 1.

^S.Flury, Islamische Serifthunder. Amida -Dvar Bakr. Basel, Paris 1920, Pl.l. 

3steles. Cairo, Vol. I, No. 39.

4-Cairo Steles. Vol. I, pp. 6 - 3 .
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When the engraver had to deal with hard stone or marble, he met 

the difficulty by using the simple relief and by tapping lightly in the 

empty spaces, ^his is the second phase of the relief scriot. The ear

liest ̂ hahid prepared by this method was a tombstone dated 4.26/1035 A.D.^
Our specimens show that the inscriptions on them are incised except 

the shahids Nos. 8, 9, which are in relief, The inscriptions mentioned 

above are sometimes called nuqush. This writing, as we have already said, 

was incised with great difficulty, and in spite of the lining we can easily

see that the inscriptions are not regular and tiie distances between the
2words are rot the same. In only one case has the tiredness of the engraver 

exhausted his mticnce when finishing. This phenomenon is seen in the last 

three lines of the majority of these inscriptions.

We rarelv find a very beautiful calligraphy and sometimes the kufic 

script looks like the cursive form, as is clear in the shahids Nos. 7, 12, 

26, 35. Wiet thinks that these incised shahids help only a little in play

ing any important cart in the evolution and development of the Arabic epi

graphy. It is interesting to note the two controversial opinions of Wiet 

and Miles as to the importance of these inscriptions in the study of some 

tombstones kept in the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston. I should think that 

it is unwise to follow either of these extreme views. They are tut simple

-̂Sairo Steles. No. 2977*
pWiet, J.A.. p. 274; and Steles Funeraires. Vol. I, pi. II.
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monuments as a memorial to unknown Egyptian Muslims just to ask for the 

mercy of God for the deceased and to ask the oasser by to do the same for 

the deceased.

The construction of the letters as well as the contents of the text 

is simple. While the first is far from being a masterpiece in drawing, 

the second is still further from eloquence. The decorations on the shahids 

are Islamic and show marked Coptic influences. They remained so till they 

developed their own special characteristics. The differences between the 

Islamic and Coptic decorations can be easily recognised. We can easily 

trace them in the lobed palmettos, the depth of the insertotions and in 

this they differ from Coptic art. These ornament* on the shahid. though 

scanty, can be considered the most ancient Islamic dated decorations.^" 

Qur’anic verses .ana formulae

Most of our specimens tiave the Shi4ite formulae: "0 God bless 

Muhammad the Prophet and his family the pure'1, and they can be seen on 

the ĝjiahids from No. 13 dated 392 H./1002 A.D., until the Jjjiahid ho. 35 

dated 462 H./1071 A.D., while the shahid No. 3 dated 252 H./887 A.i., the 

shahid No. A dated 256 H./870 A.D., the shahid No. 5 dated 291 II./G04 A.D. 

the shahid no. 6 dated ? ? the shahid No. 7 dated 300 H./913

A.D. and No. 8 dated 331 K./991 A.D. have the Qur’anic verses mentioning

^Cf. Stele3 funeraires. Vol. I, p.8.
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the name of the deceased and after that cones the date of his death.

The shahid No. 36 dated 554 H./1160 A.D. has the Sunnite formula as well
as the Shi*ite. Thus the Sunnite formulae can be traced before, and after

2and even during the Fajimid rule in Egypt. The Fajimids encouraged the 

cursing of the first three Khalifas and certainly other "Companions", 

for they were regarded as ‘All's enemies, and inscriptions were made on 

the coins and on the walls of the mosques emphasising the prerogatives of 

‘All and his successors. As ibn Zulaq states, the "Companions" were cursed 

by the Khalifas on the pulpits throughout Egypt. The whole community of 

Egyptian officials had to pass jucgment in accordance with the Fatmids* 

cannon law. The desire for office seems to have led to the conversion 

of some 3unnl as well as some non-Muslims to the Shi* ite sect. The curs

ing of the "Companions" and the Sunni in general was a legacy of al-Ku‘izz 

to his successors and severe punishment was inflicted on any person who 

referred to the merits of the Orthodox khalifas.̂  Yet the Shi* ite for

mulae disappeared after the fall of the Fa^imio dynasty and the Sunnite

1R«pertoir». iv. Kos. 1262, 1302, 1373, 1331, 1392, 1421, H37, 1461, 1462, 

1464, 1467, 1479, 1438, 1492, 1496, 1549, 1554, v, No, 1626, 1623, 1634, 

1652, 1653, 1655, 1657. 3tel«3. v, Kos. 1643, 1712, 1717, 1728, 1729,

1733, 1792, 1793, 1494, 1800, 1309, 1315, 1327, 1340.

%/ict, J.A.. p. 278.

3c.f. Ibn Kuyassar, D. 677 A.H./1278 A.D. Ta’rikh Iliyr. Cairo, 1919, p.32; 

Al-Maqrlzl, Vol. 2, p. 340; Ibn Khellikan. Vol. 2, p. 442.
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formulae replaced them. Between the years 364-537 A.H./974-1L+3 A.D. 

the Qur’anic verses and the”Sunnitenformulae were not made use of and the 

”Shi‘ite” replaced them. The Sunnite formulae which were commonly used 

are, testification that there is no God but lie, the Mighty, the wise.

There is no partner with Him and that Muhammad is his servant and his 

messenger, may God bless him and give him peace, and that paradise is truth 

and the fire and resurrection are truth, and that God will rise uo those 

in the graves.”  ̂ ”... verily in God there is consolation for every ad

versity and compassion for all that oerishes, and understanding for what 
2has passed,” We can find this formula on many shahids whether from Egyot 

or North Africa, ’’and verily the greatest of adversities is the acvarsity 

(of the death) of the Prophet Muhammad, may God bless him and give him 

peace.”,.. ’’Praise be to Goc who has written mercy for himself and death 

for his creatures and resurrection at his decision and the final reckoning 

at his sanction...” Between the years 71 A.H./691 A.D. and 34.9 A.H./961 

A.D. only two shahi s have the Shi* ite formulae. In ‘Ayn al-^ira the two 

formulae, the ’’Sunnite” as well as the Shi* ite can be seen. This is rot 

strange because on one of the tombstones, which are published by Roy et 

Poinssot the deceased in spite of the existence of the Fajimib rule, was

hart of Sura XXXI: VII.
pP.Jouon, decherches de science rf-ligierx, XXV, pp. 513-530.
3George Miles, Kos. 5, 12, 13; 3ernard Roy et Paul Poinssot, Inscriptions 

Arabes de Kairouan. Vol. 2, steles Kos. 92, 93, 102.
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believing in Islam, Sunna and Gama4a.^

All the texts on the shahids begin with the
(Ax £ L
i hasmala

except No. 8, which begins with , then two sometimes more, verses

from the Qur'an, except the shahids Nos. 3, 9f where we find that the 

formula, "...this is the grave of...’’ comes exactly after the basmala and

mula which we frequently see on tombstones before the rise of the Fajimid 

dynasty ’’...the oaradise is true, the fi"e is true, the resurrection is 

true, and God will rise up those in the graves".

One can notice that all the formulae, whether the Sunnite or the

Shi4 ite. forn Egypt or from North Africa and even in Spain, arc articles

without titles. The texts contained in these tombstones have a sort of

religious feeling. Wiet mentioned during the publication of the steles

kept in the Museum of Islamic Art that the formulae came into being, gained
2pooularity, and at last declined. That means that the majority of the

Poinssot, inscr.. Steles los. 137 p.249, on a tombstone of Latif al ‘At'ar 

who insisted on mentioning that he died a Muslim, A — tradi

tionalist and "Vlr* L* of a 1-jama* a = the Orthodoxy.

^c.f. ./iet, p. 276; Kme. V.A.Khratchkoworskaya, The Arab Tombstones in the 

Museum of Tooograohic in the Acadenr of Science. U.S.S.R. Leningrad (1929), 

pp. 114, seq. stated that there a~e three permanent parts for almost all the 

tombstones:(l) al-basmala. (2) the name of the deceased, (3) his profession; 

in addition to that there are other accidental statements: (l) the date,

(2) Qur’anic verses and moral religious sentences which she called "euologie 
a report’’, (3) beneclictio* of the Prophet, (4) other formulae for mercy.

the same order occurs on the shahid no. 4. The shahid No. 6 has that for-
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people were ignorant and the eoitaphic language which concerns the 

deceased neo 1c was dictated by specialists. The inscriptions are far f r'om 

being the literature of highly skilled artists or oven original. They are 

formulae already known to the engraver and families, as nowadays, had to 

choose the expressions that expressed their sadness. To prove this a

sjiahid of an unknown person was discovered having the formula

ry> n ^  , this is what was testified

x  ibnat x...... of x tribe....n On the shahid K0. 3 1 noticed

this formula more than that on the shahid No. 6 of ’3itt al-Fakfrer”. Her 

family insisted on mentioning her name, her father1s name, her grand

fathers name, and the tribe she came from. Thus the shallid is comnlete 

about all ihat concerned the deceased.

Most of the shahids affirm the eternity and oneness of God and the 

transience of life; that He has no partner and He is everlasting, and 

Muhammad was his servant and messenger. Even the Angels and men embued 

with knowledge and established i righteousness oroclaim that there is no 

God hut He the Mightv, the Wise. The majority of the ahahids have the 

formulae of the benediction of Kuha.rmad, the Prophet.

Phraseology of death and thinking of the second life shows an ex

tensive usage of ' ur’anic vcr3es, traditions, and Arabic poetry. From 

the Qur’an we find the following verses: ’’Praise be to God who has written

mercy for Himself and death for his creature s". ’’Every one that is upon 

earth Derishes, but the (faco) person of Your Lord abideth, the oossessor 

of glory and honour11.

And from the traditions wn have ”In this world we live as travellers 

nassing over a passage and everyone must consider himself one of those who
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live in the grave11. Abul ‘Atahia wrote on a silk textile some poems

now in Turkish possession - "Death is a door through vhiah all people

must pass", or "You have no guarantee against death which comes quickly,

in the twinkling of an eye or the drawing of a brrath and you will meet

the Angels and keepers of paradise or hell".

In the stelae under consideration, we find that the shahics Nos.

14, 16 and 34 have the verses "Verily those who say Our Lord iS God and

then walk uprightly, upon them shall Angels descend (saying) 'Fear thee

not neilher be thou sad, but rejoice thee in the oaradise which thou hast 
2 -been promised'." VJhile the shahids Nos. IF, 31 and 32 have the verscss 

"Everyone that upon it (the earth) perisheth, but the person (literally 

face) of the Lord abideth, the possessor of glory and honour". The 

shahids Nos. 5, 13, 22, 24, 2f, 26, 30, 32 and 35 have the surat al- 

Ikhlay. which we frequently find on most of the steles whether from Aswan 

or ‘Ayn al-§ira, "Say He is the one God, He is the refuge of all, He be- 

getteth not and he is not begotten, and the -e is none like unto him".

On the sjiahids lies. 19 and 36 we find: "Their God send then glad tidings

of mercy from himself and of good will, and of gardens wherein lasting 

pleasure 3hall be theirs, abiding therein for ever; verily with God is a 

great reward".4 The shahids nos. 10, 11, 21 and 9̂ have the: "Every soul

^c.f. wiet, Soieries oersanes. p. 33; Dermenchen, les ^lus beaux textcs 

Arabes, p. 40.

^Sura xii. 30.

3Sura iv. 26, 27.

4-Sura. IX 21, 22.

^oura xxv.
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shall taste of death; and to us you will give resurrection”. On the 

3ha:iids Kos. 3> 7 and 9 we find the formula: "This is the tomb of”, such

formula precedes the name of the deceased anc is accompanied by the verb 

shahida. ,7e can trace thi3 formula till the year 2^6 A.H./361 A.D.'*' In

the shahid Ko. 1 we find the formula, ”The mercy of God be unon him and 

His forgiveness and His favour be uoon him”, but in shahid Ko. 3 wc find 

the formula, "His favour be upon him”, comes after the name of the deceased, 

and at the same time the formula, "He testifies that there is no partner to 

God”, is also stated in the shahid (lines 7 and 8).
The other sjiahids have different verses. On the shahid Ko. U> vre 

find quotations from the ^ur,an followed ty the formula, "This is the to:*b 

of...” then the Shahada that God is one, at the end of the shahid (lines 

7, 8, 9) we find the versos, "That death, the resurrection, the fire and 
the paradise are all true”, "and that’ God will raise up those in the graves". 

On the shahid No. 6 after the banmala there is, "This is what testifies...", 
but after the name of the deceased cones the Shahada and at last the 

verse3 of (Sur. 22:7). On the shahid Ko. 15 we find: "This is a suffi

cient announcement for men; and that they may be warned there by, and that
2they may know that He is one God, and that Mie discreet may remember".

On the shahid No. 23 we find: "Hasten thee to forgiveness from Thy Lord

anc to a paradise the width where of is as the heavens and the earth, which
3is provided for the God-f- aring".^

^Cf. Poinssot, inscr. No. 151. Wiet, J.A. o. 237.

2Sur. XIV. 52.

^Sur. iii. 127.
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It is not unusual to find two or more shahids having the same 

formulae or Quranic verses because we can prove this on the majority 

of steles kept in the Museum of Islamic Arts.^

On the shahids Kos. 12, If, 19, 23, 25, 29, before the name of 

the deceased we find, "0 G-or have mercy upon Thy servant that hath need 

of Thy mercy...11, on steles Nos. 8, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 and 36, all of them 
for women, have the formulae, ’’...and have mercy on Thy handmaiden who hath 

need of Thy mercy”, or the for’ulae, "...have mercy upon Thy servant that 

hath need of Thy mercy...” This formula is found on to-bstones from the 

year 358 A.K./969 A.D., but ir. the year 312 A.H./925 *.D. the simnler ex

pression "your servant", is frequ ntly used.

Nomination.

It was the habit of almost all the shahids to mention the name of 

the deceased. The most interesting point in these jfrahids is the ni3bah 

of the deceased. Most of it refers to Arab tribes 'Tho came to live in 

Egypt during the Arab conquest. Some of the : is bah mo back to the home, 

this’orevailed after the year 2 0 A.I./816 A.D. The nisbah. which refers 

to the tribes can also be traced. The nisbah. whether it refers to the 

home or the tribe, comes after the Qur’anic verses. On some shahids the 

name of the deceased is accompanied by his job such as shahids Nos. 7, 13, 

5, 32, 33. In addition to that if he or she had been a mav/lah o^ mawlat

or uran walad man or handmaiden, a slave wife to
. _ 2 anyone, that m-st be mentioned (shahids Nos. 1, 5, 10.21.) . Rarely it

■'■Wiet, J.A. p. 273.

‘hiet, Journal Ariatioue. 24.0, page 232, gave a list containing names of 

some indenendents who were unc'er nrotection of rich oeople or of high ranks.
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hannened to have al-Kukanna (nicknamed) as we find on shahid No, 13

c 0f Narakat al Mukanna Abu al-Husayn. Thi3 expression is 
not frequently used whether on tombstones from Egypt or North Africa or

Sudan.^ On the other hand we find the word < al Na*ruT mentioned

on shahids Nos. 23, 31, the former belongs to a man while the latter to 

a woman. On the shahids of the female, whether from North Africa, Egypt, 

Sudan, which I have had examined I could not fine any having the expression 

al Ila*rufah. The above mentioned expression is unique, I 

found it only on shahid No. 31.

The shahids Nos. 26 and J>2 have Christian names. That means that 

during the Fatimid reign the non-Muslims whether Christians- or Jews were 

fairly treated. This tallies with what the historians relate about this. 

Another thing which Droves that Shi4 ism was prevailing more in the south 
of Egypt where most of the Christians live than the North is the fact that 

these to bstones found in Aswan all have the Shi* ite formula for people who 

have Christian names, tut on the contrary the Sunnite formulae can be 

easily traced on tombstones from the North during the Fatimid rule. We 

can add that these shahids clearly show that many Christians and Jews were 

converted into Islam and kept their Christian names as well as their family 

names.

The Christians and the Jews were treated with consideration under 

the Fatimics, and the persecutions of a1-Hakim were but a nart of the

-̂See Poinssot, stele No. 2 belongs to a man named 4Abd al-Rahman al 

Hukanna Abu al-'̂ asim.
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tyranny which fell uron the Egyptians as a whole. Indeed, on more 

than one occasion members of the two religions weretreated .with marked 

favouritism! Under the Khalifa al Mustan§ir (4.27-487 A.H. = 1035- 

1095 A.D.) and his successors they occupied most of the financial 

r>laces in the government and even the office of the Wigarah. For ex

ample Ya'qub b. Killis who played a major part in the flourishing of 

the Fatimid civilization had his authority during the time of al-‘Aziz 

and al-Hakim.

Among the shahi s un er consideration I found three having simi

lar names. They belong to the same family. Chahid Ko. 11 cated 408 A.TT. 

/1017 A.D. belongs to the grandfather Ishaq b. . Ya‘qtib b. Istyaq b. 

of Ibrahim. The Shahid no. 16 dated 4.20 A.H./102O A.D. to one of the 

two brothers Ibrahim, the other ̂ frahid No. 23 dated 4-31 A.II./1040 A.D. 

belongs to is brother Isma'il. To find one or more shahids belonging

to one family is not unusual for we can see the same thing on tonbstXones
3from Egypt and North Africa. Our specimens contain another two groups

"**Abu §alih, Kana’is Waadyerat Kijr, B.T.A. Evetts, Oxford, 1395, pp. 3?>

43, XX, 77, 73.

^c.f. Ibn Khillikan. Wafiyat al A*van. Vol. 2, p.4X1; Al-JayrafI 4Ali,
Kitab al Ir^aarah. p. 23: Ijasan Ibrahim Hasan, The Fajimids in Egypt,

Cairo, 1932, p. 259; Zaki Hasan, Knnuz al Fatimyyin. Cairo, 1937, p.330; 

Kargoliouth, Cairo. Jerusalem and Damascus, n. 27; Mann, J, The Jews in 

S/yrt and in Palestine under the Fatimid Caliphs. Oxford, 1920, po. 1°,20. 

^3ee, b’iet, J.A.. p. 283, Repcrt are: II, No. 761; III, Nos. 312 , 834 , 963,

1008, 1011, 1061, 1077; IV, Nos. 301, 1354, 1337, 1339, U25, 1466, U69, 

1504, 1505; steles IV. Not.1595., V., No. 1627, 16X2, 1654, 171X, 1730,1735.
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ami each group belongs to one family. The shahic.s Ko. 15 of -Ja‘ far 

dated 413 A.H./1027 A .D . , 1 o. 16 of llubaraka dated 421 A.H./1030 A.D.;

Ko. 19 of Yahya dated 422 A. T./1031 A.D., No. 24 of Qasim dated 432 A.H./

1040 A.D. belong to ‘Abu al-damad' s family. The 3hahids Nos. 15, 19, 
belong to two brothers Ja‘far and Yahya sons of Ahmad. The shahid Ko. 17 

belongs to Kubar&ka the daughter of Ibrahim, third son of Ahmad. The 

second group contains the shahids Kos. 16 dated 42o A.H./1029 A.D. and 

23 dated 431 A.K./1040 A.D. The t wo were brothers and members of Ishaq's 

family. In spite of tais each of the slabs of the two groups seems to 

have been engraved by different engravers because the kufic scrint dif^e^s 

greatly. On the shahid No. 30 we can find another important notice, the 

name of the deceased is followed by "4Itanat (emancipation) ja'far".

This word ^  Llv 4 Itagat has not secured on any of the shahids whet er 
from Sgynt, North Africa, or Sudan hitherto published and seen by me.

From these thirty six tombstones we can collect that rifteen belong 

to women (Kos. 4, 1C, 13, U,17, 20, 22, 27,, 23, 31, 32, 33, 35 and 36). 
xhis rieans that nearly half of the steles belong to females, host of the 

shahids for the women are taller, more elegant, tidy and more carefully 

incised than those for the other sex.^ The shahid No. %  of Sitt al-Fakhr 

can be taken as a clear witness of what I say, even its kufic letters are

ĉ.f. P. Loun, Rechr-rches dc science reliyieux. XXV, p. 513-530; Ibid. p.514.

Ro r et Poinssot, p. 157, Lrvi Provencal, Inscr. p. XX.
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floriated. I can find no explanation of this better than nature.1'

This tallies with Wiet's calculation of the ,f3teles Funeraires’1 in 

the above mentioned Museum of Cairo, where he states that our of 3776,

1966 belong tomen and loOO belong to women; i.e.both sexes have almost 

the same number of stelae. Poinssot and Provencal in North Africa and 

Spain state that the male numbers are by far larger than female, in 

Tunis 24 eoitaphs for women from 101 steles.

On female sjaahids some have the proper name, while others the

word Z* sitt followed by different kunyas. Such case can be seen

on the j&ahid Mo. 36 of 4L- Sitt al Fakhr or Fajr, daughter of

al-̂ }asim. This is not an exceotional case because we can find 1he same 

treatment on female shahids from North Africa. The word —  sitt

is an oriental alteration of the word  ___  Sayyida or lady with

the ser.se of the respected lady or the mistress of the house who always 

has the upper hand at home. On some shahids we find — —' 3itt al 

Dar (the first lady at home) sitt al-kull (the most great

lady of all), etc.... One can ask whether this -mnya is given to the
2 -ieldest lady in the house as a matter of respect? Sometimes ve find

Wiet in his article in J.A. stated that from 22 stelae the "e were twelve

epitaphs for females.
o • <''Poinssot, on stele o. 279 the name of the deceased is Cayyidat al-.Tani ,

No. 253, sitt al-ahl is the deceased*s name etc....
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1 > I anat al ‘Aziz, '̂ar.iat al Haqq etc. Is it a matter of

giving real names to those dependants or only for euohony to let her

forget that she is really a slave; Another characterstic of one in-
•j ~

scri^tion which does not agree with ôvflfrd and Rashid is that all the 

dating comes at the end. The answer may be difficult. It seems that 

the answer to the question is that the latter assumption is more reason

able. There is a last remark concerning this matter. It is a common 

practice still in many parts of the Arab world not to mention the oroper 

names of the wife or the daughter for men as they consider it indelicate.̂ - 

It seems to me also that ihe qualities as sitt al-Dar, sitt al-Fakhr. etc. 

took the olace of the Christian names so as to express respect to certain

ladies of the family. Among other kunya3 that deserve special notice is 
2umm walad.

All the gpiahid s end with the date of death proceded ty S

tnwuffiya for male a: d tuw uffiyat for the female. On the

shahids Nos. 16, 23, the date is preceded ty (J*Ls qacja nihbahu

while the shahid No. U has wakanat wafatuha. ijasan Hawwari
-  3and Husayn Rashid noticed that the dating of decease runs as follows:

3̂. M. 2biss, inscrirtions Arabcs de Tripoli. Vol. XIII, Tom. ler, Tunis, 

1955, p. 70.

«>ee note on unun walad. .3tele I o. 1,

3vol. I, p. 3.
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first comes the raonth, the day follows next, and the year cones last.

I followed in arranging the jhahids Kos. 24. and 25, 32 and 33 of one 

elate what 3a3an Hawwa'T and Husayn Rashid suggested at the alphabetical 

order. Thus s,hahid Ko. 24 is nlaced before shahid Ko. 25 and No. 32 

before Ko. 33. Hasan Hawwari and Husayn Rashic again noticed that on 

the stone shahids the dating comes in the middle of the text while o . 

the marble ones it occurs 4i the end.

As to their first notice on the dating in my inscriptions this 

arrangement is different. In fact only one inscription, No. A in my 

collection, follows theirs. Two shahids Kos. 4, 3, lack the date of 

death^ Sometimes we find on tombstoi es t’lat the deceased was killed
p

and thus he became a shahi while it is mentioned on the remaining 

thirty four.

The name of the months, particiilarly Jumada, whether the former 

or the latter (awwal. rikhir) is treated as masculine as we see on the 

shahids Nos. 10, 11, 13. An exception to this ^ule is the jjhwhid T'o, 

’•/here the month of Jumada is treated correctly as feminine. Yet feminine

^Poinssot, Inscr. Arabcs de Nairouan. Vol. 2 (1950), p. 192, mentioned 

tbit the inscriptions of Qayrawan contain the ages of the dcease-', whether 

he was almost a child, Nos. 277, 235, or- a — uth voi. 772, 317, 337, *>/>!, 

o?3, or agel me i who live 1 more than eighty years, Kos. 275. 521 and 59S. 
In Spain as well as in Qayrawan the age of the decc oed is mentioned.

Of. Provencal, inscr. A— bes c'Ssparnc. P. XXI, Nos. 2, 22, 119, 179.

2 f̂. Ibid, Ko. 201.
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treatment of J»ir.iada can be traced on other tombstones from Egypt and 

North Africa. Another thinjwhich wo can notice is that the months 

dhu al-Qa‘dah, and dhu al-nijja keen always the article as already seen 

on the shahids Nos. 12, 17, 24, 31 and The same notice applies to

while on my shahid3 the article is already mentioned, Nos. 4, 3, lr, 26, 
27. The other shahics have different months such as Rabi* al-Awval, Nos. 

7, 14, 22, others have Sha* ban. Nog. 5, 21, 33 and 35. Ramadan followed 

by Shallr occurs on Shahics ’os. 8, 25, 28, 29. The question now is how

‘Umar ibn al-Khaj.|ab was the first Khalifah who fixed the ta*rlkh 

in months and days for the Muslims. He did so when he was told that the 

Persians had theirs. The natter was discussed with the "Comoanions,T.

3o ie of them preferred the Pro hetfs despatch as the beginning of the

their reckoning point. According to a tradition the ta’rikh began at al- 

Mu^arram and tiis is also the month when nilgrims used to leave Kakka for 

their homes. Tradition has it that the Arabs ignored the solar months 

and used the lunar instead. Others deny this statement. Ir. addition to 

that they stated that this is not altogether true because the Arabs for 

two hundred y-'ars previous to the Hijra, when Qujayy was their chief, de

ferred \s\ s (nassa’u) their lunar year which is shorter than the

solar year by eleven days and added to theirs one extra month every three 

years, so as to equal the solar year and so" that the pilgrimage might take 

place at the same season every year, ‘‘‘hen they arranged th months in a 

way that indicated the stable seasons of the weather such as Jafar = vaciity,

to the month Muharram where on most of the shahids the article is omitted

did the Arabe3 arrange thrir

LT ta’ rikh but they all agrrec to take the date of the Hijra as
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Jumada = congeal, Ramadan = ebullition (it is said that Ramadan is

one of God!s names). They kept that 'ystein until Kuhar mat stopped

the defer  -J i uhen the verse was deliver d to him and

went back to the system previous to Qujayy.x And for the lean and solar 
oyear."

If the date happens at the first night of the lunar month it is

written ^y*ir M mustahall or istihlal. ^onctimes this expression

is replaced by Zr* ghnrrat (the white crescer.t on the forehead of

the horse). On the tombstones we us d to find the date incised as: one

or two or three nights passed. The la4ter statement means that each night

with it3 day oassed. If the days and nights are equal th e  x will be no

need to state each of them separately. As a rule when fifteen days \f

the lunar month has passed one cannot 3ay that fifteen days willremain

because one is not sure of the number of days in the month. On the otivr

hand one can safely say when fourteen a ay 3 remain of the month because
3every lunar month must have at least twenty nine days.

On tombstones . 00. 11, 16, 17, 22, 23, 24, 2f and 26 we fine that

the numbers are incised ’without, stating whetner they are for nights or days.

Cf. Ibn Durustuwayh, p. 30. See also commentary on the same on pare 107:

Al-§ull, Vol. 2, p. iso.

^Of. Wright, Fasc. of K. and Inscr. FI. LXXtl. 
o - - —*'-Ibn Durustuwayh, p. 91; al-§uli, p. 180 stated that the Arabs referred 

the nights to days. CrAvcJJ*AM
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In uch cases it means days if the number is masculine and ni'hts if

it is feminine. Thus the shahids Nos. 23, 24 must be calculated by
days anc the others, Nos. 17, 22, 16, 11, 2f, 26, by nights. It is

worth while noting that '.he dating am some stelae is in the dootic month
1

and the Hijrl yea~s.

All the months are treated as masculine except Jumada, as a rule 

one can add month only ror Rabi* whether the former or the latter and

Ramadan because they are not considered nouns or adjectives as the rost
2 *  _  _of the months. Safar is spelt once with the sin as one the shahid No. 7

and with gad on shahid no. 32. Only one sjiahid bo. 23 gives Rajab as

the month of the death.

The year usually comes at the end of the date. All the shahids

under consideration have the word " sana and not a single one lias
r u  .am instead. Provencal'' noticed that the usage of the word 

* am inslead of sana tool place at the beginning of the fourth century.

Yet though these shahid3 are later than the fourth century, not nne has

The stcry of the arrival of most of these tombstones to the British 

Museum was given in detail ty W. Budge. It runs in short as follows.

One day the sky became coverec. with dense grey clouds which were 

rarely seen in Aswan and for three day3 th<*re was no bright sunshine, tut

Ibn Durustuwayh, p. 92 

2Cf. lairo Steles. Vol. 5, Nos. 1506/427, 2721/1065, 2721/690. 

-̂Inscr. d^soa.^ne. p. xxiv.
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only a subdued misty grey light which was very pleasa.t. In the 

afternoon rain began to fall, and the natives were happy, but the rain 

continued to come down and when evening came it. fell in torrents. The 

natives were in desrair anc the trooical rain began. The scene in the 

twon was strange indeed. On the low hill3 close t^ the town, where the 

modern inhabitants buried their dead, ba^e human bodies were exnosed, 

for the rain had washed away the sand a; c pe‘oble3 which covered them.

Some of the tombs were the oldest k own Muhammadan seoulclires in Up-̂ er 

S&ypt, and belonged to the earliest centuries of the Hijrah, when Aswan 

wa3 an authorized place of nilgrirage, ai d was regarded as a holy îte.

For the dwellers in the remote south the pilgrimage to Aswan was considered 

as meritorious as a pilgrimage to Makka and the bodiesof the illustrious 

dead were brought there from all parts of Egyot, and buried there, '̂ hese 

tombs were all built of mud and some had pillars and friezes which sug

gested that they were cooies of Byzantine originals, also made of mud.

At the head of every tomb of an important man was set up a large rect

angular tablet of sandstone or which were cut in kufic characters the name 

or the deceased, a passaged from the Qur'an and the date of his death.

As many of the se memorial stones dated from the third and fourth century 

of the Hijrah, their importance both historically and palaeogranhically 

is evident.

When the notables nointed out the terr ble damage to the tombs 

which the rain had done. It had melted the Qubbas anc nillars anc the 

mud and olaster decorations, and the mud-brick backings of the inscribed 

tablets in their proper places above the graves, and they would assuredly 

be stolen and used for building purposes. tliat time there were only
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one or two poor examples of kufic tombstones in the British Museum 

and he was very anxious to obtain a selection of those which he saw 

there. The notables were quite willing to let Budge have a3 many as 

he wanted, and to ■fake them out of Egypt to a place where they would 

be preserved and respected, arc he selected fourteen of th ol'est aid 

bevt. or them without delay. That evening one of the officers and Budge 

accompanying him went out with camels and brou lit them into 'he camp
t

and on the following morning packed them in strong wooden boxes, and 

stored then in the hut. So through the rainstorm he obtained a welcome 

addition to his little collection.

There is an interesting seuql to his acquisition of these kufic 

gravestones. vJhen > he representative of the Bulaq Museum heard of it, 

he came and claimed them for his Museum as by right, and when his claim 

was refused to surrender them he offered to buy then; and when his offer 

was declined he went, according to rumour, into the town to the na}nur 

(governor) and called upon him to seize the stones and tried to 3tir u p  

mischief among the natives. The ma*mur said when he came to see what 

had happened soon afterwards that he was thankful to know that the British 

had taken possession of the '.tones. He then suggested six other kufic 

gravestones which he had in a shed near his house could be acquired and 

hr asked for a very moderate price. The representative of the Bulaq 

Museum reported the action to his chief in Cairo and received orders from 

him to take possession of all the kufic gravestones he could fu.d in Aswan 

and to despatch them to him in Cairo on the steamer belonging to the ser

vice of antiquities. The representative collected men and went out with
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them to the modern cemeteries of the tow and began removing from the 

grave.s the tombstones of men whose descendants were still living!

The result was a big row in the town. He paid ni heed to the remonstrances 

made to him,but he had the gravestones carried down to th river, and 

loaded into the steamer that had been set up for them. In due course he 

set out wit his loan for Cairo, and all went well until the steamer began 

to take the bend of the river near Kom Ombo. Then, either through the 

failure of the sterring gear, or th'-ough the direct action of the la*is 

(Captain) the heavy boat, which drew four or five feet of water when un

loaded, drove straight on to the great sand bank there and stuck so firmly 

that no efforts of her Captain and crew could move her. There she stayed 

the whole summer through, and he.-* crew grew water melons in ^he sard or. 

each side of her. The natives, of course, asserted that it was the rower 

of the dead ^haykhs that drove her or- to the bank, and that it was their 

hands which held her there.^

This power of the dead is reflected ii the formulae on 'he

shahids. It was ■» aken as a locket said to protect the deceased. These 

formulae used in various places differ ir their phraseology. The following 

are examples of them:

!l0 God, console his loneliness in the cemctary and take up with 

compassion his solitude.'1 Such rorm wa3 frequently used on stelae between

-̂ Cf. Budge, By Nile and Tirris. London, 1920, pp. 97-9S.
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192 A.tl, and 306 **.H. One may also find the formula: "Take up with

mercy his exile". Ti.is List word is equal to the Arabic zhurh■>
1and which also meant "his death was ar away from his fa+herland’'.

2These formulae include the marble as well as the stone stelae. However, 

they all we'e supposed to give the sane eflect, namely to protect the •- 

ceased in his tomb.

It is worthwhile to mention what Pezard stated concerning the^e for

mulae. At the begin, ing of I -lam certai' epi raphic formulae appeared not 

only for the use on ceramics but also for any nscriotion on any material. 

He thinks that these 'formulae were originally Semetic and it is probable 

that the term of such Semetic origin was very ancient and must have beer, 

known to the Arab tribes before the beginning of their Islamic conquests.

He goes on to say that in the ^ur’anic language "benediction of Goc" has

a religious and magic feeling and thus it became familiar to the new 
qlims.^

In addition to that the formula (Ys> (Pezard suggested it for 

"trust" which appeared frequently on the archaic ceramics gives the meaning 

of ’’apasta" which is inscribed on the coins and statues of the Persian

bc^. I, No. 225; III, Ho. 322.

^Gf. /int. J.A., pp. 234-285.

^Gf. Pezard, La Geramigue Archaique de 1*Islam. Paris (1920), p. 80;

Flury, Une formula eoigranhique. Paris (1924), p. 54.
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Emperors. And it was stated that the formular alyuim: has a

considerable place, more thar and Karcais pointed to the im-
—  — oportance of this forma la or. the ceramics of Qal4u of 3ani Hamnad. ‘'

On the whole tue main idea behind the shahid through all the Is

lamic world v:as to ooint out the olace where the deceased was buried; 

anc thus they were fixed at the head of the to:.b. They all followed 

the same technique in craft. The fact that they start with the basr.ala 

shows that they wanted to ward off fear and keep away Satan.

Let us now turn ot our main subject, kufic tombstones in British, 

collections.

^Cf. Pezard, p. ISO.

^Cf. Marcais, Les potcric3 et fiances de la ^al‘a des Ban! IJamnad. p. 23 

and PI. XV; Flury, 63.
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CHAPTiat XI

Stelae



Limestone, dated Rajafc 235 A.H. = 850 A*L). Re ctar.nlar 

38*75 x 46,75 cm* Six lines of incised plain kufic* Presented 

by Egypt Exploration F 'nd 1391. 91-7-11-1 is its registration

number. It is exhibited i: the Asiatic haloon, British Museum*
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Translation

1. In the name of God the Compassionate, the Merciful. This

2. is what has been testified by ui:im Muhammad umn Calad 

al-4Ala*

3. son of §a‘id al-Barmakl. She testifies that 1 here is no God 

but God alone,

A. with no partner unto Him, and that Muhammad is his servant

5. and his messerger, may God bless him and give him peace.

She died in,

6. Ra.jab in the year five and thirty and two hundreds.

Commentary: A rectangular ahahid. the two horizontal sides are taller

than the vertical ones. The slab is framed on the top and on 

the left and right 3ide by an intermittent guilloche border simi

lar to that on No. A, yet lacking the dots. Guch border, with 

or without dots, occurs on many stelae from Egypt (see below 

Stele Io. A). The stone has been damaged in the course of time. 

The lines of the -crint are meticulously straight, especially at 

the beginning. This is particularly remarkable as there are no 

traces of blind-toolec lines to divide the space.

The kufic is olain yet legible and beautiful. The summits

of thr verticals are floriated. The alif is incised in two differ

ent shapes: the first is wedge shaped, pointing to the right and

the lower end of the alif turns to the right; the second is fol

iated. The wedge shape apexes show decoration of the alif which
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can be traced back to cursive or manuscript writing. Thus 

the wee"g> shape can be found on papyrus and on stories. (For 

more details see below, p. i,66 ). The partition or trifoliated 

tops of the other alifs in the text have a decisive influence on 

th development of the floriated kufic. This trifoliate i3 not 

limited to initial alifs but is found on the medial as well in 

Is. 2, 3 in the words ^^'band > and in the final alifs

as in 1.1 in the word ]jj> . ^he stroke of the ba* in the word 
bIsn 1.1 is long, yet it is shorter than the strokes of the alif 

and the two lams of Allah, contrary to the followed rule. §ull 

say3 that the bi3niliah should be written from the beginning of 
the line, not in the middle, and between the basr.,ala and the 

blessing no space is needed, (cf. $ulT, p. 36; Arthur Pope,

A Survey of Persian Art. p. 1713; sec below, Stele'lo. 3). In 

incising the ba* the mason followed the rule of engraving it3 

stroke a little taller than the teeth of the sin. The upper part 

of letters group ,iin have thorn like shapes while the bases end 

in fin-shapes. The letters evolvedfrom this group emerge from 

the middle as in ]s. 2, 4. The similarity between the letters 

group dal and kaf is very striking, especially ir. Is. 1, 2, 3, A, 
and the heads of the two groups are web-shaped. The letiers group 

ra* in Is. 3, A y 5 look similar to the letter nun. with a wedge 
shaped head and a 3erpent tail. The letters group sin are in

cised in two styles: wedged in Is. 1, 2 , 3 and col.bed in Is. 5,
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6. The teeth of the sin are of the sane length. The letters 

group gad are rectangular. In 1. 3 in the wore id a tiny

tooth follows the rectangle. This tooth becomes taller in 1. 5 

in the word <s/W and ends in a thorn-like shape. The initial 

4 ayn is mulawwaza as Qalnashandi calls it, or maftufr mah^huf. as 

I bn Durustuwayh devscribes it (cf. al-A4 gtia. p. 7°; Kitab al-

Kuttab. p. 66). The medial 4ayn in the word al-4Ala, 1. 2 is "V" 

shaped and reserbles two leaves seated m  the base line without 

any stem. Such open * ayn3 are fo^md on many tombstones from Egyot 

and North Africa (cf. Wiet, Steles funcraires. Gniro. Vols. 1-10; 

George Miles, A.O.. Vol. 2, 1957; early Islamic tombstones from 

Egypt, Nos. 1, 2, Pits. 1, 3; Poinssot Inscriptions Arabes du

■>aircuan. Vol. 2, Pis. 1 ---- etc; Rossi, laser. Arabes di Tripoli.

Nos. 1, 2, 3, Pis. 1, 2; G. Karcais mentioned that "the 'v* or 

crescent shaped * ayn which is seen on inscriptions from Andalus 

and Mafthrib is found in Egypt in the 9th G. on a stele No. 343/327; 

in Syria, Gf. Flury, av Syria, 1921, PI. XXIV; and in Jerusalem 

in the 7th G. on the milestone of ‘Abd al-Malik, cf. Van Be ~eheia 

iiPCI. No. I."; cf. G. Marcais, iianuel dfart liusnlman. p. 269, Note I. 

for further details of open * ayn see below, epigraphic analysis, 

p. )• All the loop-, in th? letters group fa* are rond. In 

1.3 in the word al-3armakT the mason succeeded in differentiating 

between the kaf and tho dal ty making the neck of tue kaf foliated. 

This foliated elegant neck i3 very unusual. Just a few ecampl: s 
can be found, (cf. 't 1> ~ funerr ires. Vol. 2, no. 2721/77 dated
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2^3/362 PI. XXXVII; Miles, Figs. 9, 13, PI. 5, 6.). The 

apex of the lam looks exactly the came as that of the alif.

So the apexes of the lams in the words . u W  . cA± *

1.5 a^e foliated in the same manner. This tr< atment of the lam 

is seen on sore tombstones from Egypt jj. 1 Iripoli. (cf. Miles,
Fig. 13, PI* 6; lossi, Fo. 1, PI. l). All 1he ml as are "O'nded 

except that in urnm. which is oval and ending with a hammer tail. 

The distinction between the ra* and the nun is sharp; the first

is larger in size than the latter. In the word   ̂the stroke

of the nun is higher than the teeth of the sin. The final ha* 

in the word Allah. 1.1 resembles a tiny arch. In other nlaces 

the ha * has a long stroke ending in a wedge siiape. The loops of 

all 1 he uaws are round with fin shaped tails. The lamalif takes 

various forms: three different varieties in 1. 2 (square, in
curving and multiple branched), such imaginative treatment of 

lamalif begins early in the third century (c.f. 3teles.Cairo.

Vol. I, no. 1506/531 PI. 15 and 3003 PI. 25 dated 205 and 213 

A.K. respectively; Vol. 2, No. 8621, PI. 3, 24.1 K; Miles, No. 1, 

Fig. 1, PI. l). The final ya; is incised in two forms: the first

is retro verted while the other is iru*arraaa. (For the rules of the 

final y a* see below, p.iM), The final ya* in the word BarmakT,••v
1.3, isoeculiar. It is the only ya1 i 1 our specimens that end3 
with a foliated tail. Indeed one can hardly find in any contem

porary inscriptions any similar ya*. The only ya* I could trace 

that slightly resembles the present ya* comes from Egypt (c.f.
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Miles. A.C.. No. 1, PI. 1, Fig. I.). One may conduce 

that sporadic ornamented letter3, half-palnettes and 3ym- 
metrical sprigs such as these on the slab first appear in 

the epigraph of Egypt towards the end of the second century 

of the Hijra (cf. Steles. Cairo, Vol. I, no. 1506/46, PI 7,

192 A.). Quite similar occur on two stones dated seventeen 

years earlier than our specimen (Ibid, No. 3330/A, PI. 30;

No. 1, Fig. 1). The inscription is very well done. The char

acters are very clear and carefully incised. The summit of the 

stalks and the terminations of some lett rs are ornamented.

This 1s the common formula of this period. The ohahid 

begins, as usual, with the basmala. Following that, the name of 

the deceased, then the stiahada and the ta?liya and at la:;t comes 

the date of decease.

The Christian name of the deceased, a woman, is not men

tioned, and instead we find umm Kul̂ &nmad. V^ry many inscriptions 

belong to women whose names are not mentioned. io give illustra

tions we fine that the lady is naturally called sayyidah °-*-— " 

or sltt ; the Turkish la,dy is called khatun — while
—n * I * — ~ Ithe Persian, khawadah ; khanum appeared only

once. (C.T.A.. Jerusalem, I, no. 97). For sayyidah (on.cit. 2,

No. 4A; Amador dc Eos Roia. Sevilla, p. 106, 263; Recueil Reliefer. 

No. 470; Une Epitaph du Musee Arabe du Caire, dalle I, no. 65 

('Catalogue, pp. 28-29; epitaphe of a wife of the Ayubi/d Malik 

al-‘Adil I, Catalogue, p. 36; C.I.A. Egypt® I, No. 221). As for
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aitt (Recueil Schefer. Nos. 45’ , 45& (= Sava ire, Description

de Damas. J.A. 1394, 11, p. 304), 496, 497, 569; Kayer, -s.scr.

Guzza, J'mrn. Pal. or Soc. IV, p. 76; C.I.A. Egypte, I, nos. 134,

372; Combe, -»otes d'archeo!. musulmane. B.I.F. XV, p. 219; C.I.A.

Jerusalem I, No* 97; Asie Kineure, I, No* 28; Loytved, Konia, No. 72

Note the rorm 31tt: Comite, 11, p. 23; XXVII, p. 133; gitt 2 van

Berchem, Eri.TT. des Da::ishmendidcs.Z.A.. XXVTI, p.90). It always

happens that the personality of a lady is sunk in her quality of
j _

f,mother of someone”, umm r* or walidah (cf. C.I.A.

Egypt I, Jerusalem I, Nos. 77, 71; See II, p. 3. cf; Wiet, h. J.I*- 

Part I, Egypte 2, 1-2, Cairo, 1929-30, pp. 199-203. For other 

details see above.) We also notice that the name of the deceased 

is followed by the expression umm wali-id. Umm walad is a slave 

girl who has born her master a child. It is the master's right 

to take his slave girl as a concubine recognized by Ku^ammad in 

continuation of a general practice of Arab naganism. That umm al- 

Wald 3hculd become free ipsoiure on the d*ath of he^ master, and 
no longer liable to be sold or given was first ordained ty the 

Caliph ‘Umar (al‘Aini on al-Bui^ari, ‘Itk, b&b 3 at the end) 

gives illustrations). The master may release her for money; 3he 

may be sold without restriction; the master may sell her at any 

time during his life time. Her children are to some degree but 

not to the same extent free as those children of her master, (cf. 

Encyclopaedia of Islam. Vol. 4 (1934), pp. 1012-1015).
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The nisbali al-3urmakl rrfers to a Persian family which 

produced the first Persian ministers of the Caliphate* "Barmak" 

was not a personal name but denoted the rank of hereditary chief 

priest in the temole of Nawabhar in Balkh. The lands belonging 

to the temple were also in the hands of the family. In the reign 

of ‘ Abd al'-Malik in 36 A.H. = 725/726 the Barmak had gone from 

their home to the Caliph*s court. Ja‘far became renowned in legend 

for his beautiful writing, his eloquence and his knowledge of astro

nomy and he is also mentioned as a leader of fashion. He was 

several times arpointed governor of large provinces by his prince

ly natron. The only trace of his name appears or. the coins of 

the Caliph. Yet in 173 A.!!. = 790 A>. the Caliph Karun al- £sh!d 

deprived him of the seal which he carried and entrusted a great 

part of his business to Fa$l b. al-labi‘, later opponent and suc

cessor of the ">armakides. In Jafar, 137 A#H. = 29th January, 303, 

the fall of the Barmakides took place. Ja‘far was slain by command 

of*’the Caliph Harun and Yahya and his three sons were thrown into 

prison, (cf. on.cit.. Vol. I, part 2, 1913, PP* 663-666). Thus it 

is worth mentioning that 4.3 years after their disaster fell the 

name of this family aggained appeared i Egypt.

1.2. for jyWl

1.4. for

1. -. - or

Another shahid that has the sane names, .the date of decease, 

and which Viet gives in Steles fancraircs, Vol. IX, no. 3453, P*150, 

Repertoire I, Nog 339 comes from ‘Avn al-§ira, Egypt*
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Stele No, 2.

Limestone, dated dhi al-Qa*da 244 A.H. = 359 A.D. Rectangular, 

51.25 x 4I.25 cm. Twelve lines of plain incised kufic. Presented 

by Egypt Exploration Fund 1391. 91-7-11-2 is its registration number.

It is exhibited in the Asiatic Saloon, British Museum.

Text

^ J) ( -? • »

^  ^  o' —  i •<

h  (l^ ^ °  J*' . r

c— ^  L̂xi L̂\ CU  . l

S-A)) (J^fi c P ^ L  r*-—tlil

/—  _x_4,— 2-̂ L C~^ • *1

_J I   .y/

^1 I /—h . a

^ ^   ̂

nJ^  rJi[ <jX*A •'•
 ̂ c /J  O *  r~Aj 1 ~r-r ^' • 1 *

C t ^  "  'C

I
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Translation.

1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,

2. verily in God there is consolation for everv adversity and

3. compensation for all that perishes, and understanding for

4. what has passed. And verily the greatest of adversities

5. is the adversity (of the death) of the Prophet Muhammad may

God bless him

6. and give him peace. This is what testifies

7. Ya‘qub son of *Abd Allah; he testifies that

8. there is no God but God alone there is no partner with him

9. and that Muhammad is his servant and his messenger

10. may Goo bless him and give him peace. He died

11. God’s mercy upon him on dhi al-Qa*da,

12. in the year four and forty and two hundreds.

Commentary: The stone is damaged and lacks its margin. Only one in

cised line can be traced at the beginning of the inscription*

Yet the space' are equal and the lines run oarallel in the re

maining text.

The kufic is neat and legible. The apexes of the alifs 

are thorn like and the bases at the lover end of the shafts turn 

to the right. The only exceptions to the first point is in the 

word w  j Is. 2, 4 and the word , 1 1. 12, where the

apexes are wedge shaped and point to the left. The wedge stroke 

of the ba* in bism reaches the level of the vertical strokes in
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1.1. The final ta* in the word cl-1 1*3» the final ba? is 

elongated (cf. Ibn Durustuwayh, p. 66; Qalqashandi, p. 65).

All the heads of this la-t group are wedge shaped except in

the word 1.2, where it ends in a thorn pointing to the

right. The letters group .iiin end in open mouth shapes and the

off shoot letters I emerge from the middle

as in the previous inscription. The letters dal and kaf are 

typical and both letters are mashkula vA/Ul' (cf. Ibid). The 

necks of the two letters point to the left, except for the kaf 

in the word where it is upright. The usual resemblance

between the ra* and the nun is lacking in this inscription mainly 

because the ra* is exceedingly small, while the letter zavn in 

the word 1.2 looks similar to the nun. The teeth of the

letters group sin are either comb shaped or thornlike and they 

are level with one another. The letter gad is incised in an 

elongated form. This elongation is very distinct in the word

 __1*3 and 1.^. bor the extension and elongation

of letters (cf. Enigraphic analysis, p. t 7o ). The medial and 

final * avns are open and the whole group is similar to the same 

group in the previous inscription. The open * ayn exists on coins 

(cf. John Walker, A Catalogue of the Kuframmadar Goins, London, 

1956, no. 18 cii). The letters fa* are bud shaped, seated on 

the base line with no stem. The heads of the shafts of the lam 

are thorn like, pointing towards the left’. Once only in the word
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(J"* 1.5. it points to the right. The final lar. in the word 

is mutlaqa (cf. Qalqashandi. p. 35). The mim is

like the mini in the previous inscription, round with a rail 

which, in the finals, looks like a hammer* The nun ends with 

a small hook which looks similar to the nuns of some inscriptions 

from Tripoli. The initial and medial ha * s are fan shaped with an 

upright tooth. The loops of the waws are elegant and the tail3 

of the letters are finshaped. The letter waw in the word <—

1.2 attracts the attention for its foliated elegant tail. I could 

not trace any waw similar to this in any to bstone from Qayrawam, 

Sudan and Tripoli. Only a nun of the word al-Rahman on a tomb

stone dated 3rd C. H. = 9th C. A.D. (cf. Steles Cairc. Vol. 10, 

no. 8986 PI. V.) and a mim on a tombstone in Boston, M. (cf.

Miles, A.O. Figs. 5, FI. 3). The lamalifs in this inscription 

are tong shaped. The final ya* in the word <_/ 1.10 is retro- 

verted. The mashq and the division of the words b tween two lines 

is common in this inscription, contrary to the previous one. No 

ligature can be traced.

Common formulae of Qur’an 22:7 quoted in 1.2 - the first 

part of 1.5. The stele begins with the maxim 

which had been used on Islamic tombstones in Egypt before the 

Fatimids from 71 - 349 A.H. (cf. Wiet, Journal Asiatique. p. 279;

3teles V, no. 1825; IX, no. 3201). Only two examples have been 

found under the Fatimids in 364 and 432 H. (Rep. 5, no. 1884; VII,
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no. 24.32).

The slab of stone was incised before death and a blank 

space was left for the name of the deceased. Thus, when anyone 

died, this blank space was filled up with his name. This blank 

space is known as J** wa£al, cf. Ibn al-A‘rabii:

^  1 Cr̂ 1 6 ^Uj I

<s j s  -h-*
Abu al-‘Abbas explained: ^  cJji,

c, u ]j I U  L  ( ,)y)

^  L-<V'

(cf. Lisan al-‘Arab, Vol. II, pp.72o-9). 

This sometimes leaves little room for other words covering 

the date, especially if the name of the deceased is very long.

1.7 for — i
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Stele lo. 3»

Limestone, dated 25 Junada I, 252 A#H. = 13th June 807 A.D. 

Rectangular 35 x 17,5 cm. Thirteen lines of incised plain kufic. 

Purchased by Budge at Aswan 1387. It has the following numbers. 

Sculpture 1023, exhibition 673, registration 1/,3A. It was trans

ferred from the department of Egyptian & Assyrian antiquities to 

the Oriental Department in 1953*
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Translation.

1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.

2. This is the grave of Ashar,

3. Son of ‘Abd al-Salam,

4. Con of Ishaq, son of Qasim.

f. The Mercy of God.

6. and his forgiveness and His favour.

7. be upon him. He died,

G. on Thursday,

9. when five nights remained,

10. of Jumada I,

11. in the year,

12. two and fifty,

13. and two hundreds.

Commentary: A narrow sjiahid with a plain border engraved at the too,

the right and left sides. The border is incised to avoid 

using the outer fringers (cf. E. Levi-Provencal, Inscriptions 

Arabes dfEspagne. Paris, 1931, p* xxiii). An empty line at the 

end of the inscription shows hew the engraver used such lines 

to make sure that the distances between the lines of the in

scription ran parallel to each other.

The alifs in the text turn to the right and flare out 

towards the top of their shafts in a triangular shape. This, 

is a development of a hook or a barb (cf. A. Grohmann, ,fThe
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Origin and Early ievelopment of Floriated Kufic" in Ars 

Oriertalis. Vol. 2, 1959, p. 194-). A more unusual feature in 

this text is the open * aj.n in 1.6. The open 1 a<pi appears on 

tombstones from Egypt (cf. G. Miles, "Early Islamic Tombstones 

from Egypt in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston" in Ars Orientalis. 

Vol. 2, 195V, p. 194., PI. I> 1. 3, 9.) The style of the in

scription can be described as plain kufic. And if' we make a 

comparison between the writing on this tombstone and those of 

the milestone of kftan al-Hathrurah dated 36 A.H., 705 A.D., we 

find obvious similarities, especially in the squat strokes (After 

M.V.B. CIA, Jer., Ville, p. I, 21, Fig. 1, Rep. No. 14, RCEA. Ill, 

PI. XIII, Her. Mo. 9). The final yas in 1. 7 have long retreating 

tails and extend beneath two words to dip below the projecting 

letters. The Initial mims look like hammers and the final ones 

have a triangular form. For the triangular mim (cf. J. fauvaget, 

"Glanes Epigraphiques" in REI, 14-15, 1940-46, p. 20, Mo. 13, PI.I). 

The traczoid is not very high and lacks the small stroke (tooth) 

rising up from its body which we find in most scripts.

The text presents the usual formulae for this period. It 

begins with the basmala crowded into the first line like a chapter 

heading. In the tombstones in a large ductus the basmala seems to 

have received early and special attention, which shows itself in 

extended letters and in generally more careful execution; for the 

latter feature forgiveness of sins was promised as a reward. Zayd 

ibn Î iabit and ‘Anr ibn al-4̂  disliked the bism without the sin:
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’Umar ibn Abd al-*Azis wished al-Hahman extended; Ibn Sinn 

even specified that in the bism the letter extended should be 

the sin and not the ba* (cf. e.g. Qalqashandi 3ub^ al*A3ha. 

vol. yf pp. 133-12 also gives illustrations; Suyuti, Kitab al- 

Itqan fI CITIum al-Quran. Vol. 2, Cairo 1360 A.H. = 1911 A.D.,

p.178).

The basmala in non-Qur’anic manuscripts also received 

special attention. Some writers considered the basmala to be a 

Qur’anic verse which Cod sent to act as a separation between the 

Qur’anic suras. This was the interpretation accepted by the Pro

phet and his Companions. It was distasteful not to use the bas- 

nala as a beginning or to write the word Allah in small letters.

A tradition handed down by Ja*far b. Muhammad explained that the 

basmala was considered as titan ai-kutub. (— ’’crowns 

of books”. It was aid that a 1-3ha* bi menti oned that the Arabs 

before Islam and even in the first decade used to begin their 

writing with”0’ God, in Your Name” r> and the Prophet

used this expression until the verse ^ n -̂n nam®

of God she sails” was revealed to him. Then God sent him

r^xl/b>J'”say, bless upon God, or bless upon the Merciful”. 

He used ^ 1 ̂  MIn the name of God the Merciful” and

when God was made known to Him

”It goes back to Solomon and should read in the name of God, the 

Merciful, the Compassionate”, he henceforth used this basmala (cf.*
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Ibn Durustuwayh, Kitab al-Kuttab. p. 76. f., §uli, Adab al- 

Kuttab. Baghdad, 13a A.H./1922 A.D., Vol. 1, p. 30.)

After the basmala comes the formula K̂j> ”this

is the grave of” followed by the name of the deceased and at the 

end of the text comes the date of the death. On this tombstone 

Jumada is treated correctly as a feminine. This treatment is 

rarely ‘"ound on Islamic to.bstones. We notice here the elongation 

of some letters, e.g. in the word — •" in 1.11, in order to

fill the spaces. This characteristic feature is called mashcj 

in Arabic writing which means to extend some letters in order to 

avoid writing the word in two lines. The words are extended if 

they occur either at the beginning, middle or end of the lines.

The earliest account which we have of mafiha is that of

Ibn Durustuwayh (258-317 A.H. = 311-958 A.D.), in his kitab al- 

Kutlab. D. 70. He refers to it as madd and Mafrj 

Though disliked bysome, it was nevertheless permitted especially 

at the end of the line in order to avoid, if possible, the division 

of a word between two successive lines. Once admitted, the prac

tice seemed soon to have become popular for we find it in Fâ iiflid 

times recognized as a means of beautifying and dignifying writing. 

(§uli, on.cit.. Vol. I, p. 55; Qalqashandi. Vol. Ill, p.151;

N. Abbot, The Pise of the Month A-abic Script. Chicago, 1919, p. 25 

A. Gronmann, From the World of A able Papyri. Cairo, 1952, p.8.)

We also notice that the extension of some letters appeared on some 

epitaphs from Egyot, especially in the letter §ad and kaf. (cf.
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Cairo steles. Vol. 4, Nos. 1214, PI. HI, 2721/564 PI. IV, 2721/ 

441 PI IV, 1220, 2721 PI XXXVI; Vol. 5, 2721/323 PI XL, 2721/353 

PI XII, 2721/566 PI. XXIII, 1286 PI. XXIX, 1234 FI XXXVI, 2847 

PI. XXXVII, 1233 PI. XL, 1506/455 FI XLIII; Vol. 6 2721/571, 
2721/306 PI X, 315/136 PI. XII, 1506/234 PI. XV, 3150/97 PI. XVII, 

2721/460 PI. XXIII, 1243 PI. XXIV etc.).

!•/> for
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Stele l.'o. A.
Marble tombstone, dated al-Mul̂ arram, 256 A.H. =

Rectangular 58 x 4-0 cm. eleven lines of incised foliated kufic. 

Presented by Mr. £ . W. Green, 19U. E.57 is its registration number.

It is exliibited in the Greek and Egyptian antiquities department in 

Fitzvilliam Museum, Cambridge.

u-1

uV

. 1

.V

V.

<ci L. w
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Translation,

1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful, Goafs 

command comes;

2. So seek not to hasten it, glory be to Him.

3. High be He exalted above that, they associate with Him!

To this testifies.

4. Hijja daughter of ‘Abd al-Rahlm al-Qurashl.

5. She testified that there is no God tut God,

6. Alone, with no partner, and that Muhammad,

7* is His servant, and His apostle; and she testifies that

8. Death and the Resurrection and Paradise and Hell

9. are true, and that God is the manifest truth. She

10. died in al-Mutyarram of the year,

11. six and fifty and two hundreds.

Commentary: A rectangular shahid framed on the top and on the left and

right sides by an intermittent guilloche border with the addition 

of dots. Such a margin is found on an epitaph of Naylah itnat 

Bishr (269 A.H. = 883 A.D., PI* 5, Fig. 9) and another one of 

Zainah ibnat ‘Uthman dated 213 A.H. = 833 A.D.,(P1. 1, Fig. 1,

published by Miles). For a similar rope border cf. IJasan Hawwari

and Husayn Rashid. Steles Funeraires. Vol. I (Catalogue General du 

Musee Arabe du Caire, Cairo, 1932, Nos•, 2721/96, 1193; Wiet, Steles 

Funeraires. Vol. 7, Nos. 1506/410, 1500/882, 1506/778; Ibid. Vol. 8, 

Nos. 84.75, Ibid. Vol. 10, Nos. 8526, 3852, 86^2, 11191, 1193 , 3860;
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Ibid. Vol. 9, Nos. 9461, 13441, 95, 43, 11192, 11303). For 

analysis and discussion of borders and other elements of decor

ation on ^rabic tombstones from Egypt see J. Strzygowski, Ornamente 

altarabisher Grabsteine in Kairo. der Islam. Vol. 2 (1911), pp. 305- 

336. In general such intermittent guilloche borders with or with

out dots are common on Egyotian tombstones as ea~ly as 191 A.H. =

808 A.D. On the lower corner of the left side the stone, in the 

course of time, is broken. There is no trace of incised horizontal 

lines. Yet in spite of that the spaces are almost equal and the 

writing is nicely done.

The kufic writing is open and very clear and legible. This

inscription is very closely similar to that published by Rossi (cf.

Inscriptions Arabes di Tripoli. 1953). The most important feature

is the hooks of the tops of the letters, not only in the initial

ones but also the medials and even the finals. These hooks which

resemble three lobed palmettes have a decisive influence on the

development of the floriated kufic (cf. A. Grohmann A.O.. Vol. 2,

1957, pp. 203-204.; J. Sauvajet in REI. 14, 15, 1940-46,*No. 1,

PI. I). This decoration is first to be seen in Egypt in 192 A.H. =
»

803 A.D. and yet an important fact there seems to be an obvious 

connection between the letters and the margin. In 1. 8 we find 

the only ra* provided with a tail climbing up the top. The medial 

‘ avn has a triangular shape while the initial ones are adorned with 

a half-palmette. The mason tried successfully to differentiate 

between the letters dal. kaf. the former has a long stroke while the
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latter is more angular. The word al-Qurashi in 1.1.

the kaf has a lozenge form while the ya* is provided with a re

treating split tail which seems very strange. The letter mim 

assumes two shapes: the rounded shape and the triangular form as

it is clearly seen in the last three lines (the same mim exists on 

a tombstone, cf. Strzygowski, p. 83)* For the first time we can 

easily notice that the arch which appears between the two' lams of 

/j)\ Allah is found here after the letter bet’ in 1*3 in the 

word rf , after the letter sin in 1.10, and after the letter ya* 

in 1.11. The same tr* atment can be seen on a tombstone published 

by Wiet, Steles Funeraires. Vol. 6, No. 272/171 and it is dated 

445/1054 PI* XXV. The quirk appeared in 1.3 in an epitaph No. 1506/ 

74-7 PI* I in the word Allah (Cairo, Stelae,t Vol. I). In the word

it was treated as 1/1AAA/U"*-* Ibid. No. 1193* In addi

tion to that an epitaph No. 2721/56 dated 200 A.H. = 815 A.D. one

notices that almost all the letters are provided with a quirk (Ibid). 

The two lams of the word Allah are disjoined with a quirk taking this 

floral *hape f t  (ibid. No. 272l/l6l PI. XIII).

The Qur’anic verses (first part in Is. 1 - 3) are common and 

the end of the text is inspired by Qur’an (Sur. XXII, 7). It con

tains the customary affirmation of thr Muslim1 s belief in Death, 

Paradise, Hell and Resurrection. For al-Haqq al-Mubln (1.8) (cf. » »

Miles, A_.0_., Vol., 2, 1957, Nos. 7, 8, pp. 221-222).
«*■«

The name of the deceased may be -̂*1 , IJijja = the year
^ j

or the one. It can also be Hujja = argument (cf. Ibn
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Durayd, Kitab aJL-Ishtiaaa. p. 123). The nisbah al-Qurashi re

fers to the tribe of Qua ray sh. one of the most important tribes 

in Arabia. It played an important part be [’ore and after Islam.

The traditionalists and historians as well differed in thei" ex-
%

planation of the name. Jawhari, al-Sahah, Vol. I, p. 495, says 

that the name is derived from al-Qursh = earning money; al-Nuwayrl, 

Nihayat al-Arab. Vol. 22, p. 3&0, one reads that al-taqrish means 

al-taftish i.e. when Fihr ibn Malik used to look for the poor and 

help then. They used to carry merchandise during their journeys 

in summer and winter. The ancestor of Quaraysh was one of the 

nephews of Nizar from whom the Proohet descends; most of this 

tribe emigrated to Qayrawan (cf. Poinssot, Inscriptions Arabes du 

Kairouan. Vol. 2, p. 131.

_ j
P.l a: for <3 1

1.2 a: for

1.4 sis for ^  i
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3tele No. 5.

Limestone dated 29th 3ha*ban 291 A.H. = 16th July 904 A.D. 

Rectangular 33 x 15 cm. Twelve lines of incised plain kufic. Pur

chased ty Budge at Aswan 1837. It has the following numbers: sculpture

1024., exhibition 672, registration 1455. It was transferred from the 

department of Egyptian and Assyrian antiquities to the Oriental de

partment in 195S.

Text

j  *f y '  •*

£ ^0* .t

• O

L-o ^  1
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Transtation.

1. In the name of Goo, the Commassionate

2. the Merciful A  a> say,

3. He is God, one God,

4. the everlasting refuge, who has not,

5. begotten, and has not begotten,

6. and equal to Him is not,

7. anyone. Tnis is the grave of,

3. Muhammad son of Sabah, the freedman• m • 7

9. of IJasan al Mudliji. He died

10. on the last night of Sha* ban.

11. in the year one and ninety,

12. and two hundreds.

Commentary: A tall narrow rectangular shahid surrounded ty an incised

simple frame. It has been damaged in the course of time at the 

too and on the le^t side. Incised horizontal lines are used to 

keep the spices equal and the writing tidy. The mason took great 

pains with the first seven lines of his script but the five lines 

at the end are not straight and the words are crowded. The fringe 

which is incised to avoid using the outer nart (cf. Provencal, 

p. xxiii) is used 3 times on Is. 1 - 5  and 11.

The vertical strokes in this text are a little longer than 

those in Nos. 1, 2. The writing in the first seven lines is ooen 

and legible and the kufic characters are straight while at the enc
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of the text, the writing becomes illegible and can only be read 

with difficulty. Thus the words are crowded and it seems as if 

the engraver was in a hurry for he failed to kerp regular dis

tances. The head i of the shafts of the alifs end in a fork shape 

pointed to the right. This form represents a strong impulse for 

the decoration of the apexes. And they anpeared on tombstones as 

early as 191 A.H. = 307 A.D. We notice on this shahid the influence

This forked apex is to be found as far as the Fatimid period. No 

ligatures at all are found on this shahid and the mason preferred 

the extended strokes ever in two letter words. The letter mlm

usual on the tombstones I am studying. It seems to me, for the 

same purpose the maso i incised this punctuation which resembles 

a triangle to separate the basmala from the remaining text. Such 

stop-sign is found after the basmala in PER Inv. Chart. Ar. 7033, 

25750, Grohmann, From the World of Arabic Papyri. Cairo, 1952, p.91.

The text begins as usual with the common formula, five verses 

from the Qur’an, cxiii f. 2-6 and the beginning of 1.7.

The deceased is a freed-man of §asan al-Kudli.ii (al-Mudliji 

of the tribe of Mudlij and the nisbah may be one of: 1) a section 

of the Bu-Sha* ban. a tribe which lives in Dir al-Zor (Syria). They 

number about 150 families. 2) Section of Haddan from Lakhm of 

Qahtan, their residence extended rrom the Monastery of al-Jimeza to

of such a form on almost all the strokes,

/ assumes three shapes, triangular, circular and square. The word 

al-Rahman is completed in 1.2, and such treatment seems very un-
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the lake of §uli in Egypt (cf. al-Maqrizi al-Bayan wal-i*rab. p.6l). 

3) Clan of Kirana of  al-*Adnania, specialized in retracing gen

ealogy, (cf. * Umar Ri<Jajka'̂ hala, Mu* jam Qaba*il al-* Arab. Vol. 3, 

(1949), p. 1061. The name comes from \ ifdala.ja.

Idla.ja = when one walks after sunset; Adlaja,
- ̂ - j uliu)Idlaja = one walks at dawn; = one/carries the bucket

from the well,(lhn Durayd, p. 195; al-Zabidl, Ta.j al-*Arus. Vol0 2, 

pp. 33-4.3). 1.6 a: the letters waw. alif in the word

are omitted. It is worthwhile adding that in the traditions, when

ever you want to travel remember always the dula.ia 

*Ali b. Abi Talibfs verse:

j <- U> 141 ĉ js. f

(ĉ *. I bn Manzur, Vol. 2, p. 272). See also *Antarafs verse 

JjjJ>

AI-mudli j as well is the hedgehog because it keeps awake and moving 

all through the night (Ibid. p. 273).



Marbles'tone, date lacking, probably 3rd century A.H. = 9th 

century A.D. Rectangular 65 x £2 cm. Thirteen lines of plain kufi 

incised in relief. Presented by F.W.Green in 191A. E.60 is its re

gistration number. It is exhibited in the Greek and Egyptian anti 

quities department in Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.

Text

CL > ^ 1 1

J  ~>+

 U L> r̂ 1

U C c _
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Translation. #l
1. In the name of God the Compassionate, the Merciful,

2. this is what has been testified ty,

3. 3a‘id son of Muhammad son ô  3a*d

4. son of Jubara al-Yamanl. He testifies,

5. that there is no God, but God alone, with no partner unto,
9

6. Him and that Muhammad is His servant,

7. and his messenger, may God bless him,

S. and give him peace, and he also testifies that,

9. Geath and ^surrection are true, and

10. that Paradise and Hell are true, and that God

11. will resurrect those in the graves. In

12. this faith he lived and in it he died,

13« and in it he will be resurrected, God willing.

Commentary: The shahid is very damaged so that its shape looks ir

regular. The words and lines run together so tiiat there is 

scaracely a space. There is no trace of horizontal lines but 

in spite of this the writing is straight. The margin on the 

right side is not regular but the mason succeeded in finishing 

the work without using the left side at all. The kufic is incised 

in relief. The ancient shahid having the inscription in relief 

is dated 203 A.H. = 819 A.D. (hteles Funcraires. Vol. I, p. 7.) 

Using this way the mason had to engrave the whole slab so that 

the script stood out in relief.
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The kufic cha -acters are open and legible and apart from 

the wed^e shaped terminations, are for the most part unadorned.

The type of epigraphy in relief, without ornamental flourishes 

which this tomb exhibits appears to have been introduced about 

the beginnin ' of the third century of the Hijra. The earliest 

example, in the very large collection of tombstones in the Arab 

ruseum in Cairo, is dated 203 A.H. = 819 A.D. (see H. Hawwarl and

H. Rashid. ^ol. I, p. 2). The wedge shape of the aiif is to be 

seen in papyrus going back to the first century of the Hijra. It 

also appears in .-tone inscriptions in the Museum of Islamic Art
I

in Cairo dated 71 H. = 690 A.D. (PER Inv. Ar. Pap. No. 1003). We 

find great similarity between the letters dal and kaf. The letters 

group sin vary in shape; ir Is. 1, 2, 3, 13 they resemble the comb- 

teeth while in Is. 3, 5, they end in wedge shapes and differ in 

length. The letter *a.yn has a triangular form with a tiny triangle 

in the middle. The medial ha*. Is. 2, U and 8, takes several forms, 

in 1.2 it has :wo holes while the remaining get only one hole. 

Qalqashandi. p. 96 calls the ha* with the two holes wa.ih al-hirp 

(cat* s face). But the strangest letter in the text is that re

treating long yq* in 1.12. It proves that the engraver had treated 

its elegant tail successfully, so that it forms one unit with the 

tail of the le ter waw in 1.13* The reversed retreating ya* is con

sidered the equivalent of an extension and lias several rules of its 

own. The reversed ya* should follow fa* and permissible after the
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letters imap ba' but must not at any time be extensive in 

length. After the final letters which are known as ]

al-hurul-al-mu4arraaa such as the letters group sin. ?ad, *ayn. 

fa* and the letters lam and ya’ . and nun: the final ya* must be

mu‘ arraqa and not reverse While after the

letters ta* q.a.1, alifs which are not mu* arraaa the reversed ya.* 

is allowed, (cf. Ibn Durustuwuyh, Kitab al-kuttab. p. 73).

The text represents the common formulae for this period, 

Qur’anic verses (end of 1.2 and throu'h the rest of the lines 

5, 6, 7...). The shahada. then the Tnglya and at last comes the 

verses concerning the belief of the deceased in the resurrection 

of the dead, the Paradise and Hell.

The name of the great grand-father of the deceased may be 

Jubara . although it might possibly be Jayyara

The nisbah of the deceased anpears to be al-Yamani, he appears to 

have come from Yaman.
* I

To omit the date of decease is not a strange case for it 

happened on many of the tombstones from various places in the 

Islamic centuries. If we try to assign a date therefore, we can 

say that as it is in relief, simple, and lacks the Shi* ite for

mulae, then it may go back to the third century.

1 .1 The word '— is omitted.
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Stole No* 7.

Limestone, dated Monday, the last night of Rabi4 I, 300 A.H. = 

Monday, 27th December 913 A.D. Irregular shape. Eight lines of incised 

plain kufic. Presented by Sir J. Bowering 184.6. It has the following 

numbers: exhibition 671, registration 770. It was transferred from

the department of Egyptian and Assyrian antiquities to the Oriental de

partment in 1953.
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Translation.

1. In the name of God the Compassionate, the Merciful,

2. This is the grave of Ishaq son of ‘Abd al-Raaman,

3. son of Ishaq al-Ghassal, may Cod be pleased

£. with him. He. died on Monday the last night,

5. of the month Rabi‘ al-awal in the year,

6. three hundred year,

7. while he testifies that there is no God but,

8. God alone, with no partner unto with Him.

Commentary: A shahid narrowest at the top* It reminds us of the tomb

stones from the Sudan. The stone is damaged at the bottom and 

mended with other stone. The maso. used horizontal incised lines 

to keep equal spaces. All the lines are straight except the last, 

on this the words are sloping. At first the engraver successfully 

regulated both the lines and words, but after 1.5 he failed even 

to complete the end of the text.

The inscription is entirely unadorned, and the kufic ur - 

crowded, undistinguished and somewhat clumsy. Because o * the ir*- 

regular shaoe of the stone the last line slants upward and the 

final words are squeezed into a very restricted space. Such treat

ment can be found on a tombstone from Egypt in the Museum of Fine

Arts (Boston).

The alifs have forked apices which point to the right but 

some of them point to the left. The forked apex appearing already
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in 195 A.H. = 807 A.D. on the to bst 'nes i’os. 1193 and 2721 in 

the Museum of Islamic Art in Cairo (Hawwari and Rashid. Steles 

funeralres. Vol. I, PI. 6, p. 16; PI. 8, p. 21; two further ex

amples are furnished by two tombstones dated 2$6 A.H. = 87D A.D. 

and 272 A.H, = 880 A.D.; Salmon, Notes dfeoigraohic Arabe, BIFAO, 

Vol. 2 (1902), Dos. 6, 13, op. 8, 13). This forked apex is to be 

found down to the Fatimid period on textiles from the sixth cen

tury (R. Guest, Notice of s^me Arabic inscriptions on textiles at 

the South Kensington Museum, JRAS, 1906, Pl« 2, No. 5, Victoria and 

Albert Museum Inv., No. 1381-1338.). In the following third cen

tury this ornament is transformed into an artistic half palmette. 

(In two epitaphs in the Musee de la Municioalite in Alexandria 

published by S. Combe, dated 271 H. = 832 A.D. and 2̂ .6 A.H. =

860 A.D., Inscriptions Arabes du Musee d!Alexandrie, Bull, de la 
Societe d1Archeolonie d!Alexandrie. No. 30 (1936), Nos. 4, 7, 8.
We notice that not only the alifs. lams and even initial and final 

letters have forked apexes.

The mason in this i nscription did not succeed in making 

the dal and kaf similar which is clear in most of the other i»- 

scriptions. The teeth of the sin are of the same length. The 

shape of the gad is quite unusual, it is of a proloiigated trapzoid. 

It is the first time that the letter * ayn takes a floral shape.

The initial and medial lam ends with dragon heads while the final 

ones are extended. The letter mim also takes two shapes, a square 

and a triangular. The first is quite unusual in these inscriptions
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and is Nabataean Arabic in origin (cf. Flor. de Vogtie, p. 336;

51 . art "Arabia”, PI I; N. Abbot, PI. V.). The second is 

usual and can be traced on tombstones as early as the first century 

A.H. The usual circular fan of the final ha* is not followed in 

this inscription instead we have quite an unusual fô un, namely a 

triangle. The lam-alif takes the shape of a nut cracker.

Though this inscription looks as a whole dull and clumsy, 

as we mentioned above, yet careful examination of the separate 

le ters shows quite unusual types and shapes of letters appearing 

for the first time in this inscription under consideration.
i T  ̂' " "ji" . ! t

Because o'" the absence of the diacritical points the name 

or the deceased may be ‘Assal "honeyseller", or al-Gjqassal.

"the undertaker". In North Africa the undertaker may be the Imam 

who holds many responsibilities: he destribuies alms to those who

deserve it, and he has to look after the kalalib of the village.

His assistant superintends the funeral toillette but if the deceased 

is an important personality the Imam himself takes the charge,

(cf. Poinssot, Vol. 2, p. 208 3ays that the undertake* hold3 all 

the above mentioned jobs. i.e. he has the duties of the tmarn, while 

Mr. M. Al-Sa‘dani, Charges dfAffaires of the Moraccan ^mba sy told 

me that the Imam is not the undertaker).

1.2 for

1.3 for
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Stele No, 8.

Soft stone dated al-Mu)}arram 381 A*8, = March 091 A. D. A 

large f'ô ment of a +omb L!.5 x 162.5 x £2.5 cr. Floriated kuf: c sur

rounding two sides and a small part of a third side. No registration 

number, kent in the cellar of the British Museum.

A
O^J

U ...

3

Ur* 1^' o-> s J ' i (^>1 cd>

«
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Trgrslo tion.

A. 0 God, you~ slave ‘Abd al-Rahman son of Harrda may God have

mercy upon him...

To a slave that we are +o your Messenger (Prophet) and saving 

that I am a slave to the Prophet......coming back one day in...

P. I owe my sainthood to ‘All that suffices me. Abu ‘All died,

may thp me^oy of God be upon him in al-Muharram in the year one 

and eighty and three hundreds.

Commentary: Two large sides of a tomb and very small fragment of other

two sides. The floriated kufic can be traced on the first two 

sides. The writing is incised in relief, with an incised border 

surrounding it.

xhis is the first epitaph among our stelae where tv,e elements 

of floria+ed kufic clearly appear. The extremities of the let- 

ters generally terminate in horizontal leaflets and lobed flowers. 

This epitaph is t!er. avarce”. The slender characters are elegant

ly elongated. Nevertheless care haa been taken to keep the sim

plicity of their form. ihe end of the letters terminate in up

right leaf bract3 with the leaf terminals sometimes pointing to 

the right and sometimes to the left. Ahe character y are of mag

nificent style and of great elegance.

The aiif is wedge share with its lower end turning to thp 

right. In fragment wPn a horizontal leaflet decoration spreads 

from +he apex of the letter to the right. Ihe stroke of the ba*
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in fragment ?,AM is wedpesha™? with its lower 6 a^-aqa dipped 

beneath th° Hose line. An elegant palmetto cr^-rs the + ooth of 

the letter tha* in the word and it is joined to -he

letter ty a thin stalk. A horizontal leaflet branches from 

the ha* in the word <n——— Fror the base of the ha’ and theI
tail of the dal grow a tendril. A leaflet branches from the »a* 

in fragment ftA,!. The teeth of the sin are of equal length and 

they all end in a thorn like shape. In •'Vagment "B” there are 

two bracts climbing up the second down strok® of the letter in 

the word r* " . xhe medial 4 -ayn in fragment ,fBn is flor

al arc seated, on the line without a neck. Tn the word 

the medial *ayn looks like a pomegranate with a tiny stem.

Th^ letters ‘rroup fa* have slim curved Ioods. The kaf i* mashkrl? 

in fragment ffBn, a thorn and leaves growl' g from the upper e?'d 

of its base. The aperes of the group lam look similar to those 

of the al ifs in fragment T,PM in the wore - (As. . . {JA>

a magi ificent bunch of leaves and scrolls grow from their apexes. 

Thorns and leaves are hanging from the wedge of the isolated or 

final ha^. I think that the mason gave tho letter wr».w his utmost
litcare. horns, stalks, growing leaves have a rarasol shone emerg

ing from both the loops and tails of the letter. The fina"! ya* 

is reversed with a leaf springing from its tail and pointing dovn- 

v/ard s •

It is important to rote in this inscription that all these 

beautiful flornl motifs, unlike those coming from North Africa, do
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not form an essential part of the letters which they adorn 

(cf. Poinssot, Nos. 12, 13, 159, 161, 215, Pis. 3, 18, 19, 24,

3?). ^nd so if they are removed they leave plain kufic letters.

The formulae h°re, strangely enough, combine both the Surd 

and the Shi* ite formulae and yet the Shi*ite formulae

\jj h-1s** is of a peculiar type quite different

from the formulae we net in our inscriptions, such as

The formula (S* 0  is of special im

portance as it is uncorunon to find that the formulae of humility 

are as exaggerated in the qualifications of officials and master 

builders as in those of princes, this characteristic is peculiar 

to Persia and quite unknown elsewhere in the Islamic empire. Eve'y- 

where they are called slaves of God *abd; but in Persia they call 

themselves also sinners, mudhnibin, or U3e the superlative form
>

aoall 1 or aj*af <— the least o^ the meanest of

the slaves of God.

The name Hamda is popular in Egypt.. Bamdatu al-nar \j,; 

= the noise caused by the flames (Taj a].-‘Arms, Vol. 2, p. 339? 

Llsan al ‘A-rab, Vol. 3, n. 158). Al-^amds is one of the famous 

tribes in Sudan settling around the white and blue Nile. (Ri<Ja 

KahĴ ala, Vol. I, d. 2q8; Na‘um Shuqayr, Vol. I, p. c6). Al- 

Humada is a fraction of .‘Anas from Thaqif of the Taman (Fu’ad 

Hamza, p. 135), Al—Humada also is a clan of Bani Malik from 

Juhayna, a tribe of Hijaz.
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Although the origin of this inscription is nof stated in 

the record of the British Museum it can be inferred from oer-tain 

signs that it is of Egyptian oricrin (cf. Cairo Steles. Vol. 5,

No. 9?01, pi. xr;VI, Vol. 10, No. 8986 PI. 5). Tho name Hamda 

is familiar in Egypt, the style of the kufic is similar to the 

inscription of al-Hakim’s mosque. In fact, the date of the in

scription 331 A.H. = 10th century A.D. is contemporary with the 

r-'le of a 1-Hakim (cf. Flury, Die Ornsmente Her Hakim und Azher 

Moschee. pis. 1-5). It. is worthy to note that the fourth band 

of the northern minaret of the Hakim’s movsque is decorated with 

magr.ificent kufic irscriotion set. between borders of small leaves 

springing from an undulating stalk (cf. Oreswel, 

p. 93, pi. 25d). Flury epnsideT'ed this band to be one of the 

most beautiful that Muslim art has produced in its owr special 

field, ’enigranhic decoration1, and adds: "the harmonious com

bination of writing and tendrils anc; the sureness of the space 

filling that goes wilh it justify the conclusion that a long 

series of attempts must have preceeded the making of this band 

of inscription*. (Flury, pp. 4-5-46 pi XT/I; Creswel , Early. My glim 
Architects re. p. 96) .
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stole r'o. 9.

Garanite black atone dated Ramadan 337 A. •* = 993 A.T.

Square 22 x 22-- cm, ^ive lines of in relief foliated kufic. It 

is kent in the basement the Oriental department in the British 

Museum.

Tflgt.

 ... A)* ^— *> .i

 L-0 . c

. . - _✓!/-- 6-» b . £

—   ----  ̂ x-— i • •
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Translation.

1. In the name of God tbo.......

?. this is th« tomb of Zaban son  .....

3. he died on Ramadan

A. in the ve* r seve^ and eight ... ...

5. hundreds and he testifies ... #

Commentary: A sonare garanite eleb surrounded by an Incised border.

It is damaged at the top, the left side and at the left bottom 

corne^. No l^sce of incised horizontal lines are seen yet the 

soa.f-es and lines run parallel completely over the stone.

The kufic is incised in relief. Ibis is the first time 

in relief in the kufic inscriptions in our specimens that ve 

find the climbing up above th° lines tails swiping un till they 

are leve1 with the vertical strokes. The ^peyes of the elifs ?re 

wedge share. This use o** '.'edge shaped ar^yes with their ends 

pointing to the right occurs on papyrus, manuscript writing, stcne, 

textiles and pottery. The shafts at the lower and tur' to the

right. The bed in the basmala is taller than the teeth the

sin and level in height with the strokes.

The final ta/ in the word mat. 1.3, is tiny and similar to 

the dal. The dhal in turn is small and looks rather like the only 

kaf at the end of 1.2. The mason seems to have had special in

terest in the letter ra> for he incised i+ elegantly with a ser

pent tail sweeping up the base line. It looks like the fins] nun
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and it is iinnecessr,T'»i-»r incised afte1" thp ra* of al—Rahman,

1.1. and afte** tbn in 1.2, And thus makes it difficult to read 

tha name of the deceased, Thp teeth of the sin aorv'oach pach 

other closely in the word bism but on other occasions they do 

not; in all cases they are of e^ial length. Luckily enough 

the elegant letter dad with the palmette in the word Ramadan

1.3, escaned damage. A dad similar to this can be traced on a 

tombstone from Egypt (cf. 5teles Cairo. Vol. 7, No. lf>66, 831).

The final * ayn in the word £ —  1.4 is lorenge shape and its 

‘ar^aoa extends to din beneath the base line. The fa* is elegart 

and in 1.2 in. the word ^  the loop which has an elevated peak 

gives a half-palmette shape. The mi"" is drawn in two different 

forms. In bijsn, 1.1, it. is round and end<? with a climbing up 

above the linp tail while in 1.3 in the word cH t it is half-ogee. 

Such half-ogee mim occurs in a taVe of Arabic alphabet, (cf.

Survey of Persian Art. p. 1721, ri‘T. 585). The initial and medial 

ha* are of the type called hy Qalqash»ndi mashquoa or cat* s face.

Th« three ha;s in this inscription are supplied with split palm

ettos stemming from the centre of the letter. The same ha* is 

found on the mosque of al-Azhar in the Qihla wall (cf. S. Flury,

Die ornamerte der Hakim und Ashar-hjosohee. pi. XIT.I). It also 

occurs on a tombstone from Egypt (cf. ^telcs Cairo. Vol. , No.1240^. 

The filial or isolated ha^ ends with an exaggerated upright strike.

The same ha? can be seen on stelae from Qsyrnwan (cf. Poinssot,
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Inscr. Arabes. Nos. 188 PI. 30, 24.8 PI. /?). The only final 

ya* in thp inscription, in the word 1.3, is retroverted,

preceded ty an ex+ra tooth. On the whole themason did his 

best to make the inscription look elegant bv adding so1it nalr- 

ettes end sweeping tails adorning the letters ra* . vrav. e^d nun. 

Such risingtails play a conspicuous part in the rhythmic com

position of t.h® prigraphic border. Without thei^ curving termin 

ations there wp>uld be large gaps between the few vertical shafts 

The text, beg ns as usual with the basmala. Then comes the 

name of the deceased and lastly the date of death.

The name of the deceased is not »asy +o road because the 

mason fixed rising tails to dif^e^ent letters vnich makes them 

look alike, especially in the second line where the name op the 

deceased is Incised. The name, therefore, can bp;

1. Dindin - dried onrts of the tree, and ibn Dindin is

of Khuza‘ah (cf. Tbn Durayd, p. 175). Tn this T ^ead the 

first and third letters of the name of the deceased as dal. 

The rV and dal resemble each o+he^ usually in plain kufic 

and in cursive, iherefo^e a foliated dal resembles a ra? 

and may not be strange to r<ad this name as Dindin and not 

Rirrrin as the^e is no such name as the last.

2. Zayn, a YamanT tribe (cf. Ri^a Kahhala, Vol. 2, p. A60). 

This reading oraits the last letter which may be considered 

extra. Other exira letters can be seen at the end of 1.1.
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Zahar = pushing. Zahan is a division of al-oubaih oc the 

Bani Khalid tribe settled on the coast ^he Persian Gulf, 

(cf. Ibid.. p. Z.63).
/ . Rayn a Yanani tribe (Ibid. p. /.60).

5. Zir is a nickname of Jassas h. Ifurra (Tin Duravd, d. 338).

6. Raythan from rayth = slowness. Ray+h«n from Ghatafan tribe. 

(Ibid. p. 275).

It is not easy to identify this stele. First of all it has 

no registration number, n r  descrintion of hov it found its way 

to the British Museum. The *e is no formula ir. it to help .iden

tify it. However, from some main features of this inscription 

one mav guess that it may have originally conD from Persia or * Jvaq 

because of its heavv letters which resemble the letters on Persian 

pottery, (cf. A.Survey of Persian Art. no. 1753, 1765, figs. 613,

617,, 619). Other similar characteristics that car. be seen between 

the present Ĵjahid and the shahid from Egypt (cf. Cairo Steles.

Vol. 5, No. 9201 dated 332/992 PI. XLVl); both of them a^e small 

marble slab?!, the letters group fy7_ s~e typical in both, the dates 

are almost the seme. There is one year difference in the dating 

of the stelae and they both begin alike with the basmala followed 

by the name.



Stele No. 10.

Limestone, dated Friday the middle of Jumada I 392 A.H, = 

Thursday, 2nd of April, 1001 A.D. Rectangular 55 x /+A cm. Nine lines 

of plain incised kufic. Presented hy Sir Hovering 184-6. It has the 

following numbers: exhibition 670 and regisirat'on 771 ^• It was trans

ferred from the Department of Egyptian and Assyrian antiquities to the 

Oriental Department in 1953.
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Translation*

1. In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate,

2. blessed be He who shall assign to thee better than that,

3. gardens underneath which rivers flow,

4. and He shall assign to thee palaces, 0 God bless Muhammad

5. the Prophet and his family the uure; and have mercy

6. upon Zaynab daughter of Yusuf bondmaid of al-Fa^l

7. aWAbtSsi. Che died on Friday,

8. middle of Jumada al-awwal in

9. the year two and ninety and three hundreds.

Commentary: A rectangular shahid with a plain incised border bordering

it at the top, right and left sides. The stone is damaged at the 

left side and at the boJtom. The mason incised horizontal lines 

to keep equal spaces. By this means the lines are kept straight 

and the words are nicely finished. The margin is useo four 

Is. 3, 4, 5f 3 for completing some words.

The kufic letters given in this text have a stiff and angular 

appearance. We have here the same technique, but the letters have 

a different aspect. Here is the beginning of a new style. The 

alifs end with hook shapes at the top of their shafts while at the

lower end they bend to the right. The letters group ba* end with

the same hook shapes. The letter ba* in the word bisra. 1.1, and

the ta? in the word in 1. 9 are longer than the teeth of the

sin they preceed. The letter dal is cursive once in 1.2 and besides
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this it is angular and rectangular. The ra* and final nun 

have almost the same shape and the similarity between them is 

strong in 1*5 in ihe word al-tahirin. The letters group §ad 

in Is, 4, 6 are square. The first trace of the climbing up above 

the line tails in all the incised inscriptionunder consideration 

appear in this stele. This form can be traced in 1,1 in the words 

bism and al-Rahim, 1.4 in the word Allahumma. 1.5 in the word 

Irham and in 1. 7 in the word yawm. Earlier climbing un a ove 

the lines tails in inscriptions from Egypt go back to the year.

246 A.H. = 860 A.D. (Wejt, Vol. 2, No. 2953, PI. XXVI). Above 

the letter ha* and nun of the word al-Rahman, 1.1 we find a simple 

decoration lying above the word. This decoration shows the first 

step towards floriated kufic. Sometimes we find it joined to the 

letter r.un and resembles the climbing tail of the min in the 

basmala. So many examples of this simple ornament and the climbing 

up above the lines tails existed on the torbstones in the large 

collection published by Wiet. (cf. Wiet, Vol. 5, Nos. 1231 PI. XIX, 

3150/124, PI. XXIII, 2842, 3150/76, PI. XXIV, 3150/208 PI. XXVI, 

2721/189 PI. XXXI, 2721/504 PI. XXXI, 2721/314 PI. XXXII, 1506/

135 PI. XXXII, 11397 PI. XXXIV, 3150/194 PI. XXXV, 2721/432 PI. 

XXXVII, 1233 PI. XL, 2721/559 PI. XLI, 2721/450 PL. XLI, 1506/234, 

3150/115 PI. X V; Vol. 6, Nos. 9563, 3150/209, 2721/330 PI. I,

2721/336 PI. II, 2721/367 PI. Iy  etc.). The loops of the

letters group fa* are cursive and they have a sho^t tail appearing
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as a thorn at their end. The medial 4ayn takes two shapes - 

Is. 2, 4, 7 it takes a triangular form while, at the end of 1.7 

it is open having ”Vn shape. Open * ayns such as this appeared 

in the inscriptions of Egyptian tombstones very early. The first 

examole to illustrate this is the tombstone of *Abd al-Rahman 

ibn Khayr al-Hijrl 31 A.H. = 652 A.D., No. 5, pi. I. Yet this 

is not the first example where it is possible to find the T,Vn 

shape * ayn. it occured on other inscriptions whether ceramics, 

textiles, coins and papyrus from all the Islamic provinces. This 

open 4ayn. having the ”Vn shape, was first found on Nabataean in

scriptions between 1st - 3rd centuries A#d . then on Arabic in

scriptions as well (cf. E.I. art. "Arabia”, PI. I; N. Abbot,

PI. V; Provencal, p. XXXIII stated that the ttVw shaped 4ayn shows 

a Semitic influence.) The base of the kaf is ratrier long and the 

end of its neck, which usually forms a right angle with the base, 

here forms an acute angle. The medial lams end with fork and 

dragon shapes, while the final ones are nursalat mam^u^at

especially in 1.8 in the word al-awal. The letter 

mim is incised' in three various ways: oval in Is. 4, 5, bud

shape 1. 3, and triangular ir.ls. 6, 7, 8. The tail of the letter 

waw ends in a fin shape-, ^lury called this kind of final siiaoe 

Mle crochet final”, (cf. S. rlury, Une formule eoirraphique. p. 55, 

PI. XXI). The final ya* is what Ibn Durustuwayh, p. 66, called 

mu*arraqa mursala. The extension of some five or more letter 

words can be traced in this inscription.
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Here are seer, the usual Qur’anic verse Is, 2, 3 and the first 

half of 1. 4 XXV. 10. This is the first tine on these to:, bstones 

the Shi*ite formula o-*-* has been

discovered. The shi'izm was more widely prevalent in the south 

of Egypt than the north. It was first to be found on a tombstone 

dated 279 A.H. = 833 A.^. (Wiet, JA, p. 233, note 3 and 4.). That 

means about eighty four years before the Fatiraid?established their 

dynasty in Egypt. In the year 324 A.H. = 936 A.D* appeared the 

essential qualification which is put for tne honour of the Fatimid 

and is required to fix the formula "the pure family of Muhammad". 

Besides this Wiet stated the formula

"Godfs blessing be upon Muhammad the Prophet and his family the 

pure” can be traced on the tombstone of Yahya a1-3habib. This 

tombstone is one of a group o^ five traced back to the Tulunid 

period and which are dated 361-363 A.H. = 972-974 A.D. Three of 

these tombstones belong to three of the descendants of the Calif 

‘ Ali. The whole group is known under the name of the Mausoleum of 

Sid! Shablh in the south of Cairo. It was called so because of 

the resemblance between Yahya ibn Qasin, one of the descendants 

and the Prophet Muhammad, (cf. Max Van Berchem, CIA. Vol. I, Egypt, 

1903). In addition to that it was stated that the above formula 

was changed to the formula — "Muhammad*s family". And 

both the formulae can be traced on most of the inscriptions of the 

Fatimid period. (ibid.. p. 27; Casanova, Catalogue de pieces de 

verre, t.vi, 3 fasc. p . 347; Grohmanr., AO, Vol. 2, Inscriptions
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from the mosque of al-IJakim Bi Amri-Ellah, Cairo, Nos, 2638; 6730;

9: 2639; 7; 26^0, Fig, 20, p. VII, This requires a brief history
f

on Shi*iztt.

It was under the next 'Caliph (‘Umar) that the spectacular 

victories of the early Arab territorial expansion were won, Pales

tine, Syria, Egypt, Persia, in all thec,e countries the sword of Islam 

prevailed. Mesopotamia (modern ‘Iraq), (cf, John Walker, A Cata

logue of the ^rab-3assanian Coins, p. xxi). ‘Ali, the Pronhet's 

cousin and son-in-law, had married Muhammad*s daughter Fatima, an 

event which was to have lasting historical significance, had each 

time failed to be elected Caliph, much,to the chagrin of himself 

and his partisans; and for long afterwards the ‘Alid supporters 

we-e destined to upset the equilibrium of the ruling power whether 

Umayyad or, afterwards, ‘Abbasid (ibid. p, xxii).

Syria is the heritage of Byzantine culture. The Shi*a (or 

Party) of ‘Ali became even more antagonistic to the newly estab

lished dynasty than were the Khari.iites (seoaratists with their 

clarion ’There is no judgement except Allah /Ta hukma ilia lillah 

^  J  a slogan which issued on coins). They never

forgave the Umayyads for the disastrous nassacre at Kabela in 

61 A,H. 2 630 A.D, of ‘All’s son Husayn and his handful of followers 

by the soldiers of the Umayyad Governor ‘Ubaydallah ibn Ziyad.

^  -r ' * Qrthodox Califs. The Shi*a naturally

disputed this and regarded ‘Ali as the rightful Caliph. In contra-
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diction to Slifat ‘All the orthodox (or Sar.rl) Muhammadans 

maintained that the first three Caliphs of Islam we~e:

11-13 = 632-634 13-23 = 634-644; ^ A a >  23-35 =

644-656 (ibid, pp. xxii, xxiii).
_ -i

The deceased is a bordmaid of -al-Fadl al- Abbasi who may 

have been a descendant of al-‘Abbas, the Prophet’s uncle, Efy’ his

name the * Abbasid dynasty is called (132 A.H. - 656 A.H. = 749 -
1258 A.D.). Besides this, the name al4Abbas comes from al*ubls 

contrary of bis hr ~ looking cheerful.

AI4abbs is also a riant. (See Ibn Durayd, Vol. I, p. 44, Vol. 2,

p. 563). The word raawlat is spelt correctly. Because it. is a 

feminine in the possessive case it. is incised with the ta* almaftuha 

( j  not with the ta* almarbutuh d (cf. Ibn Durustuwayh, 

p. 49); al4Abbasi also occured on tombstones from Egypt (cf.

Wiet and Hawwari, Vol. 3> No* 1168; Wiet, Vol. 6, No. 2152).

The day of death happened on Thursday, not on Friday. In

such cases there may be some possibilities: the table of concord

ance may be wrong, or the day of decease was Thursday night and 

the burial day was on Friday, as is the custom in Egypt.

1. 6 a = for ^ ’

1. 8 a = for

1



Stele Ko. 11

Lime tombstone, dated Sunday, five nights remained of Jumada II,

4,08 A.H. = Sunday, 17th November 1017 A.D. Rectangular 50 x 22.5 cm. 

Twelve lines of incised foliated kufic. Purchased by Budge at Aswan, 

1887. It has the following numbers: sculpture 1025, exhibition 669,

registration 14-36.♦ It was transferred from the department of EgyDtian 

and Assyrian antiquities to the Oriental department in 1953.

Text

j/y* •

jfi --%~S>1 s.
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Translation.

1. In the name of God the Compassionate, the Merciful

2. blessed be He who will assign to thee,

3. better than that, gardens underneath which,

L. rivers flow, and He shall assign to thee,

5. palaces. 0 God! bless

6. Muhammad the Prophet and his family,

7.
t

the pure; and have mercy upon your servant,

8. Ishaq, son of Ya‘qub, son of Istyaq,

9. son of Ibrahim. He died on

•oi—i Sunday, when five remained from,

11. Jumada the latter in the year,

12. eight and four hundreds.

Commentary: A tall rectangular shahid with a plain in relief border at

the top, right and left sides. It is badly damaged and chins of 

stone are missing, leaving holes. Horizontal incised lines were 

used to keep the spaces between the lines equal and the words re

gular. Sometimes the mason crowded the words together. Only twice 

is the border used to finish a word in Is. 1,

The kufic is neat and, at the same time, legible and, for 

the most part, relatively plain but there a~e a number of leafy 

characters. The alifs are given half-palmettes which in turn re- 

present arrow heads substituted for the palmettes. In some rare 

cases this shape of the alif is already occuring on papyri of the
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second to the third century A.H. On tombstones from Jerusalem 

dated 395 A.H. = 1005 A.D. and from Thabad (Yaman) dated 5/0 A.H. = 

11/.6 A.D. (cf. Grohmann, AO, Vol. 2, p. 191). The decoration of 

the alif affects other letters whether initial, medial or final, 

as we have already seen in the inscription. The initial ba' in 

the wo~d bism 1.1 is exceedingly tall and reaches the level of the 

other strokes and ends in a half-palmette. The hanging letters 

joined on to the letters group .ilm emerge from the middle. The 

lower strokes of the hanging letters in Is. 3, A, 10, instead of 

being straight, a^e spreading. The letter dal is maf gul as Ibn 

Durustuwayh, p. 66, calls it, or muthalath ‘ala zawiyah wahida as
r

Qalqashandi, p. 79 says. No differences can be noticed between 

the letter ra? and nun. All the teeth of all the sins are on the

same level. A tiny, upright tail is found on the letter which

in turn is a trapezoid. It is the first time, but not the only 

time in this inscriotion that we meet with a medial * ayn having 

a lozenge form in close contact with the base line and without any

stem, as it is in lines 2, A, 8, Lozenge ‘ayns can be traced on
* %

tombstones frori Egypt (cf. Wiet, Vol. 5, No. 5, 9569 dated A03/ 

1017 A.D. /the same date as our inscription/, PI. XI, 1225 dated 

A1A A.H. = 1023 A.D.; J. Sauva^et, glares epigraphiques, REI.

No. 12, p. 29, PI. II). The only, and the first, mlm in the word 

a11ahum 1.5, bears the only double-tailed mlm in this inscription. 

This double-taLied mim exists for the first time on an epitaph 1.1
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in the word al-Ral̂ ic, in the Museum of Islamic Art in Cairo, ('/.'iet,

Vol. 6, No. 12725 dated = 1C'? A.D., P1. XVI}. Then it7 %
is frequently used (Ibid. No. 2721/301, PI. XVIII, 3150/125 PI. XV, 

1506/368 PI. XXIII, 3150/159 PI. XXIV, 3150/91 PI. XXIV, 67/8 PI. 

XXIX, 3150/83 PI. XXXI). The lower part of the two horizontal 

strokes of the letter kaf is longer than the upper one in 1.7 in 

the word *abdaka . ^his kaf, with its neck, resembles a

kaf in the word baraka on a fragment of ceramic* (cf. S. Flury,

Une formule epifrraphique. Fig. 7B, p.63). He calls it f,ccl a eyeme" 

which means the swan1s neck. The final lam in the word ja* ala 1.2 

is mu* arraqa as Ibn Durustuwayh, p. 66, calls it, or mursala as

Qalqashandi, p* 85, describes it. The final waw and the final qaf

take the same form batra* ( \ ~ (Qalqashandi. p. 99*). Almost

all the final ya? s take the form makhsufat  f (plural of

makhsufa. Ibid. d. 131.). The lamalif takes various forms but, on

the whole, it has no sharp differences. The same lamalif existed 

on an epitaph No. 7230, dated 20A A.H. = 820 A.D. PI. XIII (cf.

Wiet, Vol. A.).

Qur’anic verses XXV.10, Is. 1, 2, 3, U and the first part 

of 1.5 are found. The shi’ite formula as well.

The deceased is a member of Ishaq1s family. The surname 

Ishaq is a clan of ban! abu-Bakr al-§idiq pertained to bani fal£a, 

son of ’ Abd Allah son of ;Abi al-Rahman son of Abi Bakr. They 

settled in al Shmunayn (Al-Kaqrizi al Bayan wal i’rab. p. h6;
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Ridakahhala, Mu* .jam Qaba’il al-‘arab. Vol. I, p. 20.).

1.3. a: c— ancient orthographic for

1.9. a: for '

1.12 a: for



Lime tombstone, dated Monday, when twenty-one nights passed from 

dhu al Hijja 4.10 A.H. = Tuesday, 19th of April 1020 A.D. Rectang lar 

50 x 35 cm. Ten lines of very incised plain kufic. Presented by Budge 

at Aswan, 1389. It has the following numbers: sculpture 1089, exhibi

tion 668, registration 1. It was transferi'ed from the department of 

Egyptian and Assyrian antiquities to the Oriental department in 1958.

Text
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Translation,

1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,

2. all that dwells UDon the earth is perishing, Yet still 

abides the face of Thy God,

3. Majestic, Splendid, 0 God,

bless Muhammad the prorhet and his family the pure,

5. and have raercy upon your servant that has need of Thy mercy,

6. ‘Isa, son of ‘Abd Allah, son of Aljmad, son of ‘All son

7. of Muhammad, son of Qasim. He died on Monday when twenty one

8. nights were past of dhy al-^ijja in the year,

9. ten and four hundreds,

10. the mercy of God and His forgiveness be upon him.

Commentary: A rectangular s&ahid with a plain in relief border at the

top, right and left side. There is damage at the top, the comers 

and at the left side. In spite of the horizontal incised lines the 

mason did not manage to keep the spaces equal, the words are crowded 

and he had to complete the day of decease in the blank space between

l.s 6 and 7. The same treatment can be seen on an epitaph in the 

Museums of Islamic Art in Cairo (cf. Wiet, Vol. No. 2721/389 PI.VI.) 

The last three words at the bottom of the stone are cramped. Thef
margin is used twice to finish the words at the ends of Is. l+, 8.

The inscriotion is far from, being beautiful calligraphy ant? 

the writing on the whole aopears more or less cursive. For such
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clumsy inscription see Wiet, Vol. 6, No. 13637 PI. IV. The

heads of the shafts of the alif are sometimes thorn shapes while

others are dragon heads and they all point to the left. No lower
>

ends turn to the right except in 1.9 in the word ' where the

apex of the alif turns to the left while its angular lower end 

turns to the right. The initial ba? in the word bism 1.1. reaches 

the level of the vertical strokes alasabi* and it is the onlyt
letter whose head ends with a fork shape. Qalqashandi gives il

lustrations of the treatment of the basmala. He stated that it• *
was agreed that the ba* in bism should be taller than any other 

ba? in the inscriptions. It takes this length instead of the 

omitted alif between it and the following sin. In the basmala 

there are five strokes which take the same level: i.e. the initial

alif in the wo^d Allah, the alif and lam in al-Rahman and the sane 

with al-Rahim. The two fra1s in al-Rafrman and al-Rafrim are re

spectively of the same size. Four letders have the same treatment 

in the extension, the mim in bism. the rad in al-Rafrman and the 

ra* and the mim in al-Rahim. The two lams in Allah are on the 

same level with the ba? but the second lam should be lower than 

tile first. Collapse space inkhisaf between the first lam

and the second in Allah is preferable and the same with the second 

ha*. The letters group jlm are murakaba (Qalqashandi, p. 69) and 

in the words al-Rafrm&n, al-Rafrim, 1.1, and irfram 1.5 the upper end 

of the tooth of this group is provided with dragon heads. The
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hung letters ,̂ -Lu al-huruf al-mu‘allaqa which belong

to this group take the shape of vertical strokes emerging from 

the lower end in 1.8 and from the middle in 1.3* The letters 

group dal are what Qalqashandi, p. 70 calls muthalth ‘alazawyia

wahida . A tiny tooth emerges from a

cursive gad. The fra* is trapezoid and its tooth has a vertical 

stroke. The initial kufic 4ayn can be called maftuha mahdhufa

<* (Ibn Durustuwayh, p. 66), and mulawwaza rL 

(Qalqashandi. p. 70). The letter kaf is mashkula without any 

noticeable curving. Yet in 1.4- the mason seems to have made a 

mistake in drawing the kaf, for it looks like a sqaure gad; to 

mend his mistake he added a small bow. The final lam in the word 

al .ialal is nmrsala mamtufca. The majority of the mims

are of triangular shape anc the letters are drawn usually above 

the base line, except once in 1.10 in rahimahu, where the triangle 
comes under the base line. £or the triangle mim (cf. Kuhnel, 

tslamische Schrifte Kunst. p. 12; Joseph Strzygowski, Altai Ikan 

und Volkerwanderung. p. 83; Hawwari and Rashid, Vol. I, N0s. 1506, 
4-521; Epigrafika Vostoka. IX, per.34-, on a piece of coin from the 

days of al-Mutaqi 330 A.H. = 941 A.D., p. 15 ant in an alphabetic 

Arabic table, p. 4-8). The medial ha’ is rectangular and split from

the middle, sometimes the division is level with the base line, as

in Is. 2, 4-. Yet in 1.2 the splitting line comes above the base 

line. This shape of the ha’ is quite old, it can be traced for 

the first time in inscriptions from Egypt 31 A.H. = 652 A.D. Also
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in Nabataean inscription in E.I.« art, "Arabia", PI, I, The loops 

of the letters group fa* take a round shape tut, in 1.5 the medial 
fa1 and oaf in the word airaqir in 1,2 in the word yabqa and in
1.10 in the word fihufranuhu resemble two triangles without any neck 

lying on the line.

1.7 a: for >
1.10 a: the alif of the word is omitted.
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> t e l e  No. 13.

Limestone, da ed Sunday the first of Jumada II, 412 A.H. = 

12th September, 1021 A.D. Rectangular 4.5 x 30 cm. Eight line3 of 
incised foliated kufic. Purchased by Budge at Asuan 1387. It has 

the following numbers: sculpture 1026, exhibition 667, registration
1437. It was transferred tf*om the department of Egyptian and Assyrian 

antiquities to the Oriental department in 1958.

I ext

• a
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Translation.

1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful

2. Say, He is God, One God, the Everlasting Refuge,

3. who has not begotten and has not begotten and

4. equal to Him is not anyone. 0 God bless Muhammad
5. the Prophet and his family and have mercy upon Fatima

daughter of

6. Ga‘far, son of Muhammad al-Sabbagh. She died,

7. on Sunday, the first of Jumada,

8. 2, in the year two and ten and
9. four hundreds.

Commentary: Broad rectangular shahid framed at the top, right and the 

left side by a plain in relief mould:ing. Some holes and damage 

is at the top and the bottom. There is no trace of incised hori

zontal lines but, In spite of that, the kufic is tidy and the

spaces are equal. The margin is used once on the left side to

finish the word at the end of 1.5. rihe mason took care with his

work and finished it perfectly.

The kufic is open and very clean and entirely unadorned. 

This inscription recalls the plain elegant kufic of the Ummayad 

period, such as the milestone of Bab al-V/adi, 80. A.H, after CIA 

Jer. I. 1-2, Fig. 2, and Sakhra building inscription, 72 A.H., 

Ibid, PI. H U ) .  Many letter s are given half-palme+tes at the 

termination of the shafts. The exception is some of the apices of
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the alif?. which are thorn shaped, A hook shape points to the 

right at the lower ends of the alifs. The ba* of bism is tall 

and provided with an artistic haIf-palmette. The letters group 

ha* differ somewhat in size and have a tiny triangle on the base 

angle. The hung letters a>ie joined to thi3 group from the middle 
and it is worth while to notice that the mim in MuJhammad Is. 1, 6. 
is a bud shape with its slanting stem. The dal 1.2 is the only

dal which resembles the kaf. Is. 3, 4, yet the neck of the kaf.
1.1., ends with a split palmette. No differences can be seen be

tween the group ra? and the nun. All the teeth of all the sins

are equal and end in half-palmettes. The letter ‘ayn takes three 

forms: initial is maftuha mahdhufa 'r-f> , one medial

1.6 and one final 1.9 are lozenge, and final one 1.6 is maftu’.;a 
mu*qafa r - aquiline as Ibn Durustuwayh calls

it (cf. Kitab al-Kuttab. p. 66) musbn la - drawn as ~,;alqa-

3handi names it. (Subfr al-A*sha. p. 31). A n  the loops of the 

group fa* are round. The initial lams are without exception pro

vided, at their* Heads, with half-palmettes, while the final ones

1.2 in the word qul and 1.7 in the word mustahall are mursalat 
mu*arraqat j inursala as Qalqashandi. p. 85,

calls it, mu*ary,aga as Ibn Durustuwayh, p. 66 describes it. The 

mims a~e round and end in tiny ha:nmer shapes, yet only one iiTm 

in the word bism 1.1 is double-tailed, one i3 only small but the 
other climbs up above the line. The final ha* is §afriha
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= perfect (Ibn Durustuwayh, p. 66) 07* mu*arah =
(Qalqashandi, p. 93)• *h< medial ones are fan shaped. The

tails of the wavs assume three shapes, half-pnlmet'e Is. 2, 3> 
webbed 1. 5 and fin 3 in the word and 1.5 in the word

^ . The horizontal strokes of the two lamalifs Is.

7 and 8 are both upright and Vowed. All the final ya*s are 

mu<arraqat makhsufat d  • Extension 0f four

or six letter words exists in the tert, once in 1.1 in the word 
al-Rahman and secondly in 1.9 in the word mi*a. It seems that the 

drawing out of the second word is to fillspace.

The shahid contains the usual formulae, Quranic verses 

cxii, Is. 2, 3 and the beginning of 1./,. Then comes the Shi* ite 

formula, the essential qualification of which is for the honour 

of the Prophet and his family during the Fa-Jimib reign.

The nigbah of the deceased, al-Qabhagh. is a common de

signation for dyer but is also frequently used as a nisbah probably 

without specific reference to the profession. For this nisbah 

(cf. Hawwari and Rashid, Vol. I, Nos. 155, 3^1) Sabbagh comes from 

= to tint, it can also mean ^  - din his

hand in the water. The Christians call this dipping of their 

children in the water sabgfcan, i.e. Baptism, Sabagh. one who dyes 

or a liar, fulan yasbigh al-Kalam. = decorates

it; a^ibagh alta*am = variety (cf.

al-Zabidi, tai al-*arus. Vol. 6, p. 19, Beirut, 1956).
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1.2. a: the word is omitted.

l.A a: the letter alif of the word

1.5 a: for v
1.8 a j for

1.9 a; the letter waw is extra.

Jr*^is r oc'lectea.
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Stele No. 14.

Lime stone, dated Saturday, when ten days remained of the month 

Rabi* I, 415 A.H, = Sunday, 31st May 1024 A.D. Rectangular 50 x 40 cm.
1>

Eleven lines of incised foliated kufic. Presented by Budge at Aswan, 1889. 

It has the following numbers: sculpture 1096, exhibition 666, registration

7. It was transferred from the department of Egyptian antiquities to the 

Oriental department in 1958.

Text

^  c P 1 f- i
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Translation;

1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,

2. those who have said, Our Lord is God, then

3. have gone straight, upon them the angels,

4. descend, saying* "Fear not neither sorrow,

5. rejoice in Paradise that you were

6. promised. 0 God! bless Muhammad

7. the Prophet and his family the pure and have Thy mercy

8. upon your handmaiden Fatima, daughter of Muhammad son of

/ 9. Muhammad son of Ahmad, son of Umar, son of Uthman,

10. She died on Saturday when ten days remained of,

11. Rabi* I in the year fifteen

12. and four hundreds.

Commentary: a rectangular shahid completely surrounded by a narrow in

relief border. Incised lines are seen clearly but the mason did 

not use them. Only at the beginning of the text ®e the spaces 

equal but in the rest of the inscrlotion the lines do not run

crooked.

In the first two lines the kufic letters are larger than 

the letters in the rest of 4he inscription.

One can notice clearly in the basmala that the word bism 

covers almost one third of the line. (For the basmala. see above, 

Steles Nos. 1, p* 2; 9, p.2). The letter alif ends with a hook that
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turna to the right while the bend at the lower end points to 

the left. It seems as if the mason incised the apex to the 

left then he changed his mind and added to the alifs heads from 

the right, which is quite clear in the first three lines of the 

inscription. In the rest of the inscription the heads of the 

alifs turn to the right. The letter Jal i. 1 in the word bism 

has a vertical angular stroke not cursive as is usual and all 

the rest end in a thorn shape. The hung letters of the .1im groun 

start with the strokes and these hung letters are tiny such as in 

the word takhafun in 1.4. To discriminate between the letters 

nun and ra* the mason incised the first smaller and he supolied 

it at the same time with a rising tail above the line, as in Is.

(, 8. The teeth of the letter sin are of equal length. In the 

word bism. 1.1., the distance betweenthese teeth is unusually 

wide when compared with what is customary in incising the letter 

sin. (Qalqashandi, p. 75, stated that the famous calligrapher,

Abi al-Hasan ibn al-Bawwab, in drawing the letter sir.. preferred 

to see the distance between the second and the third tooth wider 

than that between it and the first. T'he letter ta* is drawn in 

both forms of the angular kufic, 1.7 in the word — i and

is shorter than that in the cursive and both end with open mouth 

shape. The final * ayn is triangular and mu*oafa. The letter mim 

is circular. The medial ha* is split vertically and is heart 

shaped. The lamalif is incised in two ways, the first resembles a

cursive in 1.8 in the word The tooth of the angular ta*
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nutcracker, the second is an acute angled triangle to which is 

fixed a TTUn shape (Qalqajghandi, p. 102, calls it wuraqiya ~ .

All the loops of the wavs are round except one, 1*7 in the word

wa’irhara / j which is provided with an artistic leaf grow

ing out of its loop. It gives the loop an elegant shape and fills

the space between the loop and the va*s streak here above it.

This is the first time one meets this ornament.

Common formulae, the basmala: (Qur’anic verses XLI. 30,

1.2 - the first oart of 1.6).

1.1 a: the letter mim of the word al-Rahim is neglected.

1.5 a: the letter ta; in the word is omitted.

1.3 a: for V'1

1.9 a: ancient orthographic for > thus because

‘Uthraan is a name of a famous Calif, and is fre

quently used, the alif is done away with. (cf.

Miles, AO, Vol. 2, No. 1, p. 216, PI. I, fig. I.) 

b: The last two letters of the word are omitted.

1.10 a: The letters of the word are neglected.

The day of death corresponded to Sunday and not Saturday.
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Lixept one, dMec Tvror°day, 6th of Mnherram /,13 A*". — Thursday,

76th Fa br*’arv . ICP'7 * .P. Oblonr "L̂ x 1̂  ins. Eleve^ ti^po p.f ircised 

floriated kufic. Purchased by Budce at A^an / .2.1B87. It has the 

follnvirr- nybT"! «*rulnture TOP'7, exhibition >̂6f. and repix traticn 

1/33. It vne tranrfe^^ed frnr. the department of Epyntian and Assyrian 

antiauities +o the Oriortal demrtmer.t in 19*8.

Text
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Translation.

1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,

2. this is a sufficient announcement for me, and (it is revealed)

that they may be warned thereby,

3. and that they mav know that He is one God,

4* and that the discreet may remember. (Sur. xiv. 52).

5. 0 God, bless Muhammad the Prophet and hi3 family and save them

6. and have mercy upon your servant who has need of your mercy 

Ja‘far son

7. of Ahmad son of ‘All son of Qasim, son of ‘Abd

o. as-Janad. He died on Thursday six days after the beginning of

9. al-Muharram in the year eight and ten

10. and four hundreds may the mercy of God

11. and his favour be upon him.

Commentary: A rectangular shahia 4>amed in a plain in relief border at

the top, right and left side. Ahe stone is damaged on the top, 

at the left side andon the bottom. The ends of Is. L, 5 and 6 

are rubbed and the words are obscured. The border is used twice, 

first on the left side then on the right side, which is the first 

time this has occurred. This was done to incise the word 

"have mercy” which the mason had omitted. There is no trace of 

incised horizontal lines. Yet, in spite of that, the spaces are 

almost equal and the writing is well done.
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The kufic is legible and there are unusual characters.

We have here the same technique as in the preceeding inscription 

but, as already mentioned, the letters have different characteristics. 

In spite of some damage, the beginning of a new style can be dis

cerned. The apices of the which point sometimes to the right,

as caii be followed in Is. 1, 2, 5, 10, and others to the left, in 

Is. 3, L, 6, 3, 9, are thorn-like. The ba? in bism is tall and it 

is incised only twice with a pen nib head in Is. 1, 2. The final

ha* in 1.4. in the word al-ulbab  ̂ LJjJ \ is mamfofoh

= extended as I bn Dinuistuwayh calls it or mufrada nawquf a 

2 partly seoarated as Qalqashandi described it. (cf. Kitab al-Kuttab. 

p.66; gubh a1 A4 sha. p. 65). The hung letters stem from group 

lim from the upper third in Is. 5, 7 and from the middle in 1.8.

No resemblance car. be traced between the dai and. the kaf. The 

former is approximately a triangle in Is. 2, 5, while in Is. 2, 4.,

6, 7, 8, it is a square. In Is. 7, 9, 10, 11 there is no difference 

between the ra7 and the nun. Yet in Is. 1, 2, 3, 4., the climbipg 

up above the line tail is the only feature which characterises the 

ra* and the nun. It is very strange to find for the only time in 

these inscriptions that the *arraoa of the final sin. 1.2, ends in 

a climbing returning tail. The ?ad contains two shapes, a square,

1.5, and rectangle, Is. 8, 11. The letter *a.yn is comprised of four 

shapes: the initial is almond mulawwaza (Qalqashandi, p. 79), and

supplied with a half-palmette at its opening; the medial is lozenge
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in 1.3 and in 1.10 is a triangle; the final one, 1*2, is 

maftuha mu* qafa (Ibn Durustuwayh, p. 66) or mursala as Qai- 

qashandi, d . 8.1, calls it. The loops of the fa? are sometimes

artistic of all the kafs. its neck is crowned by a half-palmetto 

scrolled from the inner Dart. All the minis are rounded and the

right side of the margin which is musbala malfufa 

m -lawwaza (cf. Qalqashandi. p. 115). The medial ha’ is fan shaped.

A special peculiarity of this inscription is the extensive use of 

the half-palmette which sometimes resembles an open mouth. These 

half-palmettes are used in various places; at the heads of the 

letters and at their tails, as well. Another noticeable remark 

in this inscription is the frequent use of the climbing up above 

the line tails. Yet the main characteristic feature is the tail 

in the final nun of al-Rahman, 1.1, which really crowned the word.

It ends with an exaggerated long tail which reaches the letter ha* 

then turns to the left and ends in a fin shape. This floral motive 

became a part of the word al-Rahman in an epitaph No. 272//+19, 

dated £01 A.H. = 1011 A.D. 1.1, PI. V, (cf. Steles Funeraires. Vol.6, 

Yet it appeared for the first time on a tombstone 387 A.H. =

997 A.D. Ibid).

The usual formulae are used with some variations such as 

"dasalim taslima" 1,5 and asking for the mercy of God at the end 

of the text. Verses from the Qur’An in 1. 1 - A* The formula

round while others are triangular. The kaf 1.6 is the most

most peculiar mim is the final one in the word
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was a Him taslima appeared on the inscrintions

under const eration for the first time, Such formulae which con-
I »

cern the benediction of the Prophet can be seenor. nanfuneral texts 

in Qayrawan (cf, Polnssot, Nos. 3, &•••)• ^t also occurs on many 

epitaphs both from Egypt and Qarawan. Sometimes we find this 

taglya at the beginning of the inscriptions, following by ihe 

ha3mala. At other times it can be traced at the end of the shahada. 

Many forms of the taglya can be found, a3: nGod bless him every

morning and every night”, ”that God sends him benedictions and 

peace on our master MU^ammad”, ''0 God bless Muhammad in the begin

ning of times tillthe end”, and others. These different forms of 

the iaglya kept the customary formula of the shahadatayn ”Bless 

Muhammad and the family of Muhammad as you have blessed Ibrahim 

and the family of Ibrahim”. The formula wasalim taslima can be 

traced on some epitaphs in Qayrawan (cf. Ibid. Nos. 178, 188, 190,

197, 207, 2U5, 215, 221; see also p. 105, note 6).

l.A a: the second part of the line is rather indistinct.

1.5 a. perhaps the engraver wanted to carve the word

which complete the Shi‘ite formula al-tahirin 

but stopped short at the alif which he neglected 

to erase. This word — - should be

bs the letters ^ , at the end of the line and

at the beginning of the text making up the word

\j are outside the boundary line. They were 

evidently omitted by the engraver and inserted
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afterwards.

incorrectly for
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Stele No. 16.

Limestone, dated Saturday, eight days before the end of Rabi* II 

4.20 A.H. = Saturday, 10th May 1029 A.D. The shah id is neither rect

angular nor souare. It narrows at the base. 55, 35, top 4-0 cm. Pur

chased by Budge at Aswan, 1387. It has the following numbers: re

gistration L439, sculpture 1023, exhibition 6&4. It was transferred 

from the department of Egyptian and Assyrian antiquities to the Oriental 

department in 1953.

Text

i VP L’ • —  i

. o

I
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Translation.

1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful

2. They are true, those who say Our Lord i3 God and,

3. then walk uprightly, upon them

U. shall the angels descend, saying MFear not neither

5. sorrow'’, rejoice in Paradise that

6. you were promised. 0 God I bless

7. Muhammad the Prophet and his family the pure

8. and give Him peace. He died, Ibrahim son

9. of al-JJusayn son of Ishaq son of Ya‘qub son of Ishaq

10. on Saturday when eight (nights) remained of

11. Rabi‘ II in the year twenty and

12. four hundreds.

Commentary: A shahid narrowing at the bottom* It has a plain in relief

border framing the stone at the top, right and left sides. The^e 

are holes and scratches at the bottom* No trace of horizontal 

incised lines but, in spile of that, the spaces are equal, the 

lines run parallel and the work is gracefully finished. The bor

der is used only once to finish the word at the end of

1.9. In my opinion this shahid has one of the mo^t elegant of 

the inscriptions.

The kufic is neat, legible and it seems that the engraver 

was more successful than at any othe'time in incising his letters. 

The alif has a wedge shape with its end pointing to the right.
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The jgj in the basmala is taller than the other ba*s in the in

scription. The hanging letters are fixed from the middle of 

the lettersgroup iim and they look quite small in Is. 5, 6, 3, 9.

The mason made a special difference in the drawing of the letters 

group ra* and nun in Is. 2, 6, in the words ^  1 and ^ > 1  

The letters group dal are cursive all through the inscription and 

there is no obvious similarity betweenthe dal and the kaf. The 

teeth of the letter sin slope down from the right to the left in 

the word bism 1.1 and the word 1.3, but in Is. 5, 9, 10, 11

the teeth are level. In 1. 5 in the word — -v the teeth slope

down from the left to the right, contrary to bism. In addition 

the stoke of the letter ta* in '♦his word is longer than the teeth 

of the sTn in the same word. The letter §ad is a low arch as is 

seen in Is. 6, 8. The tooth of the £1 is incised in half-

palmette shape with a little bend to the left. The medial ‘avn

in the word Ya‘qub is lozenge form. All the loops of allthe group 

fa* plus those loops of the waws are round. The neck of the kaf 

ends in a half-palmette and it stands with the body of the letter 

on the same level. It seems that the mason, after finishing his

work, inserted a small final lam of the word

its tail in the middle of the initial *ayn of the word followed 

by . The final ha* is incised without a buckle.

Flury mentioned that this ha* without any buckle existed on the 

ancient inscriptions (cf. Flury, Une ^ormule Epigraohigue. p. 68.).
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The climbing up the line tail is found ten times in this in

scription. Yet the double tailed mim can be seen once in the 

word ft4* 1*3 and not in the basmala as we usually find in 

the previous inscriptions. Only one ligature is used in the 

word 1.4. These ligatures are called by Ibn

Durustuwayh ^ I r - ^ kasrat (cf. Kitab a.l Kuttab. p. 69). 

They can be seen on some of the tombstones from Egypt (cf. Wiet, 

Vol. 6, Nos. 2721/4.68 PI XXVI, 6118 PI. XXX; Vol. 7, Nos. 1240 

PI. XII, 1264 PI. XIII). The two strokes of lamalifs which form 

a tiiangle at their bases l&fre it at the top to face each other 

and form a crescent shape.

1.1 and the first part of 1.6 are Qur}anic verses. The
#

deceased is a member of Ishaq*s family. The same spelling of 

Ishaq without the alif exists many times on tombstones.

1.8 a: ancient orthographic for



Stele No. 17.

Lime tombstone, dated Thursday six days from the beginning of 

dhu al-Qa‘dah 1+21 A.H. = Thursday, 6th November 1030 A.I. Rectangular 

50 x 30 cm.Eleven lines of foliated incised kufic. Presented by Budge 

at Aswan, 1889. It has the following numbers: sculpture 1091, exhibi

tion 683, registration 3. It was transferred from the Egyptian anti

quities department to the Oriental department in 1953.

Tsst
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Translation.

1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful

2. God is with those who are godfearing,

3. and those who are good doers, 0 God!

4. bless Muljanmad the Prophet and his family,

5. and have mercy upon Mubaraka, daughter of

6. Ibrahim son of Ahmad, 3on of ‘All, son

7. of Muhammad, son of Qasirn, son of *Abd,

8. al-§amad. She died on Thursday,
o / • six days from the beginning of dhu al‘Qa* dah

10. in the year one and twenty and

11. four hundreds.

Commentary: A rectangular tall shahid with a border in relief framing

it on all sides, accept the bottom. The stone is damaged and 

scratched at the bottom. In the first half of the inscription 

the spaces are equal and the writing is perfect but at the bottom, 

because of the absence of the horizontal lines, the writing is 

not straight and the words are crowded and badly incised. The 

left side of the border is used several times to finish some words 

in Is. 1, 3, 8, 9, 10.

The kufic characters are legible and, apart from the tri

angles which terminate the tops of the -hafts of the alifs and 

some other letters, are for the most part unadorned. The triangle 

shape was a development of a hook or barb. We can see such ter-
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minations on textiles as well as epitaphs and ceramics. This
I

evolution of the decoration of the alif3 is not confined to Egypt 
but also appears on a copper plate of the eleventh century A.D. 

and a similar one of the tenth century A.D., both of which were 

made in Persia. But Egypt had developed it in a very artistic 

way during the Fa^imid period, as demonstrated by ceramics of 

the eleventii century A.D. The ba’ in the basmala is shorte~ than 

we used to find in almost all the previous inscriptions. The 

group .jiro is drawn much bigger especially in 1.1 in the word 

al-Rahman, 1.3 in the word rauhsinun, 1.5 in the word Muhammad and 

Is. 5, 8, 10. The mason succeeded this time in distinguishing 

between the group ta? and nun. The letter dal takes two shapes, 

angular in 1.3 while, in Is, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9 we notice that the 

dal takes nearly the sane form as the kaf except in 1.8 where 

the mason exaggerated the returning'neck of the final dal. The 

teeth of the group sin are comb shaped but sometimes differ in 

length. The letter gad is cursive in the word Cr-W* 1..4 and 

angular in 1.8 in the word al-Jamad. The medial and final * ayn 

take the triangular shaoe. The loops of the group fa* assume 

two forms: round as in Is. 7, 9, and candle flamed in 1.2 in

the word jt.aqu. The lam is treated in the same way as in the 

pi'evious inscription, namely sometimes angular .and sometimes cur

sive. The letter nun looks similar to the raj except in 1.9 in 

the word jgaalawna where the nun is very peculiar; it resembles a 

square bracket 3 . The initial and medial ha* take the form



of a cat’s face cf, Qalqashandi. p, 97). All the

final mimg end in hammer tails. There is only one ligature in 

1,5 in the word Mubaraka. Three peculiarities can b? noted in 

this inscription: the final ya' in 1,/, in the word al-h’abblyy. 

where it takes a returning 11 Sn shape; the alif of the word Allah 

takes the shape of a spherical triangle; while the loop of the 

waw i3 plain. The hook like top or barb of the head of the alif 

and lam, which is concerned with the late Nabataean form of alif 

in Sinatic inscriptions, is a development of the plain loop. This 

is seen in an epitaph in Sicily 579 A,D. = 1183, where it had 

developed into a fully looped head in ceramics from Samarqand. 

Finally, the tops took the form of human heads as is seer, in an 

inscription from Sicily dating from the thirteenth century A.D.

(cf. A, Grohmann, AO, Vol. 2, pp. _200 ^N. Abbot, Rise of North
Arabic Script, p. 17).

What do we expect! the same funeral formulae, two verses

from the Qur'an, then the Shi*ite formula lacked the blessing of 

Muhammad1s family.

1.5 a: for r~^\

1.8 aj the mim in the word ^  . is omitted.



Limestone, undated, probably late fourth C. A.H. = tenth C. A.D. 

Six lines o^ incised partly ornamented kufic. Damaged at the bottom 

but repaired. Rectangular 32.5 x 30 cm. Presented by Sir J. lowering,

ISA6. It iias the following numbers: exhibition 686, registration 771A.

It was transferred from the department of Egyptian and Assyrian antiquities 

to the Oriental department in 1950.

Text-
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Tran3lation,
1. In the name cf Cod, the Compassionate, the Merciful,

2. Surely with Godfs friends no fear be on them

3. neither shall they sorrow; 0 God I bless

4. Muhammad the Proohet. and his family, and have mercy

upon your servant:

Barakat al-Mukanna abi al-IJusayn son of Husayn

6. ••• son of Ibrahim son of ,.,

Commentary: The shahid has been broken and a large piece oc the bottom

lost. This has been replaced by a blank stone slab. Thus the 

surname of the deceased and the date of death are missing* There 

is no trace of incised horizontal lines yet, in spite of this, 

the work is well done.

The kufic characters are open and legible and have thorn

like terminations, n̂ Is, 1, 3, the api.nes of the alifs point 

to the right while in Is. 2, 5 and the remaining part of 1, 6 they 
point to theleft. ^et all the apices are thorn-shaped. The ba? 

in the basmala is tall, but not as tall as we used to find in the 

previous inscriptions. The final ta* in the word 1*5 -̂s

namtntah, as Ibn Durustuwayh calls it, or mufrad amawaufah. as it 

is called by Qalqashandl (cf, Kitab al-Kuttab. p. 67; 3ubfr al-A*sha, 

P. 65). The letter ha* in 1.1 ends in a id.de open mouth shape.

The offshoot letters protrude from the upper third in Is. 4, 5 while 

in group 1Lm in 1.3 from the middle. The only difference one can
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notice between the dal and the kaf is that the neck of the

former is taller than that of the latter, especially in 1.

in the word Muharmad. The mason differentiated between the ra # ■— 1
and the nun by incising the nun in a larger type than that of the 

ra*. The teeth of the sly comprises two shapes: in 1.1 in the

word bism they take a comb shape and in 1.5 in the word al-Husayn 

they graduate in length from the left to the richt. I bn Muqiah 

preferred the teeth to be of the same level (cf. Qalqashandi, p.31 . 

The only $ad in the inscription takes the vshape of a tiny square.

The initial * ayn takes an almond shape and its opening has

an open mouth shape. Such a feature seems strange as it is not 

customary in the previous inscriptions. The only remaining final 

fa* is round and, as Ibn Durustuwayh calls it, mudawar mamtutah 

or mawnufah as Qalqashandi describes it (Ibid. p. 66;

p. 83.). It ends in a tail that is split. The lam includes two 

shapes: cursive as in Is. 1 in the second lam of Allah . 3 in

Allahumma. U in Allah: and angular in the remaining text. A horse

shoe quirk separates the two jams of Allah in 1.1. All the mims. 

as in the previous inscription, include a circular shape. The 

initial and medial ha* are fan-shaped, tut in 1.3 the inason added 

another short stroke which divides the ha* ir> two. The loop of the 

way is elegant and it oro.es that such a loop resembles a development 

of a thorn shape. The lamalif is tong-shaped. The climbing uo above 

the line tails are serpent-shape, ending in open mouths, ^lury



stated that the Fatimid preferred these plain tails to the 

complicated ones.

The inscription is composed of the usual formulae as in 

Qur'anic verses X.62, 1.2 and the first half of 1.3. Then fol

lows the Shi*ite formula.

This is the only shahid which has the word al-Mukanna = 

nickname.

It is curious that the epitaph which follows the usual 

pattern during the course of time missed its date. Yet, as it 

includes the Shi* ite formula, has climbing up the line tails, an 

independent element appears above the word , the elegance

of drawing the lines, the arbstic loops; all these features help 

to date the inscription between the 4-th and 5th century A.H. =

10th - 11th A.D.

The name of the deceased is followed ty al-Mukanna. Al- 

Kunya is used in three places, first for a bad thing we avoid men

tioning, secondly when calling a man by a certain name, Kunyr, to 

show” respect to him. The t ird instance is where the Kunya takes 

the place of the original name of a man and he is called by it.

Thus he is X or the father of X. (cf. Lisan al-*Arab. Vol. 15, p„200).



Stele l o« 10.

Limestone, dated Monday when three days remained of 3afar,

U22 A*H. = Monday, 22nd February, 1031 A.D. Rectangular U0 x 52.5 cm. 

Eleven lines of foli ted, incised kufic. Purchased by Budge at Aswan 

1087. It has the following numbers: sculntu>*e 1030, exhibition 082,

registration L-U.9. It was transferred from the department of Egyptian 

and Assyrian antiquities to the Oriental department in 1953.
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Translation.

1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,

2. their God given them good tidings of me~cy from Him,
i %

3. and good pleasure $ for them await gardens

4. where in lasting bliss, there in to dwell forever and ever;

5. surely with God is a mighty wage. 0 God.1

6. bless Muhammad the Proohet and his family the pure,

7. and liave mercy upon your servant who has need of your mercy

3. Yahya, son of Ahmad, son of *Ali, son of Mutya mad son of Qasim,

9. son of ‘ Abd al-Jamad, son of Yaliya son of Badr. He died

10. on Monday, when three days remained of §afar,

11. in the year two and twenty and four hundreds.

Commentary: A rectangular shahid with a plain moulding surrounding it

at the top, right and left sides. A handle called "die tabula 

ansata” emerge:'from the uprer part of the moulding. Such handles 

app< ared on Egyptian tombst nes as early as the end of the second 

century (191 A.H. = 307 A.I.). After that it developed varying 

forms more ornamented and comnlicated (cf. Cairo, Steles, Vol. I, 

No. 1193; 11192 PI. VI, 11303, 3634, 9461 FI. Ill, 9843; oo.cit.. 

Vol. 8, No. 3475 PI. II, 1245 Pi. XVIII). There are holes arid 

damages at the upper corner and at the bottom of the stone. NTo 

trace of incised horizontal lines so as to keep equal spaces can 

be seen. The margin is used only once in 1.6 to finish the word
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The alifs in Is. 3, L, the beginning of 5, the word 

in 6, al-Samad in 9, 10 are thorn-shaped, pointing to the right.

Yet in 1.10 in the word ^ , the alif ends in a dragon but 

points to the left. The ba* in the basmala ivS angular and takes 

the same length as the ba* in the orevious inscription. But the 

ba* in the word ^ 1.7 and 1.9 are cursive and dron be

neath the base line. The letters group ha* are of the same size 

but they differ in shape. The final ta* 1.2 is extended. The 

dal gn the whole is what Qalqashandi calls mu tha lath 6 a la za weT ra

wahidah m̂ J> (cf# Subh al a* sha. p. 71);
' *

while in Is. 5, 9 it looks similar to the kaf and the two are what 

Flury called ;!le m l  de cygne’1 (cf. Une forrnule epigraphjque. p. 62). 

A remarkable similarity is found between the ra* and the nun 

except in Is. 1, 2, 3 where the mason distinguished between them.

The ra’ in the mentioned lines are provided with climbing up above 

the line tails, home of the teeth of the sin end in half palmettos 

while others are co~b shaped. In 1.11 in the word sana the mason 

alternated between the teeth of the sin and the nun. The letters 

group 2ad take a rectangular shape. The letter ta? takes the 

shape of a trapezoid and its tooth ends in a half-palmette bencing 

to the right. The mason illustrated the letters group cavn. The 

initial is what Qalqashandi calls na* liyya p.80;

while the medial and final ones are lozenge forms with an upright 

neck reclined on the base line. It is quite remarkable in this 

inscription to find that the lozenge f ̂ n is illustrated for two
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letter groups; the medial and final ‘ avn and the fa*. This 

feature can be traced on a tombstone in the Museum of Islamic 

Art. (cf. Cairo, steles, Vol. 4, No. 1228 dated 320 A.H. = 932 

A.D. Pi. IV). The remaining loops of the groiip fa* are round.

The lam includes two styles: cursive and angular. All the mims 

are drawn in circular forms. The mims Is. 1, 2, 3> A, 5 are 

double tailed mims. The initial and medial ha' are of different 

sizes while comprising one form; the fan-shaped. A tiny thorn 

rises above the loops of the waw while their tails are crochet.

The lamaIlf is waraqjyya = foliage. A low circular

arch sepa *ates the two lams of the word Allah in 1.1. Five liga

tures originate in this inscription, Is. 6, 7, 3, 9, 11. Some 

words are divided between two lines, Is. 4, 9. The tear limb 

from limb of the word is frequently used in the decorated epi- 

graphic in remarkable consequences. In this way because of the 

absence of the diacritical points, the scribe, when copying in

scriptions, failed to understand the meaning and treated the two 

halves of one word as two < ifferent words, in combination with the 

others. That is why we always meet with so many inscriptions which 

do not make sense and are less valuable for study (cf. Flury, Une 

fomrule eniyranhioue de la ceramique archajque. p. 55). On the 

whole the text is readable and the -writing is neat and tidy.

It contains the customary formulae, Qur’anic verses IX, 21,

1.1 - the first oart of 1.5.

The deceased is a member of ‘Abe al-3amad!s family.



the letter ya* of the word is omitted,

for i

for ; the word and the letter ^ — .

are omitted.

4he same spelling for Safar con be traced or tomb

stones from North Africa (cf. B. Roy and P. Poins- 

sot, Inscriptions Arabes de Kairouan. Nos. 221, 

p. 329; 224, p. 352; 251, p. 330; 266, p. 391.

Zbiss, Inscr. Arabc du lunisie. Vol. I, No. 27, 

p. 62, E. Levi Provencal, Inscr. Arabes d’Espagne. 

Nos. 21, 121, 133, P. XXVII).



Limestone, dated 1st of Shawwal, 4,23 A.H. = 10th of September, 

1032 A.D. Rectangular 4-0 x 35 cm. Eight lines of foliated incised 

kufic. Purchased by Budge at Aswan 1337. It has the following numbers; 

sculpture 1D31, exhibition 631, registration L44.2. It was transferred 

from the department of Egyptian and Assyrian antiquities to the Oriental 

department in 1953.

l£Xt
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Translation.

1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,

2. the inmates of Paradise on that day shall have the best abode,

3. and fairest resting place. 0 God! bless Muhammad

4. the Prophet and his family the pure, and have mercy upon yabibah,

5. daugh+er of ‘All son of Ahmad'son of ‘ Ubayd Allah

6. al-Qaririusi al-EdfuuI. She died,

7. in the first of Shawwal in the year ,

8. three and twenty and four hundreds.

Commentary: A rectangular shahid with a plain in relief border framing

it at the top, rieht and left side. The stone is damaged in the

left upper corner. The strange feature is the blank space left

at the bottom. Incised horizontal lines are used more than once

to keep the spaces equal and the writing tidy. The border is used

three times to finish the series of the last words, Is. 2, 3, 4.

All the alifs have thorn like apices pointing to the right,

except in 1.5 where the mason changed to the dragon heads yet

pointing to the left. The ba* in the basmala is too short, shorter

than any ba* of the ba> s in the previous inscriptions. The final

ta? 1.2 is mufradamawqufa (cf. Qalqashandi, p. 65).

The hung letters branched from the letters group iim emerge from

their middle. The mason incised the ha* in al-Rahman bigger than
%

any of the other fra*s. A floral element emerged from the opening
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of the ha* resembling a lying down S. It is difficult to differ

entiate between the ra* and the nun. The teeth of the sin are 

comb-shaned and in 1.7 in the word mus tahalj ^  ta'

is on the same level as the sin* s teeth. Yet in 1.1 in the word 

bism the ba* is a little taller than the sin*s teeth but not as 

tall as usual. The sad is square. The group fa’ includes two 

forms: round in Is. 6, 7 and oval with a tiny stem resting on

the base line in Is. 3, 7. In 1.1 a horsehoe element separates 

the two lhms of the word Allah. All the mims are round except in
'M

1.8 in the word ^  the mlm takes an oval shape. Some of the 

lams end in dragon heads, others in triangles, but all the heads 

point to the left. The stroke of the final ha* ends in a dragon 

head yet the initial and medial ones include two shapes: Cat*s

face , in 1.3 and fan-form in Is. 4, 7. The loop3 of

the waw contain two forms: round and muthalath mahdhuf. As for

the round, a tiny tail elevates their loops. Such a tail re

sembles a hook or thorn which proves that the loop is a develop

ment of that hook, (see the previous inscription). In 1.8 it
  _ i

seems that the waw of wa* islirin was omitted then added just above 

the opening of the 4 avn after finishing the work. The sane as in 

the previous inscription. The lamalif is tongue-shaped. The 

final ya* in 1.7 is less collapsed than that in 1.3 in the word 

crU . Just above the word 9 1.2 appears an independent

element recalling those in Nos. 21, 22. (see below Nos. 17, 13.). 

The climbing up above the line tails appears only in i*1 in the
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final mim of bism and medial ra* of al-Rahman. On the whole 

the inscription is rather crowded and sc mewhat clumsy*

The usual formulae with Qur’an XXV 26, 1.1 - 1.3 are there. 

The name of the deceased is Habibah although it might poss

ibly be IJusnah. Alqarmus ^

= a hole with a wide bottom but narrow end. It may also be al-

Qarmush ^ ° \  ^ r K a group of people.

It comes from ( y^) ~ ^  qarmasha - -= to make

(crisp) = to grind = short bread, ^he nisbah al-

Edfuwi refers to Edfu = a place in the south of Egypt. It was a 

habit of inhabitants from Edfu to send their deceased to be buried

in Aswan (cf. Budge, The Nile, p. 337. )

1.2. The word^X^is omitted.

1.4 The name of the deceased may be Has»a Uabibah.



Stele ?o« 21.

Limestone dated Sunday, 1st of Sha* ban L21+ A.H. - Monday 

2nd July, 1D33 A#d. nectangular 45 x 35 on. Eight lines of foliated 

incised kufic. Purchased by Budge at Aswan 1887. It has the follow

ing numbers: sculpture 1032, exhibition 679, registration L'43* It

was transferred from the department of Egyptian and Assyrian qnti- 

quities to the Oriental department in 195^*

!p*t
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Translation.

1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,

2. blessed be He who shall assign to thee better than that,

3. Gardens underneath which rivers flow and He shall assign

4. to the palaces. 0 God! bless Muhammad the Prophet

5. and his family the cure and have mercy upon your servant son

of ‘Ubayd,
b

6. Hasan son of Qabal, the freedman of Hasan son of Husayn son

7. of Hubayra. He died on Sunday, the first of

3. Sha‘ban in the year four and twenty and four hundreds.

Commentary: A rectangular shahid with a plain in relief border. There 

are holes in the stone at the top. This shahid has the same 

blank space at the bottom as was found on No. 22. Across the 

blank space runs an incised line, ^uch a line oroves that the 

mason used the border five times to finish his words on Is. 2, 3* 

5, 7 and 3.

The kufic is fairly open, more legible than the preceding

inscription. We have here the same technique a3 in No. 20 tut

the letters have different aspect. The apices of the alifs are 

thorn shaped and point to the r'ght. Yet in 1. 8 in the word 

the apex ends in draron head but pointed to the left. The bad 

in the basmala takes the same length as the ba* in No. 20. The 

final ta? in 1.3 in the word <— - L a is mu f r acte. mawquf a
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initial or medial, is fan she pen. The waw bears resemblance to 

the waw in the previous stele. Most of the lama1if3 are tong 
shapes. There is only one double tailed mim in 1,1 in the word 
bism. The ligature is applied only once in 1,7 in the word 

The neglected letters 1.8 in are managed in the same

way as in Stele No, 20. Thus one can recognize the obvious like

ness between ‘his inscription and the previous one.

The usual funeral formulae are found.

The surname of the decea >ed is labbal: Qabbal is a collector 

of taxes. This word represents the new form of words or signi

fications not listed in Arabic dictionaries and contributed by 

Arabic papyri to the stock of words in existence (cf. A, Grohman, 

from The World of Arabic Papyri. Cairo, 1957, p. 97). One nay add 

to that that fiabbal Zimara = reins. It can also

be dL* Qayyal = C7 king and from it Aqyal al-Yaman.

(Ibn Durayed, Vol. 2, p. 430). The deceased is also a bondsman 

to Hubaiyra. Hubaiyra is a name of a tribe settled in Egypt.

Hubaiyra from ban! Safid son of Zaiyd son of Tamim, (Ibn Durayed,

Vol. I, P. 245); a fraction of bani Salim from TJarb settled in 

Najd and al-Hubaiyra called al-Habaiyrat (cf. al-Zsbidi, ta.i al*arus. 

Vol. 2, p. 356; Ri<$a Kahala, Vol. 3* P* 1208); hubaiyra is a 

diminutive of Habara which means a piece, (Ibn Durayed,

Vol. I, p. 152. For Hubaiyra cf. Steles Ooupique d!Egypte et du 

Sudan. No. 14, p. 291).
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The letters group jim differ in size and the biggest of them all 

are the ha*s in al-Rahman and a1-Rahim 1.1. Yet all the group end 

in open mouth shapes. The lying element which we find in the pre

ceding stele appears here in the same place with the same treatment. 

The resemblance between the del and the kaf. especially in Is. 2,

5, which was missing in stele No. 20 comes back again in this in

scription. This characteristic appears on tombstones from Egypt (cf. 

Cairo steles. Vol. 3, Nos. 3330/17 PI. XXX, 2721/2X9 PI. XXX,

1506/78 PI. XXXI, 1506/56X PI. XXXI, 2721/2X9, 1506/78 PI. XLI,

9537 PI. XLV, 3380/11 PI. LIV, 1506/617 PI. LVI, 7297 PI. EIX,

2721/62 PI. XIV; or.eit.. Vol. X, Nos. 1228 PI. IV, 1206/50 PI. II, 

1506/X95 PI. Ill, 2721/56X PI. IV, 11030 PI. VIII, 2721/383 PI. XXX, 

2721/196 PI. XLVTII; op.clt.. Vol. 6, 2721/182 PI. Ill, 1223 PI.IV, 

2721/308 PI. XVI, 1506/X59 PI. XXI; op.cit.. Vol. 7, 9563 PI. I). 

The teeth of the sin 1.1 in the word bisn and in 1.6 in the word 

Hasan graduate in length from right to left. But in Is. 6, 3, 

the teeth are eouidistant. while in 1.3 in the word 3ha* ban and 

sana we find that the f*irst tooth is longer than the other two.

The stroke of the ta* in the word __ ^  is even with the 

aiif followed by it. The loops of the group fa’ are like those 

loops in Stele No. 20. The horseshoe element which comes in be

tween the two lams of the word Allah 1.1 resembles that in the 

previous inscription. The letter mim is treated as in Stele No. 20 

also in the word ^  k 1.8 the mim is oval. The ha*. whether
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1.5 a: The word seems to be clear, the engraver

probably forgot to place the name of the deceased 

before the word . Thus the word which cones

after can be read  ̂ in spite of the

cut in the middle of its letters.

1.8 a: The month seems as if the engraver mistook and

confused between Rajab which he stated at the be

ginning, then converted it into Sha* ban. Yet the 

,iim of Rajab is still visible.
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Stele I.o. 22.

Lime stone, dated ten nights remained of Rabi* I, 427 A.H. =

<3 January 1036 Rectangular 50 x 40 cm. Nine lines of foliated

incised kufic. Purchased by Budge at Aswan 1337. It has the following 

numbers: sculpture 1033 > exhibition 678, registration 1444• It was

transferred frxn the department of Egyptian and Assyrian antiquities 

to the Oriental department ’in 1953.

Text

J n n r .[

. <

L

. t

• /V

•h
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Translation,

1, In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,

2. Say, He is God, One God, the everlasting refuge,

?. who has not begotten and has not begotten and

4. equal to Him i3 not aeyone. 0 God bless Muhammad the Prophet,

5. and his family the pure and have mercy upon Mona daughter

6. of ‘All, son of Ahmad, son of Ishaq. She died,

7. ten (nights) remained of Rabi‘ I,

8. of the year seven and twenty

9. and four hundreds.

Commentary: A rectangular 3hahid framed with a plain in relief corner
fringing the stone on three iic.ec, the top, right and left. On 

the left side the stone is broken and not vertical and holes can 

be seen at the bottom. The mason used his chisel to line the 

3tone and thus the spaces are almost equal. A blank space has 

been left at the bottom. The margin is used only once in 1.7 

to finish the word at the end of the line.

The engraver began his work successfully, the kufic is 

legible and fairly open, then the words became crowded and, at 

the end of the inscription, he began tc elongate the words just 

to fill spaces. Thom like apices point to the right suDply the 

heads of the alifs and a tiny stroketurns to the right at the 

lower end. The ba* in hism is long but it does not reach the 

level of the vertical strokes. The mason distinguished between
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the size of the ha* s. In 1.1 they are drawn much bigger than 

the other ha* s in the remaining kufic. The hung letters branch 

fr^m the upper third ir this group. The letter group dal in

cludes two shapes: angular which resembles a square as in Is.

2, 3, 4; "col de cygne" in Is. 2, 6. In this latter form it 

looks similar to the kaf in the same inscriptions, there is just 

a trifling difference between the recks of the two letters which 

appears ir the word al-$8Tf>ad 1.2. An obvious resemblance can be 

traced between the drawing of the nun and the ra*, even the 

climbing up above the line tails. Combshaped teeth are found in- 

all the sin except in 1.8 in the words r«—^ and where the

mason treated the teeth as in the inscription No. 20 (see above 

Stele Mo. 20). The gad takes the shape of a tiny square. The

stroke of the ta* is incised in the same way as in Nos. 20, 21.
*

The tails of the final *ayn in ^Ir* 0f 6, 7 are

much bigger than the triangles. The loops of the group fa* are 

of two forms: oval as in Nos. 20, 21, 2$, 28, 31 and round.

The oval or candleflamed shape of the letters group fa* appear 

very frequently in tombstones from Egynt. (cf. Ga ire Steles. Vol. 4. 

Nos. 3051 PI. XVI, 2721/60 PI. XVI, 2721/66 PI. XXI; or.cit..

Vol. 5, Nos. 1216 PI. IX, 1506/101 PI. XV, 8629 PI. XVIII, op.cit.. 

Vol. 6, Nos. 2721/644 PI. VI, 1506/308 PI. VIII). The final lam 

in the word a laws. I is nursata = extended. If we compare the 

elegant loops of the waws with those i*n Nos. 17, 19, 20, 21 we
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find obvious similarities. let their tails end in finshapes.

Allthe final ya?s are collapsed. Two different quirks separate 

the two lams of the word Allah Is. 1, 2 - the first is horseshoe 

arch while the second is semicircular. Three ligatures in Is.

2, , 9. are drawn without any regard for the rule. The mason

extended some of the kufic first for elegance and second for 

filling in spaces. The elements which resemble the Chinese clouds 

(strata) are repeated in this inscription more than once, especi

ally in the last t\̂ o lines of the text. For the Chinese clouds 

(cf. Zaki Hasan, Funun al-Islam. Cairo, 1948, p. 110). Above the 

word al-Rahman 1.1, quite detached from the word, we find an in

dependent ornament. The earliest illustrated examples of such 

independent omsmerts on Egyptian tombstones go back to the first 

half of the third century (cf. Cni^o Steles. Vol. 2, Nos. 2721/

20Q PI. XIII, 1261 PI. XIV, others dated 244 A.H. = 853 A.D.

No. 1506/24 PI. XVII). We consider these independent ornamenta

tions as preliminary steps to the floriated kufic.

Qur'anic verses 1.1 till the first part of 1.4 cxii are 

given in full; the surat al-Ikhlas.

Because of the lack of the diacritical points on the monu

mental kufic the name of the deceased, a woman, is probably c<A* 

Muna or Mana. Muna or mana = ' o iL = made him able.

Al-ManT = the able , cf. the verse of al-.Tuhari
I     2
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It should be written with the ya* not with the alif as it is
. * _

incised in the inscription, muna = qa^d = a place near

Makka. The arabs used to name their meeting place muna. The 

word minia which is given to a town in Egypt is given to

many other villages there.

These must have been places where those corns were sold (cf, 

tai al-'Ams. Vol. 10, p. 347).

1.5 a: for 1

1.6 a: ancient orthographic for

William Wright, who translated "ome of these inscriptions read 
this name wrongly Kaiya. (cf. Proceedings of the Society, Biblical 
Archaeology, Vol. IX, 1386-37, pp. 32°-349).
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Stole .0. 2 3 .

Lime stone, dated Monday, 22 days passed Rajab 431 A*H. = 

Tuesday 8th of April 1040 A.P. Rectangular 57.3 x 40 cm. Fourteen 

lines of foliated incised kufic. Purchased by Budge at Aswan 1887.

It has the following numbers: sculpture 1034, exhibition 677,

registration 1445 • It was trasnf erred from the deoartment of Egyptian 

and Assyrian antiquities to the Oriental department in 1958.

7 ext

41

'^A  . \s

rUx.
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Translation.

1. In the name of God the Compassionate, the Merciful

2. ^asten unto forgiveness from your God and

3. tiiat a Paradise the size whe^e of is as wide as the earth,

u. which is prepared for the God fearing. ^lessed He who

5. shall assign to thee better than that gardens

6. under which rivers flow; and He shall assign to thee

7. Palaces. 0 God bless Muhammad the Prophet,'

3. and his family the pure, and have mercy

9. upon your servant that hath need of Thy mercy Isma‘il,

10. son of al-Husayn, son of Ishaq, son of Ya‘qub, son of l3haq

11. he died on Monday when twenty and- two were

12. passed of Rajab, in the year one and thirty

13. and four hundreds. The mercy of God be upon him,

M. and His forgiveness and His favour.

Commentary: A rectangular sjiahid with a plain, vertical moulding sur

rounding it at the top, right and left sides. This simple mould

ing is somewhat like that on Stelae Hos. 13, 19* There are cracks 

and holes and damage on the right side and also on the bottom. In 

the first three lines at the beginning of the inscription, the 

spaces are equal and the words are perfect. But the rest of the 

kufic is crowded and crushed. The margin is used more than once 

to finish the series of words.
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Two shapes include the apices of the alif. thorn shaped 

and half-palmettes and they all point to the right. Yet in Is. 3,

in the word df ^ , 11 in the word  and in 12 in

the word cr>i> I they also end with haif-palmettes but point to 

the left. The tall ba* in the basmala 1.1 which reaches the level 

of vertical strokes cane back again in this inscription. The size 

of the letters group .iim looks bigger than the other letters of 

the group in the remaining kufic. The hung letters diverge from 

the middle except in the word Ishaq, 1.10 it branches frcrn the 

upper third. The much used dal takes the angular form, except 

in 1.8 in the word Muhammad it looks similar to the kaf. The

mason did not* distinguish between the group ra* and the nun only

in 1.1 in the word al-Rahman and al-Rahim, where he succeeded in

adding to the ra}s a climbing up above the line tails. In this

latter case there is no similarity between the two. The teeth 

of the group sin 1.1 in the word bigc are eoual and end in half- 

palmettes. Yet in ihe other teeth of the group they are comb- 

shaped. The gro’ p gad is closer to the cursive then the angular. 

The final 1.3 in the word is nutrafa mabsutei

as Qalqashar.di cnlls it or r.u* arraqa

as Ibn Durustuwayh describes it (cf. Subh al A*sha, p. 110; Kitab 

ai-Kuttab. 1.67). The letter is trarezoid and its tooth 

bends to the left. The initial *ayn seems balanced because of the 

two thorns which are suspended from its ooening. The medial *ayn 

has a candle flame shape. xhis shape is found in the letter group
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fa* as well* In addition to that a small stem is attached to the 

candle flame shape with the base 11’ e. The final lam 1.5 is as 

Qalqashandi calls it, mutlaqa (cf. Subh al*Asha* p. 110).

The mim is oval and in the word bism and al-Rahman 1.1 are double 

tailed mim. It is worth while to notice that if the mim is in

verted it will have the same shape as the medial * ayn and the 

group fa*. The lamalif talces several shapes: plain, in 1.12,

plain incurving 1.6, 11, and more foliate 1.3. 'This last one 

resembles the gracious form of the lamalif in these tombstones.

Its style can be traced on a tombstone from Egyot in the large 

collection in the Arab museum in Cairo dated 495 A.H. = 1102 A.D. 

(cf. Cairo Steles. Vol. 6, No. 6716/PI. XXX). There are five 

ligatures in this kufic. They occured in Is. 3 in the word 

12, in the word ^  , and , 13 in the word and

14, in the wort r*It. The last two lines of the text, are crowded 

and it seems as if they have been engraved with difficulty.

The long inscription is composed of a number of funeral 

formulae, yet they are all common Qur’anic verses iii 127, xxv 11.

The deceased is a member of Ishaq1s family.

1.2

1.4

1.5

a: the letter sin of the word 1— ' has four

teeth instead of three. Xet the fourth tooth

has been partly obliterated, leaving

a: for , the alif is omitted.
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a: :he small vortical 3tro?co ovsr ths uiri in

ths word X 1 ' r<yr* 3 vents xu omittel .

Thun Ibrahim, Ishaq, Sulayman, etc.... are omitted
i >

as follows

The omission of the alif was affected for the 

fame such names had acquired after famous Pro

phets. Another reason is for al-takhfif <•—

- lighten, (cf. Ibn Durustuwayh, p. /J+) . The 

same spelling can be traced on tombstones from 

Qayrawan, (cf. Poinssot, Inscr. Arab. Hos. 73, 

92, pp. 154. and ISO.).



Lime tombstone dated Wednesday, when fifteen (days) had fussed 

from dhu al-pjja A32 A.H. - Monday? August, 104-1 A.D. Rectangular
r ^

50 x 35 cm. Ten lines of foliated incised kufic. Presented by Badge 

at Aswan I089. It has the following numbers: sculpture 1092, exhibition

676, registration A. It was transferred from the department of Egyntian 

and Assyrian antiquities to the Oriental department in 1958.

Text
 f* • 1

trA.j -  ^j> I • L

' rA\ cfvJ) • O
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Translation.

1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,

2. say, He is God, One ^od, the Everlasting Refuge.

3. who has not begotten anc lias not begotten and equal to Him

4. is not anyone. 0 God bless Muhammad,

5. the ProDhet and hi3 family the pure, and have mercy up:>n
6. Qasim, son of 4 Isa, son of ‘Abd Allah, son of Ahmad,

7. son of ‘Ali, son of Kuhamuad, son of Qasim son of ‘Abd al-Jamad

8. son of Yahya, son of Bad^r. He died on Wednesday,

9. when fifteen (days) has passed of dhy al-Hijia in the year two

10. and thirty and four hundreds.

Commentary: A shahid with an irregular shape, a plain incised border

framing it on three sides, the top, right and left. The stone 

is damaged at the bottom, the top and the left side. Nearly all 

the upper half of the kufic is nicely done, tut in the rest of 

the ins 'ription the lines and spaces are not equal. More so at 

the left but even the right side of the margin has been used to 

finish the kufic, the left side for completing the words of the 

four lines at the bottom while the right side is used to complete 

the date of decease. To finish the work on the margin is not an 

isolated case because we find the same treatment on tombstones in 

the Museum of Islamic Art in Cairo (Hawwari and Rashid. Vol. I, 

No. 7231 PI. XXXIX; Wiet, Vol. 2, No. 7947, PI. XXII, 2721/3S9 

PI. VI, 3088 PI. XII, where the mason finished his work using the
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sides of the margin.). As a whole the mason has shown his 

failure.

The alif assumes three forms, thorn like apices with turn

ing to the r̂ .ght at the low rr end, the medial ones end in bifur

cations and others have triangular form, Cuch form resembles a 

development of the hook or barb which in turn is taken from the 

Nabataean inscriptions. (See El, art. "Arabia", Pi. I). The 

letter ba* in the word bism 1.1 is taller than the other ba* s 

in the inscription but it does not reach the level of the remain

ing strokes in the same line. The group Jim are of the type

shandi. p. 69). In the word al-Hijja they are of the type maqtu*an

epitaph No. 12, PI. 3 (see Corpus inscriptions Arabicarum. Part 2, 

Syrie Du Sud 1 - 2 ,  le Caire (1920)). The hanring letters are 

correctly joined to this group in the middle. In the word Muhammad,

and ends in an open mouth shape. This open mouth shape can be 

traced on ceramics where the reck of the letter kaf in fhe word 

baraka ends with a wide open mouth, (cf. 3. Flury, Une Formule 

Epigraphique de la Ceramique Archaioue de lfIslam. extrait de la 

revue Syria, Paris, 1924., Fig. 7B, o. 63). The letters group sin 

look similar to the comb. The let er gad is sometimes sloping, as

murrakaba mubtadi’a muhaqqaqa (cf. Qalqa-

(Ibn Durustuwayh, p. 66). The same treatment of these 

two letters .iim and ha* with the hanging lam can be traced on an

1. 7 the letter dal looks strange, it resembles a returning
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in 1.4., and others rectangular, ls# 2, 7. ^he tooth of the 

letter ta* is squatty and bends to the left, The medial *avn 

1*8 takes the form of a candle flame and resembles that on the 
Stelae N°s. 23, 31, 36. For this candle flame shape (see Ibid. 

epitaph Nog. 7, PI. 3; William V/right called this form while 

commenting on the letter fa* having this candle flame form "the 

form of the fa* 1. f, PI. V, is peculiar and exaggerated**. bright, 

the Pa]aeogrqphical Society, Facsimiles, London, 1875-1383). Some 

of the loops of the letters group fa* and the waw are developed 

from the thorn shapes while others are muthalathat mafrdhoufa

The letter mim has a bud shape. The climbing 

up above the line tails are used many times and the tails down 

under the base lines take the fin shape. Three ligatures can be
- j i"

seen in this inscription, Is. 2, 4., 9. These ligatures 

existed on sane tombstones in the Museum of Islamic Art in Cairo, 

(cf. Wiet, Vol. 6, Nos. 2721/^03 PI. XXVI, 6113 PI. XXX; op^cit. 
Vol. 7, Nos. 1240 Pi. XII, 1264. PI. XIII).

The deceased is a member of ‘Abd al-§amad*s family. The 

surname Badr is a fraction of al-Fatima from the tribe of Yaman 

(cf. Fu'ab Hamza, Qaba’il Jazirat al^Arab. p. 204.) • It may also 

be a part of al-Zubayr ibn al*Awvam, from Bari Azd from ‘Adnaney’n, 

they have settled in al-Ashmunayn in the south of Egypt, Ri<Ja 

Kahhala, Vol. I, p. 60.
The date of decease seems to be wrong. If the death hap

pened as it is already stated on the shahid when fifteen days
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passed of dhu al-Hijja the day of decease must be Monday and 

not Wednesday* In such case there are two possi.biiities, 

l) the table of concordance may be wrong. 2) the engraver 

instead of er^ravlng days or nights after the number five, 

placed fen. In this latter case the day of decease would hav 

been correct.
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Lime tombstone, dated Monday, eight (nights) passed of the 

month of Ramadan in £32 A.H. = Tuesday, 12th May 10£1 A.D. Rect

angular 20 ,x 13*5 cm. Ten lines of incised foliated kufic. Purchased 

fcy Budge at Aswan 1887. It has the following nurbers: sculpture 1035

exhibition 675, registration 1££6. It was transferred from the depart 

ment of Egyptian and Assyrian antiquities to the Oriental department 

in 1953.
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Translation.

1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,

2. say, He is God, one God, the everlasting refuge,

3. who has not begotten and has rot begotten and,
9
• equal to Him is not anyone. 0 GodJ bless,

5. Muhammad the Prophet and his family the pure,

6. and have mercy Upon your servant,

that has need of your mercy. Harun, son of Ba^r, the goldsmith

3* son of Na.ljaw, son of ‘Uraystra, he died.

9. on Monday, when eight (nights) were passed of the month of

Ramadan

10. in the year thirty two and four hundreds.

Commentary: A rectangular shahid which has lost a piece of stone from

the bottom left comer. The right side also is damaged along 

nearly half its length. A plain incised stone fring frames it 

on all sides except the bottom. The border at the top seems 

broaden than the other two sides. The upper part is tidy and 

perfect and horizontal incised l.nes helped to keep spaces equal 

and words nicely finished. It is not ex+raordinary to find the 

beginning of the inscription perfectly done. The fringeis used 

only once in 1.9 to complete the word Ramadan.

The style of kufic very closely resembles that of No. 24. ' 

above dated 4-32 A.H. = 104.0 A.D. In fact the two stones might 

have been incised by the same hand (the tombstone under consider-
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ation till the seventh line), certainly the two have the same 

date. Not only the thorn apices at the ends <f the allPs* shafts 

but even the climbing up tails, the doubled tailed mim and the 

floral shape of the let ers group fa* and *ayn are alike. The 

letter mim in both tombstones has the same oval shape.

The usual formulae, 1.1 till the first oart of 1.5 con

tain five Qur’anic verses in full cxiii.

For the absence of the diacritical points the deceased*s 

grandfather*s name may be either al-3avigh or al-Jami4. ihe 

former al-3a* igh is a common designation for goldsmith, while 

the latter, labourman exists frequently in the Islamic area. The 

surname is completely obscure and the following names suggest 

themselves: Najaw comes from al-Na.jja* =

lofty land; it can also be ^  If. Bajan from

baj = cut open; Nahaw from ^  nahw = towards or

have recourse to (cf. Ibn Durayed, al-Ishtioaa. pp. 199, 263, 512). 

‘Ara^sha is the plural of 4arisha = canopy or * ̂ ^hawdaj

* Ireisha = vine is trained upon a trellis; ‘Iryysa

= lair; ‘Adabbas son of Malik ibn Dhu4r who pulled 

the Prophet Joseph out of the well. It was said that Malik who 

had twenty four sons is a descendant of the Prophet Ibrahim (ibid.

‘arasha al-bi*r = surrounded it by stone. ‘Urshan as a 

name of a man 4arshun = a name of a town in the Yaman under the foot 

of Jabal al-T&akkur.whence al-Qadl §afyy a1-Din b. Abl 3okr al- 

4 Arshani. - Abu 4 Arishi is a town in the Yaman neighbouring Hijaz.
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And from it came -he traditionalist ‘Abd a1-Ragman b. Muhamnad 

al-Ash* ari al-*Arishi. A1-*Ara* ish. a town in Morocco (Ta.i al*Arus. 

Vol. U y p. 3^2).

The ^ahid un 'er consi oration and the previous cne have 

the same date 4-32 A.H. = 1041 A.D. This frequently happened 0:1 
tombstone-:. To arrange such tombstone3 is to fix the chrono
logical number according to the Arabic alphabetic order. Thus the 

shahid of Qasim comes be ..‘ore that of Harun. (cf. H. H a w  ari and

H. Rashid, Vol. I (1932), pp. 6, 7, 3.).

On looking at this inscription, one notices how tidy the 

first seven lines look and how untidy the remaining thres are. It 

seems that the engraver discovered too late that the remaining 

space would not be enough for the wording of the three last lines 

and thus he stuck the words very clOvSe together and to make up 

for space he dropped some let+ers (e.g. the word mim of the word 

) and used the margin once to add a letter nun 1.9. Yet 

for some reasons which cannot be ascertained he doubled other 

letters (1.9 the letters ^  ) and a double nur. for the final 

-letter of the word Ramadan one in 1.9, the other in 1.10*
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3tele No, 26«
Limestone tomb dated Thursday, eight (nights) passed at al- 

Muharram in 438 A.H. = Wednesday, 16th July 1046 A.D. Rectangular 

21£ x 12 in. Twelve lines of incised foliated kufic. Presented by 

Budge 1889. It has the following numbers: sculpture 1093> exhibition

674, registration 5* It was transferred from the department of 

Egyptian and Assyrian antiquities to the Oriental department in 1958.* t *

Text

• V
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Translation

1. In the name of God, the Commassionate, the Merciful,

2. say, He is God, one God, the

3. Everlasting refuge, who has not begotten and has not

A. begotten and equal to Him i3 not

5. anyone. 0 God! bless

6. Muhammad the Prophet and his family the pure,

7. and have mercy upon ‘Aba al-Ahd, «
8. son of al-^usayn, son of Abraham son,

9. of al-Husavn Abraham, son of A§far. -

10. He died on Thursday, eight (nights) were massed of.

11. al-Mutyarram in the year thirty eight and

12. four hundreds.

Commentary: A rectangular shahid with a plain raised (in relief)

border framing the inscription at the top, right and left side.

It is damaged at the corner of the right side and at the bottom, 

a part of the stone is missing. The spaces are not the same and 

in spite of the incised lines which can be seen only in the last 

quarter of the inscription, the words are crowded and the script 

untidy.

Only one alif in 1.1 turns to the right at the lower end.

The alifs are provided at the er.d of their shafts with split 

arrow heads. Most of the'letters group ha* are cursive. There 

is no difference when comparing the letter ra * with the nun. The
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teeth of the letter sin are eoual and each tooth ends with a 

broken rectangle similar to the aoexes of the alif Is. 7, 9.

This isolated peculiar form of thi soma men ted apex which some

what recalls "architectural kufic" is shown by two tiraz in-- .t . ..

scriotions. One, in Musee de Benaki No. 144 > made in Tinnis 

in 309 A.H. = 921-922 A.D., exhibits a rectangular broken top 

of the alif and lam, the other, Inv. No. 8164 in the Museum of 

Islamic Art in Cairo, tenth centurv, shows the heads of the 

shafts bulging out and intentionally stylized and so recalling 

simplified dragon-heads. (A. Grohmann A.O.. Vol. 2, 1957 pp. 

190-191). The letter oaf 1.9 seems very strarg, it resembles 

half of a circle or a bud with*a stem joined to the base

line. The remaining letters of this group and the waw as well 

are muthalathat mafrdhufat. The letter kaf 1.4 is unusual, it 

has a straight squat stroke giving the letter a degrading shape. 

Most of the lams are cursive. There is only one climbing up the 

line tail in 1.1 and it is what we called the doubled tailed mir. 

The mason extended the word me*a in two letters just to

fill space. The letter ha* takes two forms, the former a trianrle 

with two curves missed the elegant tail which we used to find fre

quently, on the other in-criptions, the latter resembles a circle 

with a line in the middle dividing it into two halves. This ha* 

itn Durustuwayh, p. 66, calls a1-ha * al-roaffhquqa and it is found 

on the tombstone of al-Hijrl as well.
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The deceased has a Jewish name. His sumajne may nrobably
* *be Asfar while it might possibly be ' Agffhar.

If the former it means vacant or to dye to yellcw and for the 

latter it means younger than. The surname A^far can also be 

traced on one of the tombstones in the Museum of Islamic Art in 

Cairo, (Hawwari and Rashid. Vol. 2, No, 2627),

1,3 a: the word is omitted.

1,4. a: for

«
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Stele )-o. 27.

Sandstone dated at the beginning of al-Muharram 441 A.II. =

5th of June, 10,49 A.D. Rectangular 51 x 35 cm. Nine lines of 

foliated incised kufic. Presented by executors. 1854, of Professor 

W. H. Mill, D.D. Trinity College. E.l. is its registration number. 

It is exhibited in the Greek and Egyptian antiquities department in 

Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.

IS2£i-
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Translation,
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,

2. every soul shall taste of desth, then unto us,

3. you shall be returned. 0 God! bless

4. Muhammad, the Prophet and his family and have mercy,

5. upon your handmaiden Zayn daughter of Hasan son of ‘Abbas,

6. son of Ibrahim, son of Hasan son of Rabi* ,

7. She died on the first of Mn^arram in the year,

8. forty one and four

9• hundred s.

Commentary: A rectangular shahid surrounded with an incised plain

border. On the top, right side and at the bottom are holes and 

some damage has been done. At the bottom the border is broader 

than on the other sides. There is no trace of incised horizontal 

lines and thus the speces between the lines are not equal. The 

mason used the left border to finish some words at the ends of 

Is. 1, 5, 7. The bottom is used to complete the word Ma* a.

Only the initial alif of the word Allah 1,1 ends with a hook 

turning to the right at the lower end contrary to the ordinary 

share where no turning exists. The apexes of the remaining alif3 
have a triangular form. The ba* in the basmala is of the ordinary 

length that car; be traced in the other inscriptions but in 1,5 it 

looses some of its length till it levels with the medial nun and 

the final ta* in the word ihnat. 1,5. The mason exaggerated the
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medial ha’ in the word Muhammad and the initial mim which ig 

supposed to be adjoined to it stands alone. The letter dal 

varies in shape, in 1.2 it is cursive while in Is. 4-, 3 it is 
angular. The teeth of the letter sin end in a fork shape while 

in other le’ters they take triangular shapes. Most of the loops 

of the letters group fa* and the waw as well are cursive. The

double tailed mim occurs once in 1.1 in this inscription. An

intermediate horse shoe element (quirk) separates the two facing 

lams of the word Allah 1.1.

No umaial feature, Quranic verses and the Shi*ite formula 

lacks the word al-ta'nirin.

Th<=> nisbah Habi* refers to one of the tribes who emigrated 

to Egypt. These Rabayi* tribes are the descendants of * Arab 

al-Hiiaz. In the vear 1833 A.D. it was considered as onp of the
.. ■ ■ ■ * .  w — , . •' "
important tribes in As.yut in the ^outh of Egypt. (Na* *um Shuoayr. 

The History of Slna* . p. 725; Ahmad Lutfi al-Sayvid, The Arab

Tribes in Egypt. Vol. I, p. 1L; Ricja Kahhala, Vol. 2, p. Al6.)

When one says: ^  rabi^un * a lay ha = steady and unchang

ing (Lisan al ‘Arab. Vol. 8, p. 108.)

1.1 
1.6

a: for

a: p^rl the same spelling without the alif is 

paralleled in a tombstone dated 3rd century A.H. = 

9th century A.D. (Miles A.O.. Vol. 2, 1957, No. 13, 

p. 6.)



Stele No* 28.

Limestone, dated 22 of Ramadan U+3 A.H. = Monday, 27th of January, 

1052 A.D. Rectangular 52.5 x £1 cm. Ten lines of floriated kufic. Pur

chased by Bixire at Aswan 1837. It has the following numbers: sculpture

1036, exhibition 693, registration UJ+1. It was transferred from the de

partment of Egyptian and Assyrian antiquities to the Oriental departmert
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Translation.
1. In the name’of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,

2. every soul shall taste of death; and you shall receive,

3. your recompense only on the day of resurrection and who,

h . then is moved away from the fi^e (of hell) and made to enter

Paradise, has obtained salvation.

5. and the life of this world is nought bit deceitful wares, 0 Goal

6. bless Muhammad the Prophet and his family, and have mercy on 

your handmaiden that has need,

7. of your mere;/, Fadilah daughter of Muhammad son of‘Abd Allah,

8. son of ‘All, known by (the name of) al-Vadi. She died on

9. the twenty second of the month of Ramadan in the year three

LO. and forty and four hundreds.

Commentary: A rectangular shahld with a plain in relief margin border

ing the inscription on three sides, the top, the right and the 

left. The stone looks tidy. It has some holes at the top only 

and the right side is chipped. Horizontal lines are incised for 

keeping equal spaces and regular writing. The mason did not use 

the left side of the margin to finish his words as has been found 

on other tombstones. The word at the end of the text is

extended for about half of the line to fill the rest of the space.

The heads of the alifs end with thorn like apices turning to 

the right except one in 1.3 which points to the left. The letter 

be? in the vrord bism 1.1 is cursive while in the remainder of the
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text is angular. The letter ta? in ̂ the word a1-mawt in 1.2 

is extended (Ibn Durustuwayh p. 66 calls it mamfrita

while Qalqashandi, p. 65 calls the same ta* mufrada

mawqufa. The letter ha1 in the word al-Rahroan 1.1 is extended 

and detached fro/n it there is a sprig lying elegantly in an open 

mouthed serpent shape. Most of the initial hanging letters are 

joined at the lower third of the letter group iim as it occurs 

in Is. 4, 5, while the remaining in Is. 6, 7 are joined in the 

middle. The tooth of the letters dal and kaf Is. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 3 

looks 3imi*!nr but they have different bodies. The former is cur

sive but the latter is angular. The third tooth of the letter sin 

in the word bism 1.1 is cursive and the final sin in the word nafs 

is mu*arraqa. The letters group ?ad come unaer two shapes, one 

is rectangular, Is. 6, 7 and the other, 1.3 is tranezoid. The 

initial *avn Is. 4, 6, begins with a small spiral while the medial 

and final ones, Is. 5, Q, 10, have triangular fonn. Only a 

final S y n . 1.5, is maf t iha mu * qa fa so Ibn Duru s tuvayh

calls it, or   -* nugbala as it is called by Qalqashandi. The

letters group fa* vary in shape between the candle flame and the 

near, and the muthallath mahdhuf is looped. The double tailed mim 

occurs in thi3 inscription twice, once in the word bism and the 

second in the word al-Rahim, 1.1. Such double tailed mim can be 

traced on the shahids Nos. 13, 17, 27, and we shall see later on 

Nos. 33, 34, 36 that it is still existant. The final mim Is. 4,7, 

has an oval shape with a tiny little tail dragged from below forward.
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This mim comes in thi3 inscription, not at the end of the lines 

as we used to see in some previous inscriptions where the mason 

might have though^ o*' it as a means to overcome the division of 

the words or to avoid using the margin for finishing his work.

The climbing up the lines tails take two forms, one form resembles

a question mark with an open mouth head, the other is a vertical 

stroke with a thorn like turning to the left.

The text, begins with the usual pattern, the basmala. Qur’anic 

verses iii 132 and the Shi*ite formula without al-tahrln.

The surname of the deceased is followed by the expression al

ma* ruf (known). Such expression is frequently used on tombstones 

from Qayrawan. (cf. 3. Roy and F. ’Poinssot, Inscr. Arabes de 

Kaurouan. Vol. 2, 1950, Nos. 79, p. 156, 113, p. 216, 147, p. 261, 

148, p. 263, 153, p. 279, 167, p. 289, 171, p. 239, 177, p. 297,202,

p. 331, 233, P. 363, 237, p. 367, 265, p. 392). The nisbah al-Wadl

may be those tribes who are still settled in Syria or it can be a

fraction of al-l'fisi‘id  which goes back to the tribe of

‘Abbada of Shammar al-Qah'fani (WasfT Zakarivya, * Asha* ir al-Sfaam
i

Vol. 2, p. 246; al‘Azzawi, ‘Asha’ir al-‘lraq. p. 226; ‘Umar Ri<Ja- 

Kahhala, Mu‘ iam Qaba’il aj-‘Arab. Vol. 3, p* 1241). Al-Wadi may 

also re^er to VadT al-Qura near Makka which seems to have been 

famous for dates. I bn Durayd states, Vol. 2, p. 407, that ‘Abd 

Allah b. al-Zubayr appointed al-Zubayr b. al-Hu^avn as Wali of 

V/adi al Qura who plundered its dates and that ̂ s why Itn al-Zubayr 

beat him with the stick saying: you ate my dates and refused to
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obey ray orders cCr* r~ • Al-Wadi is

also mentioned in the Qnr’an ir surat a1—Fair verse nine

Tf. "Those who cut stor.es in the

valley.”

The word < ''A* 1.9 contrary to modern literary Arabic

spelling, is written without the alif. This is however one of 

the other nlaoe^ wh^e it is perraissable to orait the alif.for 

a similar omission to this, see lalgasshandi. Vol. 3, P* 188.

*



Stele No. 29.

Limestone, dated Monday, Ramadan, U+5 A.H. = 105A A.D. 

Rectangular 55 x 3d.75 cm. Nine lines of foliated kufic. Purchased 

fcy Budge 81 Aswan 1887. It has the following numbers: sculpture

1037, exhibition 692, registration 14A8. It was transferred from 

the department of Egyptian and Assyrian antiquities to the Oriental 

department in 1958.

Text
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Translation.
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,

2. blessed be He who will assign to thee, better,

3. than that, Gardens underneath which,

Lm rivers flow, and He shall assign to thee Palaces, 0 God!

5. bless Muhammad the Prophet and his family the pure,
»6. and have mercy upon your servant that has need of your mercy,

7. Muljammad son of ‘Ubayd Allah son of Kusa, son of ‘Ubayd Allah,

8. son of MTbayd. He died on* Monday,..... ? of the month of

Ramadan.

o. in the year five and forty and four hundreds.

Commentary: A rectangular shahid with a plain border in relief sur

rounding it on the top, right and left sides. All the borders 

have holes in them and show signs of damage. The mason used 

horizontal incised lines to keen the spaces eoual. The letters 

were deeply incised and so they appear to be too dark. At the 

end of the shahid. in spite of the incised lines, the words 

are crowded and irregular.

The script looks more cursive. The ends of the alifs1 

shafts are provided with sp it arrow heads turning to the left. 

Some of these alifs have half-palmettes. In 1.1 in the word 

bism the initial ba* is escagrerated ir. length, perhaps the
v

mason wanted to match it with the other vertical strokes (al- 

asabi* ). In the letters group jim the angles of the strokes 

a^e unusually acute. The mason graduated the teeth of the sin
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from the left to the right instead of the usual graduation from 

rî rht to left. The final nun, the final ya* and the ra^ resemble 

each 'other noticeably. The usual resemblance comes between the 

ra’ and the final nun and not the final ya*. This is the only 

inscription in the specimens where the resemblance between all 

three letters occurs. The letters group gad are cursive and look 

like a petal. The tooth of the letter ta* is,contrary to the 

bent form, straight. The loops of the letters group fa* are some

times of the muthalth matydhuf shape (is. A, 6) and sometimes have 

a round form (1. 8). The tooth of the kaf looks like the duck’s 

webbed feet. The initial lam is stuck to the letters without any 

extension while the final ones are raujlaqa. In the word Allah Is. 1 

and 7 the twn lams face each other with their thorn like shane and 

the pointed intermediate element comes in between them. The final 

ha* has a triangular shape while the initial and medial ones are 

split (mashcriqa *nrflan). The sweeping up the lines tails occured 

in this inscription five times, Is. 1 twice, A, 5 and 6.

The usual funeral formulae, Qur'anic verses, xxv. II 1. 1-A 

and the Shi‘ite formulae.

The words at the end of the text- are so crowded that the 

date of death is very difficult to be fixed. Thus there are two 

possibilities for such case:

1. the mason confused and incised the nurber AO after the 

day of decease.

2. The tooth of the letier ta * after the initial lam t>re- 

ceeding the dav of death is omitted. Tn this case the



date may be read as follows: when

three days remained ard this will easily agree with 

Monday in the year in the month of Ramadan.
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Stale No. 30.

Limestone* anted Sha*ban, in the year U+l A.H. = 1055 A.D, 

Rectangular 37.5 x 31.5 cm. Nine lines of incised foliated rcufic. 

Presented by Budge 1889. It has the following numbers: sculpture

10£9, exhibition 691 f registration 6. It was transf er 'ed fr^m the 

department of Egyptian and Assyrian antiquities -to the Oriental de

partment in 1953.

Text
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Translation.
1. In the name of God, the Corpassionate, the Merciful,

2. say, He is God, one God, the everlasting refuse,

3. who has not begotten and has not begotten and equal to Him is 

not anyone,

4., 0 God I bless Muhammad the Pnoohet and his family the

5. pure, and have mercy upon *Anbar, ‘itaqat Ga‘fer, son of

6. Muhammad, son of ‘ Jbayd Allah son of Muhammad, son of H..., son of,

7. ‘Abd al-Rahman. He died in 3ha‘tian,

8. in the year seven and forty and four

Q. hundreds.

Commentary: A rectangular phahid with a plain incised border in relief

fringes the stone at the top and both the right and left sides. 

Some damage with marks of erasion is seen. The mason incised 

horizontal lines to keen the writing tidy and perfect. He used 

the left side of the margin twice to finish his words. The bot

tom of the stone is used to complete the word

The kufic is open and the epigraphic is legible. The heads 

of the shafts of the letters alif have a thorn like apex turned 

to the rirht. The letters Ija* in the words a 1—Rahman and al-Ra^im

1.1 seem strange, they are larger than the other group and pro

vided with small curves beneath the line. The teeth of the let

ter sir are on the same level and sometimes end in an o-oen mouth 

shape. The initial * ?yn has a small hal f-palmette. In this in

scription, some of the ni5 fs turn to the rirht at the lower’ end,
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the loops are mostly triangular, there are very few round ones,

* ayns are triangula ’, resting on the base line without ^tems. 

This mixture of' the characteristics of the Arab script, MakkT,

analysis below, p. 13 g). The letters mim contain two forms, 

the round ones, and the oval looking like hammers. The second 

lam and ha* in the word Allah 1.1 have a simole foliate, lean 

to the left and form an organic unit. The final ya* takes two 

forms, the mu* arraqa and the retreating. The latter is used 

only once, in 1*A, in the wo^d al Nabiyy where it lias a tiny re

treating tail. The extension can be traced here in the two ha’s 

of the words al-Rahman and al-Rahim and after the first lam of 

the xjora Allah in the second line.

The text begins as usual with surat al-Ikhlas in full. Is. 

1 - 3 .  Then comes the Shl‘ite formula.

Because of +he lack of the diacritical noints the name of 

the deceased may be read ‘Anbar and 6 An tar. i An bar from ambergris 

which has a good smell or the shield which in turn is called * ambar. 

*Antar comes from * antar which means sacrifice and *atira 9

(Ibn. Purustuwayh, Vols. I and 2, pp. 211 and 280). We notice 

that the name of the deceased is followed ty the word * itaqat

the ligatures ) are numerous and -murd, and the medial

Madani, kufic clearly shows that it is impossible to draw a sharp 

line between the various anlan (see the chapter on epigraphic

is a slaughtered goat and ir the tradition

or ‘ataoat 'jil . This word means that the deceased was
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a slave and emajnciDated by his master ‘Ga‘far, son of Muhammad. 

It can also mean beauty and from it ^  comes

* which in turn means handsome and it was 

said that Abu Bakr was called * a tig because of his

good looks. (See Ibn Durayid, Vol. 1, pp. 49 and 50). The word 

*Itaqat has not occured on any of the tombstones whether from 

Qayrawan, Egypt and Sudan, hitherto published.

«
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Stele No, 31.
Limestone, dated Sunday, 9th dhy al-Qa‘<Jah, A51 A.H. = 

Saturday, 18th December, 1059 A.D. Hectangular 100 x 30 cm. Twelve 

lines of foliated incised kufic. It was transferred from the derfirt- 

moni of Egyntian and Assyrian antiquities to the Oriental department 

in 1958.
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Translation.
1. In tlie name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,

2. all that dwells upon the earth is perishing, yet still abides

the face

3. ot Thy God, Majestic, Splendid.

A. 0 Godi bless Muhammad the Prouh^t,

5. and his f airily the pure and have mercy upon,

6. your handmaiden whn has need of your mercy,

7. Mu bar aka, known by, Umm al-Rakin daughter of,
t s

8. Fahd, son of ‘Ali, son of ai-Fahd, son of ‘Ali son

9. of Suleyman al-WavsT. She died on

1G. Sunday, the ninth of dhu a^-Qa^da in

11. the year one and fifty and four,

1?. hunbr^s.

Commentary: A rectangular shahid surrounded by a plain border in relief.

It is heavily damaged on the left side and oth6r holen car be 

seen at the top and bo+tor>. A crack beginning at the middle of 

the left sire extends to the lever quarter of the right side. 

Incised horizontal lines a^e seen and thus the spaces are equal 

«rd the words are regular. The bottom is used to finish the date 

o^ decease.

In suite of the crack and the nieces of the left side erased, 

the kufic is open and legible. And when we read the script we 

feel that the lines are tidy and the spaces between the kufic words 

a^e eoual. The mason did notmake the mistake of graving a word or



even a letter outside the boundary line as we have found in

almost all the previous inscriptions. The letter alif is pro

vided \dth a thorn-like apex turned to the right ir sone words 

and to the left in others. Only one alif in the text 1,1 has 

a small stroke at the lower end turned to the rirht. The hang-

groun jim at their lower third. If we compare the letters grcirp 

ra\ with the final nun we find great resemblance. The teeth of 

the letters gr'mp sin are on the same level and end in a fork 

shape. The only ?ad in the text, 1,4., has a rectangular form.

The initial 6ayns have graceful half-patmette heads while the 

medial and final ones are triangles resting on the line without 

any stem. The loops of the letters group fa* take two forms, 

the first which is shared by o‘her inscriptions is candle shaped, 

with a stem resting on the base line similar to that on the tomb

stones Nos. 19, 20 and 21, and tho second which is of triangular 

shape is specific of this inscription. The latter is called 

<— (see I bn. Du~ustuwayh, p, 66'). The former can be 

traced as early as 512 A.D, and 568 A.D. on the inscriptions of 

Zabad and Harran respectively (El, art. "Arabia", PI. 1, N. Abbot, 

PI. 5). The two apexes of the two lams in the word Allah 1.1 and 

in the word a]-tasj* 1.10, face each other. This feature can be 

seen on the previous tor bstones Nos. 23, 24., 25, and on the tomb

stone No. 2Q as well. It can als~ be traced on tombstones from 

Egypt and Qayrawan (Poinssot, Nos. 52, PI. 6, 70, PI. 8, 76, PI.9,

incr initial letters attached to the letters
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No. 136, PI. 12, 138, PI. 30, 229, PI. 39, 290, PI. 46; Wiet,

'Vol. 10, No. 8360, PI. xiv.). The final lam in 1*3 lacks the 

extension which we usually rina in these inscriptions. The 

final ya* in 1.4 has a small tail retreating beneath the base 

line. Ten ligatures eci’ted in this inscription without any re

gard to the r^le. So many letters are extended to fill spaces 

and, sometimes, to avoid the division of the words between two 

lines.

The usual funeral formulae, Qur‘anic verses, Is. 1 - 3  then 

comes the Shi’ite formula.

The name of the deceased is followed by the expression al- 

Ma’ru-fa . duch word seems to be unique on tomb

stones. The deceased was known as - the mother

of Rakin. The word rakin comes from ^-3^ rakn which means, 

side

Thus means the mother of serious and clement. (Itn

Durayed Vol. 1, p. 87). Rakin a, rakana and yarkann = inclined to 

and had confidence in something, rakana bi al* roanzil = stayed at 

home, rukn = corner tut u -ually the strongest corner of a thing. 

Rukn = * ashira, i.e. tribel division, (cf. the Qur’an

) • Rukn min qawmihi 

= one of their notables, = a mountain having high

corners (Lisan al Hrab. Vol. 13, r. 185). The nisbah al-Qaysi 

refers to the meat tribe of Qays, one of the most important

> means he is serious, sober and clement.
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confederations of the ancient Arab of the North. This nisbah 

can be traced on tombstones from Qayrawan and Egypt as well 

(Ibid, Vol. I, b. 103, Vol. 2, p. 262; cf. He.wwi.ri and Rashid, 

Vol. 2, No. 25^7; Poinssot, Nos. 57, 105, 273).

The date of death hardened on Saturday and not on Sunday.



Limestone, dated Jafar, Z.55 A.H* = February, 1063 A.D. 

Rectangular 5? x 32.5 cm. Twelve lines of floriated incised kufic. 

Purchased by Budge at Aswan 1387* It has the following numbers: 

sculpture 1038, exhibition 690, registration L4A5- It was trans

ferred from the <fepa~t™ent of Egyptian and Assyrian antiquities to 

the Oriental department in 1958,

Text

jJ .C
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Translation.
1. In. the name of God, the' Compassionate, the Merciful,

2. Say, He is God, one God, the everlasting refuse,

3. who has not begotten and has not bpgotten and

U. eoual to Him is not anyone. 0 God! bless

5. Muhammad the Prophet and his family the pure, and have

6. mercy upon your handmaiden that has need of your mercy,

7. Barakah, daughter of yusayen son of Rizq Allah,
_r a------------- ---8. son of All, son of IJussljn, son of Dawud, al-Sayegh.

9. She died on the day ...........

10 • of §af&r in the year five and fifty and four

11. hundreds.

On the margin we read as follows, beginning at the upper right 

hand corner:

vOsy~-^' c-u ‘_ / U j  --- -

and she testified that there is no God but God alone, He has no 

companion;

and she testified that Muhammad is His servant and His aoostle;

He has sent him with the guidance,
t

and the true religion, that he may make it prevail over every other 

religion, averse.though the polytheists may be.

Commentary: A rectangular jjJaahid with a plain border in relief sur

rounding it on the top and at the right and left sides. About
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a quarter of the stone at the end is rubbed off. Thus the words 

are obscure and it is difficult to decipher the last three lines 

of the enitaph. Incised horizontal lines are used to keep b^th 

words and spaces regular. The margin for the first, but not the 

only time in our specimens is used not for ornamentation but to 

incise Sunni formulae, ■‘■his is not an extraordinary case because 

similar border treatment exists on Islamic tombstones, (cf. Wiet, 

Steles Funeraires. Vol. 6, Nos. 8088, PI. xii, 1247, 1250. Pl.xxvi, 

62, PI. xxviii, 6716, PI. xxx). On a stele (Ibid. No. 6716 dated 

495 A.H. = 1102 A.D. PI. xxx) the four sides of the margin are 

used for kufic script. On the whole for some reason it-seems 

that the kufic on the margin was added later.

The kufic is legible,6pen and uncrowded. The alifs end with 

thorn like apices turned to the right. These thorn like apices 

influenced the letters group ba’. The initial letter mim in 1.5, 

and on the left side of the margin with its bud shape which

Sp/vAcjS out of the lower third, the letter ha’ with a bend

ing stem, compose an ornamented unit. The letter dal assumes more 

than one shape. In Is. 2, 3, 4, 5, it takes a triangular shape 

with one angle. While in 1.8 the ma^on added a vertical stroke 

similar to the alif to the dal as existed in the above mentioned 

lines, thus it takes number (5) five shape. On the margin the 

letter dal takes a cursive form resembling a horseshoe ^ch turned 

to the. left. No difference can be noticed between the letters pro up
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sad and letters group fra*, except the tooth added to the latter 

group. The letters groop ‘ayn take two forms, the initial, as 

existed in 1.4 and on the left side of the margin, has a scroll 

while the final one is triangular. The letter ya* in this i' - 

scrlotion is treated in several ways. In 1.3 it is mu4arraqa 

as I bn Durustuwayh called it, or mahsufo as Qal qashandi describes 

it (Kitab al-Kuttab. p. 66; Subty al-A* gha. Vol. 3* p. 102).

While on the right side of the margin it is retreating. Mine 

ligatures are used whether on the surface of the slab or on the 

margin. Extension of three or more letter words can be noticed 

in the inscription. The mason treated the climbing uo the lines 

tails skilfully. At one time they are upright tails ending with 

half-palmettes, as in 1.7, another time they r semble a return

ing nSn with an open mouth shape. The word Allah twice (1.2 

and at the top of the margin) has an intermediate element between 

the two lams of the word, in one ,case it takes a semi-circular 

shape, in the other it has a lozenge form.

The usual formulae with some variations, such as the shahada 

whicii is incised on the margin is not followed by Qur’anic verses 

as we used to find on tombstones from Qavrawan. Yet the Shi* ite 

formula is mentioned on the slab and added to it the Sunni formula 

on the margin.

The name of the deceased contains names which are unusual in 

Egyptian Muslim names. The surname of the deceased (goldsmith)
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J i is a Christian name and can also be *ound 

in Palestine, Syria, ‘Iraq as well. In addition +o that no

one can deny the important mrt the Christians played and how 

their artists dedicated their efforts in the promotion of the 

Islamic Art. (Wiet, Precis de lHiistoire d!Sgyote. pp. 173, 131,

205, 215; Zaki Hassan, Kurtuzal-Fatimyin, Cairo, 1937, pp. 20, 203).

The date of death is erased and missing. Yet we may fix a 

day in which the decease probably happened. The letters alif 

and lam-alif in 1.9 are proceeded by the word • 7 hus

the day may be Monday or Wednesdayor Sunday because each of them 

begins with alif and lam-alif as well. But because of the exist

ence of the left wing of the lam-alif before the word 

(passed) so it is more correct to offer Wednesday when three (nights) 

passed of §afar. In addition to that the word ^ -- — 1 the

letters kha* and mim of the number five, and the first part of the 
>

word £r* all, are rubbed out.

1.2 as for

The top of the margin: the letter ha* of the word

is omitted.
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Stele He. 33.

Limestone, dated Saturday, when two nights parsed of Sha4ban 

5 A.H. = Saturday 2nd August, 1063 A.I>. Rectangular 37 x 30 cm. 

Nine lines of clumsy poor incised kufic. -Presented by Budge, 1889, 

It has the following nurbprs: exhibition 689, registration 7,

sculpture 69f. It was transferred from the department or .Egyptian 

and Assvrian antiouities to the Oriental department in 1953.

Text

L   --

I ^ i, Ĉ-L> dr̂ y>

■v

• v

• A.
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1 ran slat ion.
1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,

2. all tha"t dwells upon the earth is perishing, yet still abides

the face

3. of Thy God, Majestic, Splendid, 0 God,

/>• bless Muhammad the Prophet and his family the pure,

5. and have mercy upon your handmaiden who has need of Your

6. mercy, Nabiyy daughter of Alynad sor. of Muhammad,

7. son of Humayd, son of Musa al-Khabbaz. She died

8. on Saturday when two (nights) passed of Sha*ban

9. ir. the year five and fifty and four hundreds.

Commentary: A square sjhahid, surrounded at the ton, rirht. and left

side by a plain moulding and for the same pattern compare Nos.

13, 19, 23. It seems that the mason used a cunei and not a chisel 

to incise his words. This is the ancient wav of incising Islamic 

tombstones in Egypt (Gteles funeraires. Vol. I. p. 6). No lines 

are used to keep equal smces which results in irregular writing. 

The mason used the left side of the margin to finish his work in 

the last four lines.

The script is clumsy and considered as poor kufic. It is 

very strange to find that the kufic on the shahid goes back to 

the fifty century A.H. But if we consider the class which the de

ceased came from, this will make the matter eaŝ r. This also proves 

the theory explaining that the quality o^ the shahid depended upon
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the wealth or poverty of the deceased, ^he richer he or she 

was, the better his or her tombstone. If a comparison between 

the kufic on this shahid with that of *Abn a1—Rahman ibn Khayr 

al—Ki.i^i dated 31 A.*', r: A• D . is made we find much resemblance.

And to give further examples we find that: the medial ha^, some

times round and o+her times having a triangular shape, is divided 

into two halves, the kaf al mashkula in the two shahids a^e also 

the same; and the letter oaf resembling a turning arch is also 

the name in both shahids. The diacritical points in the monu

mental kufic is rarely indicated. Yet on this shahid the letter 

kha/ 1.7 is pointed. Undoubtedly to avoid confusion between that 

letter and the rest of its group* Another exceptional case simi

lar to this can be traced on a torbstone from Qayrawan (of. Poinssot, 

No. 68, d« 141, Note 68). Also the diacritical points, as well as 

the differential signs, vowels and stops, mainly .found in literary 

texts, are very helpful in determining the age of a script. Al

though it was believed for a certain time, according to the state

ments made by Arab writers, that the invention of the so-called 

diacritical dots did not take place before the second half of the 

1st century A.H. - Yahya ibn Ya‘nur (d. 90 A.H. = 709 A.D.) is 

credited therewith during the reign of the Caliph ‘Abe al-Malik b. 

Marawan (d. 86 A.H. = 705 A.D.) -it is a fact that already the 

oldest papyrus-doorment dated 22 A.H. = 643 A.D. PERF No. 553, shows 

diacritical dots above the letters ^  - J  _______ ; furthermore
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the inscription of the year 58 A.H, = 678 A.D, found near al 

Ta*if is frequently provided with diacritical dots, while silver 

and <™ld coins minted between 85 and 88 A.H, show very sparingly 
dotted letters. Algo in papyri of the 1st century A.H. dia

critical cots occur still very seldom. Ahis reluctance in the 

use of diacritical dots proves to some extent their rejection in 

certain circles of inte lectual people. For the opinion concern

ing the admissibility of usefulness of diacritical dots was by no 

means uniform, J^li (d. 338 A.H. = 949/50 A.D.) mentioned tliat 

the insertion of diacritical dots was even regarded as an insult 

to the intelligence of the reader, although it is/ admitted their 

omission often led to misunderstand ing (cf. A. Grohmarn, From the

■ Jorld of Arabic papyri. pp. 82-83) •
V*In addition to that three dated letters occur on a niece or 

ceramics published by Pezard who mentioned that: it is for the

f irst time in archaic Muslim ceramics to find written characters 

supplied with diacritical points which did not resemble beside 

this simple ornament. More than that, the writing mingling the kufic 

and the naskhT and the style of characters and even the language, 

are P rsian (cf. Pezard, p. 188, PI. CX7XVI, Fig. 4.).

I think that there is a mistake in the date of death. If 

it happened on Saturday, as is already incised, there must be four 

nights passed from Sha* bar. But if it occurred when only wo davs 

had oassed, as the lamalif may provp it, the day of death should 

be Thursday and not Saturday.
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Jfe* .3l»
Limestone dated Tuesday, in the micdle of the month of Rabi* 2, 

459 A. = Monday, 5th March 1067 A.D. ^octan^ular 55 x 30 cm. Twelve 

lines of floriated kufic. It wag presented by Major D.p. Ski^virg,

0. and T. Staff, Egypt 1838. I+ has the following numbers: exhibition

538, registration 1, sculpture 1044.. It was trensfer-ed from the depart

ment of Egyptian and Assyrian antiquities to the Oriental department in 

1958.

Texti*.

f — r . 

_J/UI l*lsAx cL/w I---

^ Z j \ ~rJ\:
C-\± cA^>

^  r-̂1 Cr-L.
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Translation.

1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the l^rciful,

2. they are true, those who have said Our Lord is God and

3. have frone straight, upon them,

A. the Angels descend, saying: Fear not neither sorrow
£• rejoice in Paradise that you were

6. promised. 0 God I bless

7. Muhammad the Prorbet and his family and have mercy

a. upon Muhammad son of Husavn son of Ahmad son of Ya<qub

9. son of ‘Isa son of farif. He died on

10. Tuesday, in the middle of the month

11. Rabi* 2, in the year nine

12. and fifty and four hundreds.

On the margin we read as follows beginning at the upper right 

hand corner

 ^  ^ y * ± xj

} JrJ^s \ ( r̂ O ^ i /  L |-AJ t - > X J

and he testifies that there is ro God, hut God alone, He has no

companion.

God has testified that the^e is no God but He, and the angels and men 

endowed with knowledge stablished in righteous (proclaim), that there 

is no God but He, the nighty the wise.
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Commentary: A rectangular sjiahid with plain marginal ctone fringes in

relief at the top and both sides. These have scratches and holes 

in them. At the bottom and the ri hi side of the margin some 

words have b- en erased. Th^ margin is used to incise Sunni form

ulae as is stated in shahid No. 3?. No trace of incised lines 

but in spite of that the spaces are e ual and the kufic is regular.

A "seal of Solomon”, without pellets or dots,crowned the 

two letters (mim. waw) of the word -JL— -\ 1.3. This symbol

with or without dots occurs quite frequently on tombstones whether 

from Egypt, ayrawan and Sudan. (Steles funeralres. Vol. 1, Ncs. 

lf)06/687 (183 A.H. = 301 A.D.), 4.f22 (190 A.H. = 806 A.D.) 2721/25 

(19 ' A.H. = 806 A.D.) 2721/56 (200 A.H. = 815 A.D.), 1506/32 

(236 A.H. = 351 A.D.) etc; Po nssot, Inscr. Arabes du Kalronan. 

Vol. 2, No. 97 (306 A.H. = 918 A.D.); Wiet, Journal Asiatique,

240 (1952), No. 20 (277 A.H. = 396 A.D.). See also Strzygowski, 

pp.cit.. n. 31Q, for a discussion of this ornament). The style of 

kufic resembles that of No. 29 but the script under consideration 

seems more elegant. Above some lines (3> 6, 8,9), and quite de

tached for', the letters are ornaments: an ornament may look heart 

shaped or be a sever-lobed ^osette, a eometrical design and a 

small palm tree. °uch independent ^xanples are dated about two 

hundred and fifteen years before the present one. Yet a tombstone 

dated only twenty five years afte^ our tombstone, shows this 

scattered ornamentation (steles funeraires. Vol. 2, No. 2721/209, 

PI. 13 and No. 1261, PI.14 dated 243 A.H. = 858 A.D. Another
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dated 244 A.H. = *859 A.D. is No. 1506/24 (pi. 17), Ibid. Vol. 2,
No. 3150/159 dated 44.3 A.H. = 1052 A.D; Wiet and Hawari, Vol. 3,

No. 72Q0 PI. XVIII dated 244 A.H. 2 853 A.D.). We mentioned that 

in the independant ornaments is a small tree. This decoration 

is frequently found restricted to some letters, the alifs at the 

beriming, then in o+h^ letters (ĵ im, lam, nun. ba*. dal. etc.) 

as it existed on epitaphs ir. the Museum of Islamic Arts in Cairo 

(Hawari and Rashid, Vol. 1, Nos. 1506/171, PI. 21, no. 63-64, 

2721/117, PI. 41, p. 152). This form of floral decoration is 

borrowed from coptic patterns of fifty-sixth century A.D. occuring 

on textiles representing the tree of life (homa) or even from the 

marginal decoration of Gre^k manuscripts of the fourth-fifth cer- 

tury A.D. (M. S. Dimand, Coptic tunics in the Metropolitan Museum 

of Art. Metropolitan Museum Studies, Vol. 2, No. 2 (New York 1930). 

r. 251, fip-. 19 (text fig. 20); Kendrick, Cataloge of textiles 

fT>m b urying ground9 ii Egypt. Vol. 2, Nos. 354, 370, pp. 30, 34,

PI. 19 (text fig. 21)). A textile m'obably made in A^tinoe in the 

sixth-seventh century A.D. (I bid. Vol. 3, London 1922 PI. 39. Nr. 

838, p. 87) sh^s a tendril with pelmettes and +rees in an arabesque 

like arrangement. Fo~ the motif of the homa(cf. G. Lechler, The 

tree of life in Indo-European and Islamic Culture, Ars Is laird ca.

Vol. 4 (1937), p. 332, fig. 28). The letters group iim end at the 

upper part with half-palmeties and the initial, letters joined to 

then ape incised on the lower third of the

group not in the middle as Ibn Durustuwayh stated (Kitab al-Kuttab.



p. 74). The teeth of letters group sir, lose length from right 

to left so as not to look like the letters group ha*. I he letter 

sad has a rectangular shape with sloping sides. The letters croup 

*ayn assume three forms. The initial ones are provided with half- 

palmettes sometimes with a scroll. Such treatment of initial *ayns 

can be traced on tombstones from Qayrawan (cf. Poinssot, Vol. 2,

Nos. 197 and 202 dated 406 A.H. and 407 A.H. = 1016 A.D. and 1017 

A.D.). While themedial and final ones have a trisng lar form 1.12

and nVM shape as well, as Is. 8, 11. No resemblance can be noticed

on the latter kaf whether final orraedial and the letter dal. The 

for*mer is mashkula with a tooth looking like a question mark with 

an o^en mouth but the latter <£1 is only a triangle with a tiny 
opening. Th« letter raim Is. 1, 2, 3 and the letters nun, Is. 6, 8,

the letters group ra*. Is. 3, 5, 10, the letter waw. 1.7, have

elegant sweeping tails climbing up above the lines and thry end

in an artistic half-palmette. The ligatures  are used

in this inscription twice, the first time in 1*5 joining the 

medial nun with the fii al ha*. and the second time in 1.12 between 

the- letter and final ha* and twic^ in both left and r* ght sides 

of the margin. Ahe mason treated the f'.nisning of the lines skil

fully which is not unusual in the ton.bstones I am studying.

The customary formulae, Qur’ani.o verses 1.1 till the first 

part of 1.6 xli, 30. The Shi‘ite formula in the text fallowing 

the Qur'anio a> d the margin, the top and both ri*~ht and left 

sides the Sunnite formula as well. This is an extra example proving
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the presence of the Shi‘ite fo-nnula and the Sunni existing

ment of their cursing towards the Sunni.

Because of the absence of the diacritics! points the name

= newly acquire. Tarif refers to an Arab tribe which is a clan 

of Judham who settled in Syria, furayf in turn is a section of 

Bani‘ Tisim from Oahtan of Najd (Ibn Durayd, Vol. 2, pp. 215, 5&3; 

Qaloashandi. Nihayat al-Arab. Vol. 9, p. 135; Fu*ad Hamzah,

Qalb Jazirat al-‘Arab, pp. 189, 197).

The date of death occurred on Monday and not on Tuesday.

Tb^ month of decease is treated correctly because it is preceded 

by the word month.

1.11 a: the mason incised at the end of the line

side by side in snite of the Fa^imid dynasty and the encourage-

of the deceased is orobebly Jarif 

it might possibly bp Tarif o^ Turavf

nice, although 

two extra letters.



Stele No. 35.

Limestone, dated the end of jjl^ban A6? A.H. = Wednesday,

1st June 1071 A.D. Rectangular 60 x 35 cm. Eleven lines of plain 

foliated kufic. Presented ty Budpe 1889. It has the following 

numbers: exhibition 687, registration 8, sculpture 1096. It was

transfe^red from the department of Efryptian and Ag^yrian antiquities 

to the Oriental department in 1953.

Tfi2ct



Translation.

1. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,

2. say, He is God, one God, the everlasting refuge,

3. who has not begotten and He is not begotten and equal to

Him is not/

4. anyone. 0 God bless Muhammad the Prophet

5. and his family the pure and have mercy upon your handmaiden

6. that has need of your mercy, fatima daughter of

7. Ibrahim, son of Jubayir, son of Ibrahim, son of

8. Afjfar, son of Sadus. Godfs mercy,

9* and **is forgiveness be upon her. She died at the end of

10. Sha* ban in the year three and sixty,

11. and four hundreds.

Commentary: A rectangular shahid with a plain margin in relief bor

dering it on the top, right and left sides. A large piece of 

the stone on the left side is worn down. The mason did not smooth 

his slab before starting the work. The~e is no trace of incised 

horizontal lines and so the spaces between the lines are not equal 

and the kufic is irregular.

The kufic in the middle of the text is illegible. The apexes 

of the alifs and the strokes al-a^bi* as well are provided with 

fork shapes which soim times resemble cuneiform pointing to the 

left. Only two letters, mlm and nun, in 1.1 end in climbing up 

the lyie tails. The former tail looks like a curve while the 

latter takes the serpent form with its open mouth turned to the
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left. The mason did not differentiate between the letters 

dal and kaf and the two letters take the form of th^ kaf al

ma shkula , The letter $ad takes two forms, once with a tiny

tooth, 1*4-, and the second time it has a rectangular shape.
%

The letter fa* looks like a sqnare especially in 1.8 while in 

other lines it has a tiny narrow loop. The letter mim issues 

in many shapes, round, triangular, rectangular and the final 

ones end in hammer tails. The initial and medial ha1 hus the 

shape of what is called — = cat*s face (Qalqashandl,

P. 85).

Lines 1 - to the first part of 1.5, Qur’anic verses cxii.
v

Then follows the Shi*ite formula. The name A§far is not un

usual in Egypt yet it might possibly be Asghar and if so, it can 

be related to Persian ShT*ite names. The surname of the deceased 

may be Baydus who can always bo found on stone tombs and not 

marble (Wiet, Journal Asiatique. 2^0, p. 286; Repertoire V.

No. 1951; Steles funeraires. Vol. 2. No. 4-30; Vol. 5 No. 1872, 

1992; Vol. 7 No. 2658; Vol. 8 No. 3058; Vol. X No. #31;

Steles Couficue d'Egypte et du Sudan. 1952, no. 11). It can

also be Sadus = al fraylasan = green mantle ^  1 ^ij\ and

Bani Sadus are tribes from Jayyi*. Bani Sadus (or Sudus) occur 

in this verse by Inum* al-Qays: (Itn Durayd, pp. 351 and 396)

One may add that Sadus is the name of a man and sudus is the
>

green gown = fraviasin originally Persian dress worn by ‘Ulama
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(cf. Ibn Marzur, Lisan al ‘Arab. Vol. 6, o. 104.). Sadus is 

als^ the name of a small village in the ‘Arid in Najd. It is 

famous for the antiouities lying there. Its population in 1935, 

according to gafiz Wanba we^e almost one thousand (see Jazirat 

al-‘Arab fi al-qarn al ^Is^rin, Cairo, 1935, p. 58).

1.2 a: the mason omitted the letter fa* and allt

of the word

1.6 a: for '

1.7 a: the ancient spelling of

1.10 a: for L



Stele No. 36.

Marblestone, dated Saturday, 14 th dhi al-Hijja, 554 A.H. = 

Sundnv, 27th December 1159 A.D. Rectangular 59 x 20 cm. Sixteen 

lines of floriated kufic. Purchased by P. S. May, Esq. in 19 

It has the following numbers: exhibition 685, registration 432.

It was transferred from the department of Egyptian and Assyrian 

antiquities to the Oriental denartment in 1958.
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Transtation.
1. In the name of God, the Compassionat®, the Merciful,

?. their God gives them glad'tidings of mercy from Him and,

3. good pleasure for them await gardens where in lasting bliss,

4. there in to dwell fo-rever and ever; surely with God,

5. is a mighty wage. 0 God I

6* bless Muhammad and the f'amilv of Muhammad. and hav® nercv# V  # 7  V

7. upon your handmaiden who has need of your mercy, Sitt,

8. al-Faichrt daughter of Abu al-Qasim, son of Sulafan,

9. son of ‘Awn, son of ‘A W  Allah s®n of Muhammad son of,

10. M»‘bad, son of Abu Yusuf son of ‘Abd,

11. al-Malik, son of Bayan, son of Kahl, son of Kilab,

12. son of Qahtan, son of Jafna, al-Ghassani.

13. She died on Saturday, the fourteen of dhi al-Hii.ia in the

year four and fifty,

15. and five hundreds. The mercy of God and His favour

16. be upon her.

Commentary: A narrow rectangular shahid framed at the right and left

sides with a running spiral margin represents a branch from 

which ramify split nalmetles and this floral fringe is limited 

by two vertical incised lines. The too of the shahid is crowned 

by symmetrical designs containLng a crescent amidst two and a 

half bosses, all in one line. A similar running spiral with its 

decorative motives is found on a torbstone from Hiis?. dated
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?50 A.H. = 864 A.D. (A. C-rohmann, ^ 0 , tert Fig. 27, p. 209).
And as for th® bosses at th® top, they existed on the church 

of Hadra in Deyr es Suriani and in Samarra on Balkuwara Palace.m v  v

(cf. Joseph Strzvgowski, Altai-Ir»n and Volkerwanderunp.pp. 94 

and 97). It also occurs on a dish made of ceramic dated 14th 

century A.D., In the Victoria and.Albert Museum (cf. Arthur Lane, 

Later Islamic Pottery. London, p. 18, 13). It can also be traced 

on potierv from Syria and Mesopotamia as well (Jean Sauvajet,

Po1 teries Syr o-Meso no tam i en ne s. Paris, 1932, No. I. pi. Ill, 17,
PI. 5; planche 9, No. 36; planche 11, No. 47; planche 13, No.

4°; planche 20, Nos. 67, 71, 69; planche 23, Nos. 32, 33; Pi.
24, Nos. 93, 85; planche 32, No. 114, 109; planche 35, Nos. 120, 

lol, 123: planche No. 14; Pl« 40 No. 134). The stone is miss

ing some pieces at the top, especially in the corners and nearly 

all the outer ri^it side of the fringe. xhe mason used incised 

horizontal lines to regulate spaces and thus he finished ^i3 
work nicely. The bottom is us®d to finish what is called "eulorie 

a report".

The kufic is legible, neat and there are floriated charac

ters. The apexes of the alifs resemble thorns. These thorn like 

apices show much more variety in the decoration of the apex on 

the right side of the terminals of the shafts. It, begins with a 

hook or barb, obviously t?.ken over from the late Nebataear form 

of aiif in Sinai inscriptions but appearing as a thorn or split 

arrow head only as early as the second half of the second century
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of the Hijra ir the lapidary style. The last dated examples 

of this form of the alif are offered by a tombstone from Tashk

ent dated 541/1146. This did not mean that it stopped at this 

year because we still find it on the tombstone we are studying 

which is dated 554 A. :. (A. Grohmanr., A.O.. Vol. 2. 1957, p. 199). 

The mason exaggerated the initial bp} in the word biam 1.1 so as

to ••■'each the level of the other stroke s. The initial mims

joined on the upper third of the letters group iim are attached 

to them without stems. The teeth of the letters group sin are 

on the seme level, sometimes they ended with haif-oalrae+tes, 

while others a***® simple, I’h® letters group §ad have a trapezoid 

body with a mastaba shape resembling that on the ^ahid No. 35*

The initial ‘ ayns (is. 5, 6, 9, 10, 16) are provided with an 

artistic ha If -palme tte. Th® half-palirette is generally used as 

a decorative adornment of the tops of the shafts and terminations 

of the letters. The first illustrated examples of the palmette 

ornamented letters occured on inscriptions that go back to the 

third century of the Hijra. These are the most beautifully incised 

letters in this inscription or in all the inscriptions I have been 

studying, the medial ‘ayn Is. 10, 12 and the final ones, Is. 13,

14. It looks like a rose and has a three lobed foil. The same

‘ayn can be seen on a tombstone published by Miles who described 

it "final ‘ayn which bears a simple car" (Miles, A.O.. Vol. 2,

1957, No. 8, PI. 4, p. 221). The climbin^ u p  tail occurs here 

in 1.1 twice, Is. 5, 7, 9, once. Rut the most elegant artistic
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tail of these dim i'g up »bove the lines tails is that in 1.1 

in the final mlm of the word hi am and ends with a split half 

oalmette. The word Allah in 1.1 has an intermediate element 

or quirk separating the two lams of the word. This time it takes 

+he shape of a lobed arch and such lobed arches ocoured on tomb

stones from North Africa as well. It seems strange in this in

scription to find that the letter m.im takes the same shape as 

the loop of the letter fa* in 1.7 and the two take a bid shape.

The kaf " J a l m a s h k u l a  is angular and its tooth, resem

bling a question mark, ends with a tiny half-paimette, and if a 

line is drawn from that unper tooth to the low^r extension 

al mata alsufla they all run on the same vertical level (Qal- 

qashand!. p. 34; Ibn Durustuwayh, p. 66).

The text begins as usual with Qur’anic verses ix, 21. 22,

1.1-5. notice on that shahid that the ShT*ite formulae which 

we used to find on the previous tombstones have disappeared and 

are replaced hy the Sunni formulae. This shahid is thirteen years 

earlier than the fall of the Fa^imid dynasty. (The Fatimids in

vaded Egypt in 353 A.H. - 969 A.D. and fell in 567 A.H. = '1171,
I In Khillikan} i-Jaf ye t al A* ye n. Vol. 1, p. 149; Yahya Ibn Sa*id, 

al-Ta'rikh al Ma.lmu* *Ala eJ-Tabqiq wal Ta^diq, Vol. 1, p. 132,

133, Hasan Ibrahim Hasan al-Fa^imium fi Mi§r, Cairo, 1932). This 

tallies with what Wiet noticed that the Shi*ite formulae \̂ ere 

commonly used between the years 36/. A#H. = 974 A.D. and 537 A.H.
= 1142 A.i. (Journal Asiatiaue. steles ConfidUe d1Egypt et du Sudan.
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2/f0 (19^2), p. 273). On the other bend this sjaahid Droves 

that the Sunnite formulae were in use evenduring the Fa^imid 

rule in Fgypt.

The name of the deceased Sitt al-^akhir =

lady of pride, nay probably be al-Fajr =   lady

of dawn. However I am incline to think that sitt al-^akhr is 

a kunya. Al-fajar = hospitality and generosity. It means also 

dawn light which looks like the redness of the sun

reflected in the darkness of the night. Abu Dhu’ayb wrote in 

a verse:

t ->

describing the people as very hospitable. While
. X

af jar al-rajulu = earned a lot of money. Af iara

means told a lie or disobeyed God and thus a*x>stated 

(Lisan al^Arab. Vol. L, n. 1*9). On tonbstJ*es from North Africa 

and Spain it frequently happened that the names of the deceased, 

if females, were probably omitted and replaced by a kurtys. e.g. 

Zavn al-Dar, Sitt or al-Si+t, Sitt al-Hibatayyn etc. (ponssot, 

Inscr. Arabes du Kaironan, Vol. 2 (1^50), d. 342; K. Levi Pro

vencal, Inscr. ^rabes d^spagne. Nos. 30» 32, 102; Zbiss, Inscr. 

Arabes du Tunisie. Vol. 1, d . 71). The geneologv of the deceased 

shows distinctly that she is of uure Arabian descent. The proof 

of this is the following nisba: Sulafan: comes from Sulaf =

plural of salafid = predecessor, they derived fr^m Oahjnn. (Al-
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Nuwayri. Nihayat al-Arab. Vol. 2, d . 294; al-Zabidi, Taj al- 

* Arus. Vol. 6, p. 143; al-Fairuzabaril, al-Qamus. Vol. 3, p* 154). 

‘Awn, from the tribes who settled in the N^rth of Egypt and go 

back to the ^abs of Hijaz, (Na‘irr Shuqayr, Tarikh Sina, p. 724.).

Ma‘bad from al ‘Abad = alanaf = to abstain out of

modesty, (ihn Du rayed. p. 10) , a clan from al ‘Abbas son of ‘Abd 

al-Muttalib from Quraysh (al-Nuwayri. Nihayat a 1*Arab. Vol. 2, 

p. 3&0) • Kahl = a very old age, Kahlan is an important oeonle 

derived fr^m Soba’ from Qahtan. They shared the kingdom of Saba’ 

with ban! Himmyar. Many important tribes derive from Kahlan and 

of them Kinda and Azd. The former were kinrs in ^ijaz and Yaman 

while the latter scattered and settled in Syria. (Ibn Durayd, Vol. 

I, p. 179; Vol. 2, p. 362). Kilab = from kalab = to suffer; 

kilab an important tribe from ‘ Adnan used to live in al-^&dina 

al Munawwara in Hiiaz. A clan of them lived in al-Eayyu™ in 

Egypt while others settled in Syria and Mesopotamia flbn Durayd, 

Vol. 1, p. 20; Ri(Jakahhala, Mu‘ .jam Oaba’il al ‘Arab, Vol. 3, 

o. 989). Qahtan from Qehj, = to be rainless or drought, the 

most ancient tribes ir. Arabia, they lived between Nazran and ‘Asir. 

The nassabun differed in their risba. some said they were clans 

from Aram son of Sam son of Nuh but others said that Qahtan came 

from Isma‘il son of Ibrahim. (Ibn Durayd, Vol. 2, d. 361; Ricja- 

kahhaia, Vol. J*> p.939). Jafn.a Al-Ghassani, al Jafn means vine 

or sword, al-Ghassani from alghuaan which means binch of hair 

and alyhassani. the most beautiful. They were called Jafna 

Ghassan after their settlement near a well beside tho dam of' Ma’rab
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in Yaman and anyone who drank from this well was called ffoasan. 

They were kings of Syria after Jurm but they were under the 

influence of the Homan empire to defend the boundaries from the 

essential Persian aggressors. (Itn Durayd, Vol. 2, pp. £35, £85; 

Rida Kahhala, Vol. 3? t>. 8££). One may also add that ghavssan 

al-shabab = the good nart of youth, o^ while young. Hassan b.

T ha bit says of 3ani 0has3an: (cf. Lisan al‘Arab. Vol. 13, n. 312)

l.£ a; the mason incised one alif for both words

and ^  \

1.5 a: for W *

1.6 a: for

1.13 a: the day of death happened on Sunday and not on

Saturday.

This shahid of Sitt al-Fakhr proves the theory which states 

that the shahids belonging to women are taller, more elegant, tidy 

and mere carefully incised than those of men.
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TiAPTER III

Eci.-'raphic Analysis



Epi.graphic Ana Iy9:i s

The tombstones under consideration a~e arrang d in four groups:

1) No«. 3, 2, 3, h . f dated 2rd century A.H./ 
ninth A.D., represent plain kufic.

2) Nog. o f ]0 d^ + ed ,'th century, mostly illustrate 

foliated kufic.

3) Nog. 8, 15, 36 show floriated kufic.

This means that our groups are contemporary with the kufic in 

its first centuries, then, when it developed, at last, in the eleventh- 

twelfth centuries it ~eached its ripe«+ stage. Thi«* callivraoMc style 

into use when claims r°r more elaborated and decorated books s~- 

ponred and was called after the city of Kufn, the new settlement of 

the cononerors sod a cultural centre of Islam. “ At the beginning of 

*Ali and Abu a1-Aswad, the ‘Iraqis were soon going their own way in the 

writing of th#» Qur’an, even to the extent of introducing new practices 

in vocali7'-tion. punctuation and perhaps also ornamentation* The Kufars 

not only kept their own interpretation but, with the rapid growth of 

their great city to fame, their script was soon to rival the Makkan and 

take the leadership in Qur’anic scripts, ŝ  much so that in late’' cen

turies the phrase Tfkufic script" became almost synonymous with Qur’anic
o _script. The ^volution and development of the kufic represents a

^Kuhnel, r. 16; N. Abbot, p. 22.

^N.Abbot, p. 22.
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pro bier’, such as once faced the evolution and development of the Arabic 

writing. Thus one is tempted to look on the second problem as a combin

ation between this Droblem and that of the kufic, not only plain kufic 

bit also the so-called floriated kufic.

In the Arabic writing from the verv beginning the traditionalits,

the contemporaries of Islam, differed greatly in stating when and where 

the Arabic writing rose and developed. Did it first exjet in Hira and 

Anber, or take its first steos in Hijaz or in Yaman, where it was stated

that the Qur’an was delivered to Mtdjpwunad in what was called ---

al-musnad and that girayar used it before Islam?

It is worthwhile to mention that the Arabic writers who dealt w‘th

the subject wholely agreed to some facts and gave as well separate ideas 

concerning the subject. The following remarks state their general agree

ments:

l) The writing was first delivered to Jdam who, in turn, recorded

it on c]ay and baked it. After the inundation each nation pro

duced their own book.

2) Three men from Bulan (a tribe of Jay9) Settled in al-Anbar and

these men were: Muramir b. Murra Aslam b

f b- • To

gether they considered single and joined letters and judged them 

on the basis of Syriac. This writing was transferred to Makka

^•Qalqashandi, Vol. 3, n. 10; Suli, p. 30; Ibn al-Nadim, p. 6.



where the people were made acquainted with it. Muramir seems

to have bpen the leade^ of the trio of Jay* since several of

the sources give him all or most of the credit for whatever was

done with the Arabic of his day. ̂

3) Abjad, Hawvaz, Huty, Kalamun, Sa‘fa$, Qarashat stayed at ‘Adnar

and composed writing and letters based on their names, Then it
_ owas transferred to girah and Anbar.

A) To Isma‘11, whom the Arabs relate was the first to speak

Arabic.^

5) The language of the Our*an was that which gimyar lined.L

In addition to that Qalqashandi, p. 17, ment ioned that I bn Hicham

stated that N&fisa Tayma U '  and Dawraa Le» , sons of
— *

Tsma‘il composed one book in onp line with all its letters combined.

then came Nabi  ̂ . Hamisa* ^ ^  , and Qayjhar  who de

cided on its similarities and then separated it*^

Qalqashandi also thought the Arabic writing was first found in Makka where 

garb, son of Umayya, learned it from one wtio came from Yaman and who in

âl-Nadira, p. 7; Qalqashandi, p. 10; Baladhuri. pp. 571-74; since the 

names Murra, Sidrah and Jadara eacn have the same number of syllables and 

the some final syllables, then they may be artificial inventions rather 

than names of real peonle, Khalil Yahva Kami, Bulletin of the Faculty of 

Arts. Vol. 3 Arabic, p. 3; N. Abott, p. 6, note 36. Cf. Fihrist. p*A. 

^Qalqashandi, p. 13; Ibn al-Nadlm, p. 7.

^Sull, r>. 31; Qalqashandi, p. XL.

^Ibn al-Nadim, p. 7; Qalqashandi. p. 12.
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turn had had it from Hud, It was algo said that the Anbarian Bighr,

court of Firab, was welcomed in Makka by- some of its leaders - Sufyan

Yet the account is much briefer than Baladhuri * s and there is a great,

probability not only that some of the original text is missing, Hat

that the order of the present text is incorrect, for we find the

highly improbable statements that Bishr taught the Arabic writing to

the people of Anbar and that Bishr was also named Jazm, which is the

name for the early Arabic script itself. Wustenfeld, who in hi^ index
2identifies Bishr with Jâ an, worked from one manuscript only.

second part of the question now arises: where did the Arabic writing

first exist? Did it first occur in Hirah and Anbar; or in Hi ia7, or 

in Yaman? If we make a comparison between the Nabataean inscriptions 

of Namarah, 32B A.D. and Umm al-Jimal, 250 A.D. on the one hand and the 

inscription of Zabad, 512 A.D, and those of *TJla, Kadsy’in Salih (rjijr' 

on the othe^, we find similar characteristics. In addition to that, the

^Cf. Qalqashandi, p. 4.; N. Abbot, d p . 10-12.

9 Of. N. Abbot, p. 7; al-Tshtiqaq. p . 372.

son of ‘Abd al-Malik, proficient in writing as practised in the teamed

or Harb - and there he married al-^ahba* daughter of IJarb, 
» « 1 T1_ ^who learned the art of writing which Quravsh in turn taught. I bn Durayd

gives an account regarding Bishr*s activities.

This is a brief introduction to the many suggestions and the
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identification of Northern Hijaz with the southern part of the Nabetaean 

Kingdom, the Nabataean inscriptions from that region, and the continued 

contact between it and southern Syria, we find all are factors in the 

favourable development of Arabic writing in that region. Furthermore, 

the course of political and commercial opportunities worked to the ad

vantage of Makka and Madinah; in addition to^, the commercial and re

ligious activities from 350 A.D* and onwards. All these prove that there 

is a great possibility that Hijaz played as important a role in the evolu

tion of the Arabic writing as that of Hlrah and .Anbar." As for Yaman,

it suffered military and political defeat at the hands of Abyssinia and 

its trade v>s cut at the heart when the Greeks and Romans understood the 

season of the monsoon and established a saa trade with the far east. Fo~ 

these rpas^ns Yaman was, by the middle of the 4 th century, on the decline.

In addition to that Qalqashandi mentioned that Himyar ibn Saba* taught
3the Arabic and before that the Yaraanites had their tnusnad

One can sav that there is a lack of inscriptions of the 4th cen

tury A.D. and the bth as well. Perhaps if we apply these same questions 

to the time of Muhammad and to the first half of the first century of 

Islam, we can see our way to the answer for the cases, so far as extent

'Mr. NamT in his articl" Full.. VaI . 3, pp. 10P-6, proves that Hijaz was 

the home of the birth of and evolution of the Arabic scr:pt. cf.

N. Abbot, p. 6.
pOf. Kamire-er, pp. 34-43; Montgomery, p. 71; N. Abbot, p. 11.

-Cf. Qalqashandi, p. 13.
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specimens are concerned, are similar. It cannot be that the writing it

self declined, for everything points to the contrary, especially in the 

early Islamic period concerned. To assume loss and destruction is the 

only alternative, an alternative that gains weight when we consider not 

only the historical and geographic factors but also social and economic 

conditions. And an even more potent cause of destruction is the deplor

able practice, indulged in from those early days to the present, bv the 

inhabitants, especially the poorer ones, of carrying away from ruins 

9tones, whether inscribed or not, for use in current building. Tombstones 

were in common use among the Arabs front nre-Islamic days, yet but few 

ŝ irvived from the hazard of re-use. Again, commercial records of the 

Arabs and the Jews on the eve of Islam, whatever they were written on, 

were seldom intended for any long duration and with the unfavourable 

climatic conditions they must have perished ear ly.1

This brief introduction on the origin and development of the 

Arabic script can serve as a basis for our study of the origin and de

velopment of +he floriated kufic. The floriated kufic faced very many 

problems and discussions when search was made its oricin and devel

opment. They suggest ways by which the s^-called kufic took its fir^t 

steps and developed until it reached its highest s+age in th*» twelfth 

century A.D. It is well krovn that the first Qur,anic manuscripts were

1N. Abbot, p. 13.
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written in the traditional improvised comi'jercial letters but soon 

there was call for more elaborate books and also decorated books which 

gave the anplexes of today’s holy books. So came a special calligraphic 

method into use which placed the words in heaw rows on the parchment 

and which was called after the city of Kufa, the new settlement of the 

conquerors, and a cultural centre of Islam. One can say that its us** 

wsc easier for the stone cutter working with a chisel, or for a writer 

using a reed pen. It is fact that kufic was generally used in the archi

tecture, on tombstones, manuscripts, coins, textiles and metal works, 

only the techninue of the vritirg was a little different on th^ various 

materials.^ The kufic began plain in its shapes and forms. The earliest 

monumental calligrapher known is Sa‘id. He wrote Qur’ans, poetry, and 

episodes for al-Walld b. ‘Abd <*■> -Malik, and it was he who incised the 

inscription in gold on the Qlbla wall of the mosque of the Pronh^t at 

Madina. It is said that ‘Umar b. ‘Abd al‘Aziz asked him to write a 

Qur’an in the same style that he had used in the mural inscription, and 

he did so; but though ‘Umar found it verv beautiful, the price seemed 

to him too high, so he did not acquire it.

By some it is stated that the term kufic is considered to be the 

first Arabic script from which all the o t h e r  scripts developed in the

1Kuhnel, pp. 10 - 13.

‘Survey of Persian Art, p. 1711 gives the text of the Qur’an fro™ the 

ninety-first Sura to the end.
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first half of the second century after the Hijra. Qalqashandi

brands ag a mistake the idea that the then current pens originated with

Ibn Kuqla, since Hnon-kufic manuscripts are found that are earlier than 
2the year 200TI. We can no longer draw a chronological demarcation lire 

between wha+ are commonly termed the loific and the naskhl scripts, nor 

can we consider the latter as a development of the former. This fact 

has so far been suspected by only a few, but it demands more general 

recognition. MThere we^e two tendencies at work simultaneously, both 

of them natural ones. The appearance of the cursive scriot certainly 

does not represent a stage in a transformation of kufic script, into 

cursive script. It is by now a well established fact that no such trans

formation ever took place. Qursive Arabic writing is at least as old

as lapidary kufic style. Both styles followed parallel development,
3mutually influencing one another.” Yet the first was to give us a 

monumental, the other a mantiscript, style of writing. The monumental 

was modelled after the more or less Nabataear characters, because it 

was executed as we mentioned above on metal and stone, ^ecause of these 

factors it acquired an angular, severe and stately char^ctor which, in 

well executed groups, is not void of thet beauty which frequently goes

1 ' ~
Qalqashandi, o. 15•

?3ee Ibjd. p. 15? cf. N. Abbot, p. 16, note 92; D. S. Rice, The Unique 

Ibn a'-3awwab Manuscript, p. 3•

3cf. Ibid.
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with simplicity.

The manuscript style was, on the contrary, used on softer and 

more yielding materials. Like all handwriting it showed a tendency to 

round out and finally developed into a rounded cursive script most suit

able for general use. Yet features of both styles in the Namara, 328 A.D., 

inscription can be seen; though some of its letters are separate and 

angular, others are joined into syllables and even words, while curvi

linear strokes are not wanting. This is not surprising since all three 

features are to be readily found in Nabataean inscriptions.

The inscription and the Qur'anic manuscripts of early Islamic

times show the monumental style while the contemporary state documents
1present the more cursive script.

Each of these scripts has its own features which distinguish it 

from the other but this cannot prevent similarity between the two because 

of their original source.

We mentioned that the term kufic was called after the city of 

Kufa. One adds that Kufa and Ba?ra did not start their careers as Mus

lim cities until the second decade of Islam. Yet these two cities wê x? 

located close to Anba^ and Hira in 1 Iran and we stated above the im-

1 rjr. N. Abbot, p. 17; Kuhnel, p. 11.

2Cf. Baladhur l, pp. 275-77; E.I.. arts. or. Kufa and Bagra; YaqTit, I.,

636 and £61 f; II, p. 375, w.p. 327 f; Qalqashandi. IV, pp. 333-335.



portar.t role the two places played in the evolution of the Arabic 

wr i ting.

The earliest Arabic authors pointed to the similarity one can

find between the early Arabic script and the Syriac, namely the estran- '
2galo. and they were unaware, for the roost part, of the Nrbatsear ori

gins. Such similarity could not be applied, with few exceptions, to 

the individual letter forms but is limited largely to the general appear

ance of the scripts. It is a similarity of stiffness, angularity, and 

comparatively short vertical strokes that tend to give a certain saure- 

ness to the scripts.

These features of the estrangalo Syria script are to be found in 

the early Arabic inscriptions of Zabad, Harran and Umm al-Jimal, all of 

which are more or less square and angular and have short vertical strokes.^ 

The conclusion is that the Syriac estrangalo was undeniably influenced 

not only by the kufic but also by the adoption of the diacritical points 

and orthographic signs. One adds that a study of a Christian Arabic 

manuscript shows the interesting fact that some of the earliest of these 

come the nearest to showing an estrangalo Influence, though indi-^ctly

■̂ See above, p .

^lalqaffhandi. Vol. 3* p* 12; Hajji Khalifa. Vol. 2, p. 355; Baladhuri, 

p. £71; N. Abbot, p. 17; Van Bercham, M.C.I.A.. p. 15.

3cf. Arabic inscriptions of Ijarran 563 A.D. after Schroeder in ZEMG 

XXXVIII (188£), PI. facing p. 530, Ref. No. 3; N. Abbot, PI. I after 

Edward Sachau in 1831, PI. facing p. 190, Ref. No. 2.
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through the Nestorian, in the general appearance of the script which 

is firm and inclined to squareness.^ From the tenth century on, the 

Christian Arabic script begins gradually to lose its similarity to the 

Syriac on the one hand and to become more and more like the current Mus

lim Arabic scripts on the other hand, until eventually it becomes very 

difficult to distinguish the one type from the other."*

An interesting cycle of events shows the Arabs at the beginning 

were the borrowers, but at the end the Suryan were borrowing their writing 

from the ruling Arabs.

Ibn al-Nadlm listed the Arabic script as follows: Makki, Madani, 

Bafri and Kufi. And the question now rises: Is there any resemblance be

tween these four scripts? The characteristics of the Makki are: the

alifs bend to the right at the lower end, the extended vertical strokes 

al-agabi* - alif. lam, lamalif. the stroke of the taj_, and kaf are high 

and the script has a moderate slant to the right.^

In addition to that there were three varieties of the Madani; the round 

mudavwar-loops of waw, fa*, qaf, mim, final ha* and ghayn; the 

triangle when the approach the form of a triangle. The kufic inscription

1-Cf. eg. "Stud, sin.” XTI xviii and PI. II, the earliest dated Christian 

Arabic ms. (876 A.H. = U71 A.D.), Wright, Facs. PI. XCV, a ms. of the 

9th centurv: Fleischer, Kleino^e Schriten III, PI. I and PI. TI, with

estrangalo and ^estorian mss. as are reproduced in Wright, Fees. Pis.

LXVT and XCIX and in'Wright, Svr. Cat. Ill, PI. X-XII.

?Gf. N. Abbot, o. 21.

-Cf. o. 3$ N. Abbot, o. 13.
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may possibly laok one or more of the above mentioned features hut the 

earliest Muslim ins err inti on, the tombstone of ‘Abd al-Rahman ibn Kh-yr 

al-Hijrl, dated 31 A.H. = 652 A.D. lacks the bend of the alif to the 

right at the lower ends of the shafts, has but a few slanting strokes 

and, though it starts with long vertical strokes, ends uo with decidedly 

shor+er ones, yet it is angular and square. These few slanting strokes 

were there possibly because of the cunei which the mason used to incise 

his kufic.^

Thus one is led to believe that the heavy, thick, frequently 

short, comparatively angular, and more or less square script represents 

the earliest monumental ylra-kufic type; that the alif with the bend to 

the right, though not consistently used in the early kufic, was a feature 

common to it and the early Makki; that the regular long slanting stroke 

of the afabi* in the Makki contrasted with the frequently short vertical 

one in the early kufic; and finally that gradually the length of the 

vertical stroke became immaterial in both, so that th<° moderately slant

ing stroke of the Makki and the vertical stroke of the kufic remained
2as their most distinctive feature.

Qaloaehandi stated that the variety of kufic scripts derive from 

two main types: one is equated with the tumar which is described as:

mabsut with nothing mustadir in it; the oth^r with the ghubar al-Hilya
i i — ■ i

•̂Ct*. Cairo Steles Vol. I; see above, p,

2Cf. N, Abbot, p. 21.



(sometimes mentioned as al-fralaba^), wh;ch is described as mustadir 

with nothing mustaqTm. The muhaqqaq is given as a sample of the mabsut
2and the thulth and rio‘a as varieties of the latter. ' Mentioning the

rauhaqqaa it is worthy to give some details concerning this script. We

find the term muhaqqaq used in a general way to indicate a standard of

excellence resulting from giving to each individual letter, in any parti-

cular script, its full due both in the form o^ the letter itself and the

relationship of the letter to letter, thus avoir;ing undue crowding and

the misuse of ligature. Itn al-Nadim tells that in the early days of

‘Abbasids flthe~e developed a new script called the ‘Iraqi which is the
—  —  1 —muhaqqaq called the warrant.w A warrso was either a copyist or a sta

tioner, or both. Itn al-Nadim himself was a warren, bibliohile s^d book

selling books. It was the business of the warraq to select the papers 

for the wlraoa to copy the book or to have it copied under his supervision. 

This p^oression flourished during Ibn al-Nadim*s life-time.

^Cf. Fihrist, p. llm. N. Abbot, p. 29.

4-Cf. D. S. Rice.The Unique ibn al-Bawwab manuscript, p. 2, Dublin, 1955.

seller

By wiraqa was meant the copying of books, correcting binding and

Let us now look for the muhaqqaq. Al-hagq is the opposite of 

batil - vanity. Haoq al—oavl — became fixed = - put t
* -  -  4 l ^ n .

r i g h t . ^ j ^ C - thawbun mru^aqqaqun x= very well woven or embroidered the 

shape of huqaq (circles). Kalamun mufraqqaqun eloquent,*^

Ibn al-Nadim, p. 7

Cf. oalqashandT, p. 15
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Whatever is true of the word speech is true of the script. To

clarify this Qalqashandi draws a comparison between writing and speech.

Thus, according to him, the speech and the script share the virtue of 

eloquence for the script leads to the understanding of the speech and 

the speech conveys or includes the imagination. And because both the 

script and the speech shared this characteristic, much similarity is 

shared in common. But the speech is mobile while the script is stationary.

But in spite of being stationary the latter has the same effect as the

first in conveying the ideas. Another clear print of similarity between 

the two is the elegance both have; for while the speech has some serenity 

and incantation, the inscription sometimes reflects tidy and most plea

sant pictures. The speech also can reach a big degree of eloquence when 

used by great orators and poets and sometimes it becomes degraded when
I

used by ordinary people; in the same manner the script can be tidy and 

beautifully drawn such as that used in the divani letters and important 

manuscripts. It can be o1' an ordinary form when used by ordinary people 

in their daily correspondence.

Another feature common to both is the deformation of the first by 

grammatical mistakes and the latter in dictation. In the same manner, if 

the speech is sweet It can make even a low standard meaning look higher 

than it is and if it. is on the contrary abominable and weak, it can de

grade good, meaning and ol ̂ ce it far away from appreciation. The ^ame is 

applicable to the script, for if it is nice and neat it encourages peonle 

to read it although it may not be of a great us**. And if it is clumsy it 

will not in any way encourage anybody to r^ad it, in spite of the fact that
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it may be of a creat use to « reader.

These similarities between the speech and the script can be 

noticed also through the similarity which is apparent in two instru

ments used in expressing both of them. Ahe instrument of speech is 

the tongue, while the instrument of the script is the qalaro

—• and both of them work for one end, 

which is the clarification of meaning behind them. And because speech 

is something that nature developed, its instrument was made by nature 

again, but the script, because it is of an artificial indication, its 

instrument was made by art too. And because both of the two instruments 

share in the question of identification, each of them came to be used as

an identification for the other and thus it was said: al-aqalam are the
* > •tongues of the brains rC—  > anc* share the

same name and thus it is said: al-qalam is one of the two tongues

Beside this we find that the word mufraqqaq also occurs in Qal- 

aashandT as the kufic scrint was written by several aglams which origin

ally started from themain qalams:

1. the muoawwar = rounded with its *arraqat = bendings down 

the base line as al-thuluth and al-riq*a.

?. The so-called mabgut lacking the bends cf the former 

which is a1-muhaqqaq.

In addition to that the scribes divided the Arabic script into al-muhaqoaq 

and ai-mu$lao. By the muhaqqaq is meant the scriot in which the letters of 

all the words are upright because they are treated as if they ar^ written 

separately. The script which is used for suoerior affairs. The mutlag
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on the other liand is said to hove derived from al-muhaqqaq• "he special

characteristics of alHmihaggaq are: its letters are interwoven with

each other* It is advisable to use each script separately without mixing

both the letters of both scripts. Qalqashandi describes the letter Jin*'1"

as murakkaba mubtada,a mufraqqag nuhaqnaqa

mu$hara and the mira3 as raubtada’a muljaqaaqa.

Thus the terrr muhaqqaq is applied to any script that is written

after deliberate olanning which thus limits the usage of al-mufraqqaq to

certain inroô tant occasions.^’

In the same meaning §ull (d. 325 A.H.) adds: "It is much to the

credit of a beautiful handwriting that it summons the observer to read

it, though the words may be base and the meaning obscure. And sometimes

an ugly script may contain eloquence and much of beauty and interest,

but the observer disregards these benefits, though he may have need of
£

them, because of the re^ulsiveness and ugliness of the writing.”

It must not be suooosed th??t the early kufic became **ixed end un

changeable. We find short and long vertical stakes indiscriminately and 

in later monumental kufic the alif became exceedingly high.^

^p. 69.

?t>. 75.

3p. <37. .

^0r. QolqnjbandT, nr. 9, 10, 26, 52, 5 A.

<:Cf. §ulT, p. 41; A survey of Persian Art. p. 171?.

6Cf. Flury in Syria II (1921) d p. 230-3/,.
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Let us now turn to our main subject, the monumental kufic

after showing the origin and main characteristics of the kufic script.

The problem %Thich faced the origin end development of Arabic

writing and which has received from time to time considerable attention

at the hand? of German and French workers is the same problem, given the

same attention, which faced the monumental kufio.

Few are those who deal with the monumental kufic, but a greater

number has treated the kufic on paoir-û . However, it is clear that all

those who studied the kufic script, whether monumental or not, agree with

the fact that there is a sharp distinction between the former and the

atter. As we mentioned above the oldest characters on papyrus have a

round shape while the documents and inscrirtions incised on metal or

stone seem more angular, tiny and squarer. Grohmann, in his book From
1the World of Arabic.Papyri, stated that the ch,aracteri stic forms of the 

letters which are found in the mo^t ancient Arabic papyri are very close

ly connected with those in the epitaph of al-Hi -jri dated 3"1 =

652 A.D.; or those of the building inscriotion from the dam near al- 

Ta‘if dated 58 A.H. = 678 A.D. In addition to that, he mentioned in A.Q.. 

p. 135, that in the investigation made about the f lor i- ted kufic e^terd- 

ing to the decorated an^es and the develonment of the foliated k̂ ific, the 

influence of the manuscript, ^tvle on. the lapidary script has been com

pletely neglected, although J. von Karabacek pointed out thi« important

p̂. 82.
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phenomenon as early as 1874,^ saying that a clear division into book

script and documentary writing on the one hand, and a lapidary style

used only or preferably in inscriptions on the other, as can be traced

in the history of Greek and Latin scripts, has no exact pa 'allel in

Arabic writing. This is due to the fact that the main characters of

Arabic writing developed rather independently from the actual writing
2material. N. Abbot, stated that the Makki can be considered as kufic 

of the earliest centuries; yet when compering the Makki script with 

the inscription of al-HiirT she stated that the latter can be considered 

as poor kufic.

I may add that in almost all the stelae I have already studied,

i-hen studying the majority of the letters, creat resemblance can be traced

between this lapidary style and the descriptions of the various anlam
-  3given by both Ibn Durustuwayh and Qalqashandi. Almost no examples of 

these multiple scripts have survived from the early Islamic centuries, 

either in manuscripts or in monumental epigraphy in any of the Islamic 

countries. One cursive monumental inscription is known, in graffito on 

the window frame of one of the P^seoolis buildincs, with the name of 

‘Abdud al-Dawla, presumably the Buwayhid (324.-27 A.H. = 936-39 A.D.).

Beitrar^yur Geschichte der Maziaditer. Leipzig 1877, p p . 16, 51-53, 56,

6/ ■■A5 •
?p. 18.

-̂ See above commentaries on Stelae.

^Cf. E. Combe, J. Sauvaiet, G. Wiet.Rep. chronologioue d*epiymaphie Arabe.

VI, Cairo, 1935, np. /»?-3 where the script is described as 'simple kufic* 

A Survey of Persian Art, p. 1717.
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In the early numismatic inscriptions, cursive and kufic elements are 

combined, showing the development, of the more stylized epigraphic script 

fr^m the ordinary current writing. Thus, on the dirham of Kaijai ibn 

Yusuf ibn and Yusuf are cursive, whereas al-Haj.ia,i reveals a movement 

towards kufic forms,

Thp inscriptions on coins and monuments made their first a-̂ peaT̂ - 

ance on the monuments and coins of the Umayyids, namely during the rule 

of the Ummayad Calioh ‘A M  al-Malik (65/3A A.H. = 684/705 A.D.). But 

no one is yet sure of the place where this script originated. Late 

theories that were formed about its origin go back to the beginning of 

the twentieth century. Even the^e theorists differ .greatly when treat

ing the origin and development of the kufic script, especially the flor

iated. However, Qalqashandi,^ who dealt with the Arabic ar.d kufic, has 

not touched the problem of the origin and development of the monumental 

kufic. However, we have plenty of reliable documents upon which we may 

trace the line of its evolution. First of all the always dated silver 

and gold are very 'important, which from the end of the 7th century we~e 

minted in various places of the Arab empire. They are fairly helpful 

in dating the early Qur’anic fragments. The incitement for novelty 

came from those masters who opened Qur’anic copies schools, and it is 

a pity that from these beautiful pages we do not. know anything about the

1P1. M80 B.

15*
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writer's* personalities who had an important profession at that time.

Some of these writings were made by the famous Qutba, or by * tistadh

Ahwal, who, at the beginning of the 9th century, wrote a long thesis

about the rules and prescriptions of calligraphy.L

The monumental kufic script has been used on a large scale by

the Muslim artist to avoid the horror vacui. The use of monumental

scripts gave them a means of expression limited in the figural field by

the strictures of the theologians. The Muslim artist therefore found

innumerable variations of the kufic script until it reached its full
2maturity by the eleventh and twelfth centuries. One can add that the 

unity of Islamic art in all the whole area conquered by the Muslims, 

manifests itself not only in the decoration tut also in epigraphy.

In other words, the kufic script became one of the great unifying fac

tors of Islamic art.

Professor Grohmann in his article on the orimin and development 

of the floriated kufic divided it into the following:

1. plain or primitive kufic;

2. kufic with elaborated apices;

*̂ Cf. KUhnel, pp. 10-11.

^Cf. Georges Marcais, M. d*art Musul. p. 71.

-Cf. Flury, Une fonnule epigraphique de la ceramique archaique de 1*Islam. 

P. 53.
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3. foliated kufic;

4. floriated kufic;

5. plaited or interlaced kufic;

6. bordered kufic;

7. architectural kufic;

8. rectangular kufic. ̂

He believed that the floriated kufic is the most attractive and showed 

how that kind of kufic came to be known to Western scholars only through 

Chardin at the first quarter of the eighteenth century when two kufic 

inscriptions dated 343 A.H. = 959 A.D. and 392 = 1001 A.D. found in 

Persia were taken to the west.^ ^et these two inscriptions did not 

attract env special attention at that time. Professor Grohmann touched 

on a delicate matter when he tried to distinguish between the foliated and 

floriated kufic. Thus to him the foliated kufic was characterized by the 

decoration of the apices of the letters consisting of half-palmettes and 

two or three lobed leaves and the bifurcation of the ending of letters 

which might extend even to initial and final letters. Floriated kufic 

shows the 9ame decoration but in addition has floral motifs, tendrils 

and scrolls growing from the terminations, or even from the medial forra of

^Cf. Grohmann, A.Q. Vol. 2, p. 183. It is worthy to add that Flury men

tioned that one may distinguish at least six different varieties of kufic 

scripts existing in various orovinces of medieval Persia (Cf. Flury in 

Survey of Persian art. p. 1743).

Cf. Voyage en Perse. Amsterdam 1711, Vol. 3, PI. beride p. 118.
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the letter?. These tendrils are of course to be distinguished rrora 

those growing from the upper edge of the band of writing, or forming 

the floral background of the inscription, for the essential character

istics of tfcoufioue fleuri" is that the tendrils and perfect arabesques 

form an organic unit with the letters from which the’/ grow.''' Though 

it is not eas'-r to define the kufic script one 3hould notice certain 

types of it. Provencal, W. and G. Marcels, AVrcel, J. G. Adler called

the floriated kufic carmatiar (oaramatione, carmatiqne) an indication
2of its Fâ iroid origin.

One question to consider is in which Diace did this floriated kufic 

originate, and how can one distinguish between the floriated and foliated 

kufic? The^e is no distinction between the two styles for the term "kufic 

fleuri" is employed for both of them. For example, M. van Bercham called 

the inscription of Jami* al-‘Attarin in Alexandria "coufique fleuri” 

though it is foliated,^ the same is the ca^e with another inscription,^

"''Cf. Flurv Ornamental Kufic Inscriptions on Pottery: E. Herzfeld,

Review of Max var Berchem and Strzvgovski, Amida, Heidelberg, 1910 in 

OLZ, Vol. 14 (1911); Flury, Die Ornamente der '̂akim und £zhar Hoschnc, 

Heidelberg, 1Q12, n. 10 f; A. Grohmann A.Q. . p. 13?.

Cf. F. Levi Provencal, Inscriptions Arabes d^spagre. p. XXXIII; V. and 

G. Marcais, Les monuments Arabes de Tlemcen. p. 87; J. J. Marcel, 

P»leogpaphie Arabe. P*ris 1828, p. 10: M. van Berchem, L fepigraphie

Musulmane on Algerie. Revue Africaine, No. 257 (1905), P. 185; N. de 

Khanikoff, Memoire sur l1inscriptions Musulmane du Caucase. Journal 

Asiatique, Ser. 5, Vol. 20 (1862), pp. 129-30 ("coufique enchevetre,

(cort.)
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of Badr al-Jamali of 4-80 A.H. (Bab al-Futuh) shoving a tendril with „ 1three lobed leaf in ra and designated as "coufique fleuri a. rinceaux". 

Wiet, in his descrintion of the script on one of the tombstones in the 

museum of Islamic Art in Cairo, No. 4288 dated 243 A.H. = 827 A.D. men-
«fl%V

tions that it is simple kufic in spite of its foliated style.

The problem of the origin of the floriated kufic was first dis

cussed, as we mentioned above, by W. and G. ^rcais. Both of them stated 

that the angular floriated character known as Carmatian appeared for the 

first time in Tunisia in 341 A.H. and then made its wav to Egvnt, perhaps 

with the Fatimids. Marcais added that the Tunisian inscriDtions usually 

show types which are very fine and on the whole the floriated kufic is 

more delicate than any other. At first van Berchem shared the same view

(cont.) improprement nomme karmatique”) • Cf. C.I. A. l/4 Egypt,

M.M.A.F. Vol. 19, 1903, p. 701.

^Ibid. No. 48, p. 79, PI. 13, No. 3 and No. 45, p. 74.

1C.I.A.I.. No. 36, PI. 18; Grohmann A.O.. p. 184.

'°The epitaph from the Qubbah of Sidl Ribah in Qaiyrawan, 0. Hondas and 

R. Basset, Enlgraphie T»xnlsienne. No. 16, Bulletin do Correspondence 

Africaine, Vol. / (Algier, 1882), p. 126, PI. 3; A. Grohmann A.0.. PI.I, 

fig. 2.

^Cf. G. Marcais, Manuel dfArt Musnlman. Parisf 1^03.
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in 1905 but after the discovery of the famous Stele of Tashkend 

dated 230 A.H. = 844 A.D., changed his opinion.^" though he expressed 

serious doubts about the correctness of the date and said the Tashkend 

Stele undoubtedly was engraved later. Martin Hartmann, who discovered 

t'l3 Stele on the occasion of his journey to Kurkestan in the museum 
of Tashkend declared that it represented the pre-eminent example of 

the new style of writing which manifests its existence in the Fa^imid

inscriptions of 470 A.H. in Cairo and concluded his theory that the
_ 2

floriated kufic ("Blumenstil’1) has come from the east to Egypt. J.

Strzygowski followed the same theory of Hartmann and even suggested that 

the kufic palmette and the ornamentation of the Arabic tombstones in 

Cairo came elso from the east to Egypt and were related to the patterns 

of Persian textiles.

Various objections soon came from J. von Karabacheck and Hei*zfeld, 

and both agreed that the fajghkencl Stele is only a copy of a stone ori- 

pinally dated 230 A#H. and is contemporaneous with a second tombstone
*2

published by Hartnvinn from the same museum and dated 541 A.H. = 114.6 A.D.'

"̂Cf. nL fepigraohie Mnsulmane en Algerie”, Revne Africaine. No. 257 (lQ05), 

o. 185; Amida, p. 24.

?Cf. Archaologisches aus Russische-Turkestan, I I I  OLZ, Vol. 9 (1906),

Cols. 71-73; A, Grohmann A.O.. Pi. I, fip. 1*

-Cf. Zur orientalische Altertumskimde problem oder phantom, S itzungsber- 

ichte Akad^ml D. Vissen schaften. Vi^n, Vol. 17B/5 (1906), p. 45; Review 

of Max van Berchem, J. Strzygowski, Amida, OLZ. Vol. 14 (lQll) Col. 43?; 

A. Grohmann, A.O.. p. 185.



Flury stated that both Amida and Egypt give little information about 

the sudden appearance of the kufic decorative writing, though he mentioned 

that the successful contents of the vigorous letters and the ornamentation, 

more refined and leafy (bushy), leaves no vacuum in the ground work in pre

paration for the particular charm in the last product of the Fatimid era.'*' 

In fact, when comoaring the tombstone of Tashkend dated 230 A.H. = 

844 A.D. and the tombstone of ^ayrawan dated 341 A.H. = 952 A.D. with the 

tombstone kept in the Museum of Islamic A^t, Cairo No. 4288 and which is 

dated 243 A.H. = 858 A.D. it is clearlv seen that there is a frequent use 

of lobed terminations to the letters, whether initial, medial or final.

It sh'-'ws full decoration of the apices with three-^our lobed leaves and 

full palmettes, as well as tendrils growing up from the letters and filling 

in the blank soaces with motifs which correspond to the o«lme+ter of the 

marginal frame. ' In addition to that, on an epitaph dated ?65 A.w. =

878 A.D* the text includes floriated kufic bit less elegant than that of 

2A3 A.H.3

Both Karabacek and Herzfeld were right because on th*» Stele of 

Tashkend th<* inscriptions look more cursive than kufic and there are less 

characteristic features of the floriated kufic, iust split palmettes ter

minating the heads of the shafts and the tails of the final letters. I

f. Flury, Hne formula epigrsnhie de la ceramique archaique de 111 slam, 

p. 65.

^Cf. A. Grohmann, A.O.. PI. I, figs. 1, 2, 3.

^Cf. J. Sauvaget in R*E«I,. No. 3, Pi* I*
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also offer this suggestion that the Arabs conquered Mesopotamia, Persia, 

Syria, Egypt and North Africa, simultaneously. We can assume that the 

kufic script developed in all these countries more or less at the same 

time, following the pattern of the Sasanian, Byzantine, Hellenistic and 

Cootie arts which could be found in all these countries and in the kufic 

script as well* Yet in every country above mentioned the script continued 

to develop almost in isolation, being little influenced bv developments 

in any neighbour state. In addition to that, it must not be supnosed 

that the development of these general principles was the work of one man 

or one generation, or even one century nor even that, when once formulated, 

these rules became rigid and their adoption constant and universal. A"d 

as writing is considered an art, then like all arts it is always fluid.

Prof. Grohmann is inclined to believe that it was in Egypt that 

the first steps to the highest perfection of this style wê -e made as it 

already existed in the mosque of al-ljakim, 393 A.H. = 1003 A.D. and al- 

Azbar 361 A.H. = 972 A.D. Yet for the next period this initial nhase 

of floriated kufic is not able to imoose itself fully, not even in Egypt. 

But further steps in this evolution certainly took place in the neigh

bouring countries which thus have the major role in decisively forwarding 

the evolution of the forioted kufic. For cxamole, in Palestine an in

scription of the time of al-Muotadir Billah dating between 301-304 A.H. = 

913-917 A.D. shows a rather more developed decorated kufic. In Hijaz a 

tombstone dated 256 A.H. = 864 A.D. incised by Mubarak al-Makki shows 

floral motives scattered in the spaces betvreen the letters and genuine 

tendrils growing up from the terminations of the letters (ta*. mir, nun.
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kaf, waw).1 In North Africa is its most beautiful evolution in the

—  —  —  2inscriptions of Bab Tunis in Qayrawan, dated 437 A.H. = 1045 A.D.'

Here as w e ll as in  the in s c r ip t io n s  of the sanctuary o f th e  mosque of 

S id i ‘ Uqba’ dated 406-453 A.H. = 1015-1116 A.D. the te n d r i ls  are ao - 

o a re n tly  connected w ith  the shafts  and te rm in a tio n s  of the l e t t e r s . '

As for Mesopotamia^' the kufic developed as in North Africa as well. In 

addition to what Grohmann mentioned -that it was in Egypt that the first 

steps of the floriated kufic style started, Kuhnel stated that the^e was 

another interesting method which was used first in Egypt at the end of 

the 10th century and it was the so-called 11 flowering11 kufic whe'-'e they 

filled the empty places with flowers and these came out with the same 

strength as the letters and added a richly ornamented frame which was 

harmoniously connected with the text.^ More than that, Flury said that 

Egypt during the centuries became one of the very important centres of

^Gf. A. Grohmann, A.O.. No. 3904 PI. 8, fig. 21, p. 208 text fig. 27.

2Cf. Houdas-Basset, Epigraphique Tunisienne. PI. 9; A. Grohmann, A.O.« 

p. 209, PI. 10, fig. 23.

^Cf. Saladin, Les monuments historiques de la Tunlsie. Vol. 2, Paris 1899, 

Pis. 23 - 25j E. Hsrzfeld, Eine Bauinschri^t von Nizam al-Mulk.Islam.

Vol. 12 (1922), p. 99; A. Grohmann, A.O.. p. 209.

l'Flury, Islaroische Schriftblinder Amida-Diarbekr. p. 10, fig. I, PI. 2...Seq.

-Cf. Kuhnel, Islamische Schrift. p. 14, figs. 13, 14, 19.
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arts in the Muslim world.^

On the other hand, Flury mentioned that the stele of Mecouois 

(the reading is al-‘Abbas b. al-Harth al-Qushayri. The nisbah a]-Qush- 

ayri comes from — 'nushayr, diminutive of * 1, uqashiru or

qishr = to reel, al-pishr is also ihe dress one outs on.^) dated 2^3 A.H. 

represents decorated elements which are obviously olainer than those he 

is studying: the crochets of the ha? terminated with half foliage and

the letters adorned with palmettes, the nun and the ya> expanding with 

arabesque and with polylobed roses whicn sometimes decorate the epigraphic 

space. It is true that the terminations of the letters ra* and waw do not 

ascend above the base lines of the script and it is reoorted that the 

floriated kufic of Fig. 3, P* 5$ is more developed than that of Mecquois.

It is the same with the inscriptions of the mosque of Ihn Julun dated the 

second half of the 9th century which represent very simple floriated kufic. 

He added that he dare not say that the floriated kufic existed at the end 

of the 7th century and he is not more certain that the basin of the fountain

~*Cf. Une formule eoigranhique. o. 61.

^Ibn Durayd, op. 299 and Qushayr is a chief of a tribe and banu

Qushayr from Qavs; Lisan al-*Arab. Vol. 5, po. 92-9A; it may also be 

al-Qusbari = strong, cf. ibid, p. 92; A.O. PI. I, fig. 3*
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of Rei constitutes one of the most ancient documents of this style 

of writing. And it seems to him more and more certain that the de

parture of this writing came from the Oriental boundary of the Islamic 

area. It was spread from Afghanistan one judges from the first eoi- 

graphic document which M. Godard had very recently sent from Ghaznah.x 

Yet one may say that the fragment of ceramic, fig. 3, is undated while 

the stele of Qusheyri has the date 243 A.H.

Judging by the above standard of comparison between the plain, 

foliated and floriated styles, the former of the first centuries of the 

Hijra was considered by some the most beautiful of kufic. uome of the 

inscriptions I am studying are plain, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 10, 

12, 35, while Nos. 13, 4, 7, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31 are 

foliated and the rest, Nos. 8, 15, 28, 32, 34, 36, are floriated.

Numeration of the letters

1 = 1; 2 = . 3

/> = j J 5 =  > 6 = 0 " dr

7 = 0 , c *  8 = J  J>' 9 = £_

10 = cJ L> 11 = _iJ 12 = J

13 = S  U  = O  15 =

16 = 17 = 18 = <S

19 = 2

^C f. F lu r y ,  Ume forraule ep igrao h inu e. pp. 5 8 -9 . 

?Provencal, p. XXVII, Q alqashandi, p. 23.
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It is worth while adding an extra division of the Arabic al

phabet as suggested by Qalnashandl. In o-rder to diminish the nineteen 

groups to five it takes the following numeration:

1 = alif: 2 = jim; 3 = ra*: 3 - nun: 5 = mim.

The group alif (l) includes eleven shapes of vertical alif. This means
*one alif and seven dilation alifs — which are the ba , ta ,

—  —  —  —  —  11 tha9 . kaf. lam. va*. fa*. In addition to that two prostrated alifs
- _ - . \ - 

which are the e L  ; one bent alif which is the lamalif.

In group ,ilm (2) one finds seven sweening .iliL.s < *  and they are

£ sl, ha; , : two deducted .iims which are dal, dhal; and

two rising up .iims ^  the 4ayn and ghag^* Group ra* (3)

includes three forms, ra* , zayn and waw. In the group nun (4) there

are six shapes, the nun, sin, shin, gad, <jad, oaf. The last group,

namely the mim (5) - this ought to be before group (A.) - there are the

mim and final ha*

We find on the shahids Nos. 5, 7 that the tops of the shafts of

the letter alifare given a fork shape. This form represents a strong

impulse for the decoration of the apex of the alif. Such fork shaped

top appeared already in 191 A.H. = 807 A.D. and 196/812 on the tombstones

Nog. 1193 and 2721/128 in  the  Museum o f Is la m ic  A rt in  C a iro ,where alm ost
p

a l l  the le t t e r s  show forked ap ices . Two fu r th e r  exam oles are  furn ished

^C f. Q aloashandl. pp. 23 -  24.

^Cf. Steles. Cairo, Vol. I, pi. 6, p. 16, pi. 8, p. 21 f.

#
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by two tombstones dated 256 A.H. = 870 A.D. and 272 A.H. = 886 A.D., 

published by Salmon.^- This forked epex is to be found as far as the 

Fatimid period. Namely, in the A^ab Museum on a textile that goes back

to al-Haki, where all the alifs. the vertical strokes of the lam, the
—  —  2tails of the mim. ra*. all have fork shapes, and on a textile in Victoria

and Albert Museum^ from the time of al-Mustansirbillah (4.27-4.87 A.H. )•/" 

and on a rock crystal seal in the Museum of Islamic Art in Cairo.-" In 

the following centuries this simple ornament was transformed into an 

artistic half-palraette in two epitaphs published by E. Combe dated 217 A.H.

= 832 A.D. and 246 A.H. = 860 A.D.^ It further occurs in the inscription 

on the marble panelling of the mihrab of the great mosque in Qayrawan 

dated 218 A.H. = 862 A.D."7

While on the ^aihids Kos. 10, 12, 18, 19, 22, 28 , 30 , 31,
\

32, the shafts of the all fs represent thorn like growths on the right 3ide 

of the tops of the letter. Such form can be traced in the lapida~y style 

on the epitaoh Inv. No. 801 in the Kunsthistorische Museum in Wien and on

"'"See Notes d'Erdgraphie Arabe, Bull, de lfInstitut Francais d1 Archaeologie 

Orientale du Caire. Vol. 2 (1902), No. 6, 13 (pp. 8, 13).

2cf. Kuhnel, p. 15, PI. 10.

3Inv. No. 1381 - 1883.

^Guest, J.R.A.S. (1906).

5Inv. No. H555.

'"Cf. Inscrintions Arabes du Musee d1Alexandrie, Bull, de la Societe 

d^rcheologie dfAlexandria. No. 30/1936, Nos. A, 7 - 8.

7Cf. K.A.C.Cresvell, E-irlv Muslim Architecture. Vol. 2, Oxford, 1940, PI. 88.
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the stucco cover of the wall of Masar shah Fa<Jl at 5®fid Buland 

(middle of 12th century A.D.) near Qazan in the northern part of 

Farghana Turkestan.I

On the shahid 26 dated 438 A.H. the alifs at the top of their 

shafts are given split arrow heads. Much more variety is shown in the 

decoration of the ali£. It, begins with a barb or hook, obviously taken 

from the Nabataean form of the aJJL£ in Sinai inscriptions, but appears 

as a thorn or split arrow head only as early as the second half of the 

second century of the IJijra in the lapidary style. It also occurs in 

Qur’anic kufic manuscript from Iran in the 2nd century in Staatliche 

Museum, Berlin.^ The last dated exnmnles of this form of the alif can 

be seen on a tombstone from Tashkend dated 541 A.H. = 1146 A.D. and in 

the inscription on the mihrab of the mosque of al-Qa^aba in Marrakesh.

591 A.H. = 1195 A.D. indicating the very wide area over which this decor

ation was used. Yet, it existed as late as the eighth century A.H. in 

Qur’anic manuscript of the Mamluk period in Egyrt.^1

On the ^hahids Nos. 3, 17, 27 the heads of the alif include triang

ular rorms. ^ch a form represents the transition of the hook into a

^See Hartmann, Archaologisches aus Hussische-Turkistan, OLZ. Vol. 9 (1906), 

col. 235.

^Cf. Eutinr, Sinaitishche Inschriften, No. 329, PI*, 18, 33.

3cr. Kuhnel, p. 16, PI. 12.

4The Qur’an dated 776 A.H. = 1374-75 in the Egyptian National Library.
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triangle. This triangle shape can be traced in lanidary style as well as 

on textiles, e.g. in $iraz inscriptions of the textile vroven in Yaman 

dated 311 A.H. = 923 A.D. and on an epitaph from Abyssinia.1' It also 

occurs on ceramics found in Samarra and North Africa.2

On the undated shahids Nos. 6, 8, 9, the tops of the alifs repre

sent wedge shapes. Such wedge shaped tops show another decoruti'-'" of the 

alif which is to be traced back to cursive or manuscript writing. In 

using a qalam with a nib cut slightly from upper right to lower left the 

top of the alif is naturally formed sloping in the same direction, ihis 

wedge 3hape can be found on papyrus and also on stone. It is found on 

papyrus discovered at Khirbat Mird (No. 4, 1st century A.H.) while on 

stone 3t appears on inscriptions on the epitaph No. 9291 in the Museum

of Islamic Art in Cairo dated 71 A.H. = 690 A.D. It is perhaps already

indicated in the stone of *Abd al-Malik (65-86 A.w#) in Ch. Clermont Ganneau, 

Reeueil d*archeologie orientale, Vol. I, Paris 1888, p. 214, PI. 11 snd in 

the inscription of Antinoe (117 A.H.) in B. Mortiz, Arabic paleography,

Cairo, 19"5, pis. 110 - 113. It occurs further in inscriptions on cera

mics of the Umavyad and 'Abbasid periods on a bowl probably made in Syria
3 ^

yet discovered in Susa (8th century A.D.)," in the inscription of al-Mahdi

at ‘Asqalan (115 A.H. = 772 A.D.). The ali^s of the inscription of the

1Cf. Wiet, Tlssus et Taoisseries du Musee Arabe du Cairo. Syria, Vol. 16. 

(1935), PI. 48; E. Littman, Arabische Inschriften aus Abessinien Zeit-

schrift fur Semi tigtik. Vol. 3 (1924), p. 245, No. 11.

7Cf. F. Sarre, E.Herzfeld, Die Ausgrabungen von Samarra. teil II, PI. 10;

G. Marcais, Les Poteries et faiances de la gal*a des Bani Hammad (XIe 

siecle). Constantine (1913) pi. 156.
(cont.)
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Nilometer in al-Ro<Ja, 247 A.H. include this mentioned wedge shape.1

In the epitaph of Munisa, 278 A.H. we find that not only the a]if has
2that shape, but almost all the letters have it. It is worth while men

tioning that this wedge shape apex occurs less frequently on the left 

side of the alif than on the right side and is to be found as late as 

the 15th century A.D.*

In shshids Nos. 11, 29, 36 the letters, whether initials, medials, 

or finals, have half-mlmette anices. The arrow head apex and the forked 

top which we found on some of our specimens are a step in the evolution 

of the half-palmette. In the 3rd century A.H. these apices were trans

formed into an elegant haIf-palmette as we can already see in two epi

taphs in the Museum of Municipalite in Alexandria dated 217 A.H. = 832 A.D. 

. and 246 A.H. = 860 A.D. It also occurs in the inscriptions of the marble

leant*)
^Cf. A. Lane, Early Islamic Pottery. London, 1947, PI. 4, c, and p. 8; 
^C.G.op.cit.. p. 214. PI. 11 left. s.

^Cf. A. Creswell, Vol. II, p. 293. fig* 22- 

?Cf. Kuhnel, p. 9, Pi. 9.
^Cf. A. Grohmann, A.O.. pp. 189 - 190.

^Cf. E. Combe, Inscr. Arabes du M. d'Alex.. No. 30, Nog. 4, 7-8.
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panelling of the mihrab of the great mosque in Qavrawan dated 24.8 A.H.

= 862 A.D.; in the inscriotion of Masiid NayTn dated 276 A.H. = 900 A.D., 

and especially in the building inscriptionof the Calioh al-Mu^tadir in

Amida dated 297 A.H. = 910 A.D.; here the heads of the shafts, as well

as the terminals end in half-palmette.^

Perhaps even more important than the half-palmette is the parti

tion or trifolifted tops of the alif and lam which has a decisive in

fluence on the de\relo*tnent of the floriated kufic.^ Such form can be 

seen on shah id s Nos. 1, A, dated 234 A.H., 256 A.H., where not only the 

alifs but also the lams show the trifoliated form. Almost all the ini

tials, medials and even the final letters are similar in form to tho^e 

above mentioned. This ornament is first to be seen in Eeyot in 192 A.J. = 

808 A.P., yet its importance comes from its obvious connection with the 

decoration of the margin on the s»me sjiahids. Strzygowski has exhaustive

ly dealt with this decoration without perceiving its obvious connection 

with the script, while Herzfeld iimediatply detected that this palmetto

^Cf. K.A.Creswell, Farly Muslim Architecture. Vol. 2, PI. 88; S. Flury,

Le decor de la morgue de hayTn. Syria. Vol. 2 (1921), PI. 4.5; Max van 

Berchem in M.V.Oppenheim Inschriften au^ Syrien. Mesopotamien und 

Kleinnassien. Beit rage znr Assvr iolopie und Semitischen Spraohwisse n s i :aft, 

Vol. 7 (Vipzig, 190°) Nos. 1U, fig. 11, p. 77 and 120.

‘"'Cf. A. Crohmann, A.O.. p. 207.
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like apex was a preparation for the development of the floriated kufic 

Strzygowski insisted on believing that the ornament on the epitaphs from 

old Cairo is related to the patterns of Persian textiles and received its 

individuality through the hand of an Arabic calligrapher. Grohmann stated 

that if a comparison is made between the ornamentation on the Coptic tomb

stone No. S609 in the Coptic Museum, with Arabic epitaph No. 1265 in the 

Museum of Islamic Art, there is quite a convincing resemblance, ^hus it 

is proved that the Coptic influence played a major part in the ornamentation 

of th^ margin# on the Arab epitaphs. It is worth while adding that or an 

epitaph, No. II464. dated 3rd century A.H., in the Museum of Islamic Art- in 
Cairo, at the top of the margin on the right and left corners there ere

four decorated elements which look similar to the alif with the trifoliated 
2apices. And it is quite clear that these two elements look very similar

7to the ornamentation on the margin of the epitaph in the Coptic Museum.

We mentioned that in the above shahids almost all the letters are 

provided with that partition form. This is not an unusual case for we 

can find many examples on epitaphs from Egypt.^’ The ĵ ear 205 A.H. is of

 ̂Of. Die Ornamente el taraM sober Jlrabstein_ in_ Kairo, I slam, Vol. 2 (1911), 

pp. 30/ - 336.

2Cf. Steles Cairo. Vol. X, PI. V; TWd, Vol. o, n<->. 11441 dated 246 A.H.

PI. X.

-Cf. Grohmann, j ^L* 3. Pig. 9, epitaph No. 6609.

^Cf. op.eit.. Vol. T, Nos. 1506/581 PI. 15, P. 44.,1268 PI. 4.5, d. 164 

(229 A.H. = 844 A.D.); 1201 PI. 49 p. 175 (231 A.H. = 345 A.P.).
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great importance because it was then that the decoration of the three 

lobed palmet + e was extended to other letters, e.g. ba* , haJ . cTn and mim.

At a comparatively early date the decoration of the apex of the 

alif affected other letters. To prove this theory we finder shahid No. 17 

that the alifs are provided with triangle terminations and the group bft* 

has the same apex. This can be applied to almost all the shahids under 

eons'1’deration, and traced in the inscription of maqam ‘Ali on the Euphra+e* 

(10th century A.D.), on a carpet fragment from al-Fusta£ and in various 

tiraz inscriptions and or a Seljuk incense turner in Metropolitan Museum 

(577 A.H. = 1181-2 A.D.)1

The l^+ters group jjm have nearly the same form, namely a curve 

varying in size, ending at the upper side with a head similar to thet of 

the alif. On the lower side it resembles a tiny triangle. On the shahids 

Nos. 18, IP, 23, 2/. 23, 30, 31, 32, 34 the JAD ends i" a dragnr

head. ^bis dragon h*»ed occurs on the apices of the alifs. A displaced 

stone of Khar put Gate ir Diarhekr includes this form. The same form 

occurs on an epitaph in the Museum of Islamic Art. ir Cairo. It. is worth

while noticing that the medials of this group are more curved than the

initials and this ran be noticed on our specimens, ^ e  hun<~ letters joined

-̂ Cf. G^ohman'1, A.O., p. 198; ‘All Bahiat and A. Gabriel, Fouilles d!al-

Fustat, Paris 1^21, Pi. 31; M. S. Dimand, A Seljuk Incense Burner,

Bull, of M.K.. Vol. 10 (1051-52) p. 15.



to this grour are very small.-̂

Some times we find the letters group dal hr:ve two strokes and

if wo draw a line joining the two strokes it resembles a triangle, *s ve

find on jghahids Nos. 6, 11, 12, U, If, 16, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26,

29, 33, 34, 36. If we compare the final letters of this group with the

group kaf we find obvious similarity. This characteristic feature can 

be traced on shahids Nos. 2, 3. 5, 13, 17, 23, 32, 35.

If we consider the letters in group ra* ve notice that it is 

difficult to differentiate between them and the letters group nun. Such 

resemblance can be traced on almost allthe shahids. Wen if the letters 

in group ra* are plain, the letters in group nun look the same as ve 

notice on Nos. 5, 11, 12, 13, 17, 23, 30, 33 and 26. On the shahids N^s.

8, 15, 21, 22, 23, 33, 35 and 14, each of the two letters is provided with

an elegant climbin^ tail which ends with a serpent’s mouth. These climb

ing tails, which ^lurv called ’’trace en arc”, are less complicated in ,
_ 2 —Egypt during the Fatimid period. ' On the shahids Nos. 25, 16 and 12 

the group ra* lacks this climbing tail.

The letters group sin sometimes include the combed teeth *nd if

a straight line is dnewn touching tae strokes of the letters we find them 

on almost the same level. This can be noticed on the shahids Nos. 2, 4, 

13, 17, 13, 22, 24, 25, 30, 31, 26. This can also be traced on a marble

^For the hung letters al-hurnf a?-mn<a1aqa see above, Stelae Nos. 15, 17, 

31, 33, 36.

Cf. Flury, Uno formule epi^arhinue. p. 61.
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slab dated 3rd century/ and on an epitaph fr^m al-Fustet dated 421 A.H. 

published by Sauvaget.^ On the shahids Nos. 11, 13, 14, 16, 21, 26, 29, 

32, 33 the teeth of the letters in group sin take the same form of the 

apex of the alif. In almost all the shahids it is noticeable that the 

letter be ’ in the word bism is taller than any of the oth^r teeth of t ie

sM.
On the shahids Nos. 18, 20, 28, 26 the letters g~oup gad resemble 

a tiny souare. On an epitaph from a1—Fustat the letters gad are rect

angular." On the majority of these inscriptions the letter gad is rect

angular/' On the shahids Nos. 12, 17, 32 the letters group gad look more 

naskhi. The trapezoid gad can be traced on shahids Nos. 35, 36. This 

trapezoid shape of the gad existed in literary papyri (book-hand). It 

had a striking resemblance tr» the Mcghribi script.^

The letters gronn ta* take nearly the same shap^; the t**apezoid 

with a tooth, sometimes squat as in Nos. 3, while in Nos. 16, 22, 21, 24, 

25, 30, 32, 35, it reaches the level of the following stroke. It is

worth while noticing that this tooth is upright as in Nos. 11, 13, 26,

lCf. Kuhnel, p. 18, PI. 1A.

^Cf. .T. Sairvaget in R.E.I.. No. 12, PI. II.

?Ibjd. PI. 2, No. 12.

^See above, shahids Nos. 2, 5, 6, 9, 13, 1A, 15, 17, 21, 2A, 2r, 29.

5Cf. A. Grohmann, From the World of Arabic Papyri, p . 80.
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32, 29, while in Nog. 10, 14, 19, 25, 28, the tooth bends to the left, 

it also happens that the tooth ends in an apex similar to that of the 

alif.

As for the group * ayn. it is remarkable that it takes more than 

one shape. The initials are likely to be naskhi, yet sometiroes a h»lf- 

palme tte is added to its upper opening as in Nog. 15, 30, 32, 34-, 36.

The medials and finals look nearly the same. In Nog. 1, 12, 10, 35 the 

medial ‘ayn is "V" shaped. Yet in Nos. 4, 10, 18, 20, 22, 27, 28, it 

is triangular, while in Nos. 13, 15, 19, it takes a lozenge shape with 

a stem resting on the base line. It sometimes happens in these inscrip

tions that the medial * ayn takes almost the same shape of the letters 

group fa*. Sometimes we find that the inscription assumes more than ore 

shape of this group, ^his is not strange for we can trace the same in 

an epitaph from Egypt where the ‘ayn takes three shapes. Only twice, 

on the shahids Nos. 8, 36, the medial and final * ayn takes the form of 

a flower. This floral * ayn can be found on an inscription on the wooden

door of Uljayti Muhammad Khudabandah in Bistan, beginning of the 1/th
2century.

The loops of the letters group fa^ varv in shape. Sometimes they 

are ro^md, as in Nos. 5, 6, 7, 15, 22, 26, 33, 34, vh:* le in No*# 12, 19,

XA. Grohmann, From the World of Arabic ^apyri. PI. II, no. 12.

^Cf. E. Herzfeld in his MS. Arabische Inschriften. fasc. 11, pp. 31, 31*. 

A. Grohmann, A.O.. p. 200, fig. 15.
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29, 30, they are triangles. We mentioned that it happened in No. 19 

that the group fa* and the medial * ayn take the same shape, namely the 

candle flame. Yet stranger than that is the similarity between the open 

‘ayn and the fa* in No. 33* in Nos. 17, 20, 25, 31, 32, this group takes 

an oval shape. This oval shape is seen on an epitaph from Qayravan dated 

3 U  A.H. = 952 A.C.1

We mentioned that the kaf looks so similar to the dal that in 

some inscriptions ve find it very difficult to distinguish between the 

two. Petard mentioned that there isno difference between the dal and
_ pkaf in both Arabic and Pehlevi script. Some found that there is simi

larity between the kaf and lam. I think that this mostly happened on 

manuscript writing more than in the lapidary style.'

As for the letters f̂ *oup 1 am ve find in almost all our inscriptions 

th^t it is not easy to differentiate between this p t o u p and the letters 

group he* . especially in the bag mala. Sometimes we find a quirk or an 

arch separating the two lams of the word Allah. This quirk inc1udes, in 

Nos. 17. 18, 21, 22, a horse shoe arch. Yet in No. 36 it is lobed. We

1Cf. Houdus-Rspset, Epigraphic Tunisienne No. If. Bull, de Cnrr---*. Afric. 

Vol. Ly PI. 3; A. Grohmann, A.O., PI, I, fir. 2.
p'Pezard, p . 181.

*̂ Cf. Wright, The Palaegraphicul Society Fascimiles of Manus, and Insc. 

Oriental series, London. 1875-1383, Pi. XCVT.



find in No* A that 'this element contains the ba* and the ya *. We can 

trace this quirk on a large scale on tombstones from Egypt. This ele

ment has developed and been converted into an artistic floral motif. The 

two lams of the word Allah in Noq. 27, 28, 29, 31, face each other.

The round, oval and triangular are all shapes found in the letter 

mim. Nos. 16, 11, 13, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22, 26, 27, 30, 35, the mim is 

round. In Non. 23, 2/, 25, 28, 31, 32, 34, 36, the letter takes an oval

shape. In Nos. 19, 20, 23, 2/, 25, 28, 32, 34, 36, the final mim is

double tailed.

No remarkable differences can be seen between the ra* and the nun 

in Nos. 7, 12, 11, 13, 24, 29, 30.

It is worth while noticing that the letters, whether initials,

medials, or finals, of group ha* are treated in nearly the 3ame way, just

an ^xt^a curve is added to the initials and the medials. One must there

fore take into consideration that, of the letter ha*. six hundred differ

ent forms have been found. ** One can suggest that, in the group Jijn, are 

seen the initial and medial ha!., but with the exclusion of the two curves.
Sweeping, elegant tails added to the letters group waw. as 

is seen in Nos. 8, 14, 15, 16, 19, 23, 33, 34. Sometimes this group end 

in a tiny tail which has a fin shape, as ir Nos. 10, 20, 24, 25, 30, 31, 
36. In Nos. 18, 19, 24, 34, the loops of this group prove that they are 

really a development of a thorn. In No. 8 an elegant leafy flower is

*̂Cf. A. Grohmann, From the World of A. Papyri, n. 72.



added to the waw.

The lamaIif is the most attractive letter because it is given 

many variations. Sometimes it resembles a tong shape, at others nut 

crackers. But in almost all the tombstones, the lamalif begins with a 

triangle then ends in right and left hand limbs facing each other as 

ir Nos. 15, 16, 17, 21, 22.̂ " In No. 23 the lamajif takes the shape of 

an inverted crenell.ation. The mosque of I bn fulun inclrides one which 

looks similar to our specimens."

The initial and medial ya * look similar to the initial and medial 

ba? and nun. Yet the final ones on the whole look more cursive, as in 

Kos. 7, 13, 26, 27, 29, 33. In Nos. 3, 6, 8. 9, 30, the ya? is retro- 

verted, o~ as we used to call it, retreating. This reversed (retroverted 

or retreating) ya> is considered the equivalent of the extension and has 

specific rules of its own. For the ya* to follow the fa3 is permissible 

and also after' the letters group be.*. But it must not at any time be of 

excessive length. After tho letters known as mu*arraqa. such as the finals 

of group ba/ , * ayn. fa*. sin, lam, nun and ya* , the ya1 itself must be 

im^arraqa and notin reverse. While, after the non-mu* arraca letters,

^See Qaloashandi. p. 101, for the lamalif called a1-varaqiyya.
n__________________________________ _Of. Flury, Die Ovnam^nte der ^akim and Â hn-*- Mosche, PI. XV.
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the retrov^rted va’ is allowed.This statement leads us to s*»y that 

this retroverted ya* existed on a large scale in kufic script, whether 

on manuscripts, Qur’an, textiles, coin*, stone and even on glass weight**. 

In addition to that, one may say that if it occurs that two ya’s come 

together in two words, as lJ the retreating yg* ig found only

in the second. Yet. the two may be mu* rraqatan as I bn Muola ore'♦'erred 
them.

In S'wne stelae we find that there are letters which a^e extended 

and fillinr spaces. This leads us to have a general look at the so-called 

1 "a**-Maghn”.

T.*/hon one says ^  qalamun ^aghshaq

= easily running on paner. Thus the genera"1 characteristic of the maghn 

sppears to be horizontal elongation at the expense of genera1 height, 
consequently there must be closer spacing of lines, and moderate and 

specific use of the extended strike itself. Excessive and ha^haza^d ex

tent ion is considered abhorrent. $uli (d. 335 A.". = 9^6 A.D.l describes 

expediences common to most of us when he states that th^re ar^ two dia

metrically opposed situations which result in hurried, faulty writing.

The first of these is when mind and body are both alert and the hand is 

eager to keen pace with the rapid flow of thought. The second is when

^Cf. I bn Durustuwayh, p. 73; N. Abbot, p. 27? Qalqaghandi, ttt^ p# 1^9 # 

?Cf. Qalqa^handi , p. 14.9.



mind and body are both weary and tired fingers fail to function well 

and effectively. As deficiencies of hurried writing he mentions in 

addition to the extended stroke, the crowding or sone letters, misuse 

of ligature and finally, failure to lengthen or depress letters, whether 

above the base line or below it. ihese are all natural to writer »nd 

copyist as well. Yet still the extended strokes are common. Thoxî h 

such writing is disliked and regarded with disgust and hatred, therefore 

to find so many examples of horizontal extended strokes ig surprising.

In the early days of Islam the mashq. especially in Qur’anic writing, 

received disapproval and condemnation. ,fThe evil of writing is the 

masho” ^ —  was the well known saying of ‘Umar ibnmasnq-

al-Khattab.^

The fundamental rules of roeshq are numerous and complicated. 

These nles are sometimes contradictory and thus the scribe is rree to 

use his own judgement. It was mentioned that the people of Anbar pract- 

ised th« mrvjtfip. Ibn al-NadTm in his book al-Fihrigt'. listed the mas no 

smon^ his great four types.

The masho is disliked at the beginning of lines but can be used 

at the end! yet the best use it is in the middle of the section.^

1Cf. §uli, pp. 55-56; K. Abbot, pp. 24.-25.

Cf. Qalqashandi, p. 14-4 and his source was Abu Ja‘far al-Na^hCLs d. 33-V 

^50, rT. Bjorknian, p. 76.

^al-Fihri ?t, p. 4.

■''Gf. Ibn Durustuwayh, p. 69; $uli p. 55 added that 

ip sometimes the oalam overruns the line and causes confusion.
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*lury mentioned because of thin usa e that, ir treatment of the

division of words it helped to consider two halves of one word gs two
1 2 different words. The mashq must not ho used in two letter wores.

Three letter words rrry h;,ve extension according 4,o ■‘•ho .̂llcs.

In words whev,e both initial and final heavy letters occur, extension is

to take place between the second and third letters, as in_

Tr four letter words which are considered the key word ir. the

mashq script, the extension should take ol°ce aftor the first letter.

It is distasteful tr extend some four letter words after the first Hwo

letters. °uch words have lam or kaf as in ^  As - /v*— --C . Thus the

extension takes place after loth first and second letter^. Ir addition,

on the final ya*. dal and kaf, the extersion is not allowed, ^ords of

^Cf. ^lury Une formule epigraphiese. p . 55.
^Ibn Durustuwayh, p . 7?; QalooshandT giver more illustrations. He

divided the two letter words into two groups: 1. n̂ »uns as j ----

^  when it is preferable rot to extend them except in _/— - 

S -— " because the letter sin is considered as three betters;
! j

2. with verbs, as f  ■ ^  - J*- f  -j—  the extension could
be only in " as is the case with the two nouns; 3* when forming 

prenosi+ions the ex+ension is disliked, especially with which

must not be extended, whether at the begiooino- or at the end of the word; 

§uli, p. 55 seems to limit this to somo two letter* words beginning with amir.

^Cf. Tbn Durustuwayh, p. 72; "Ioashand 1 , p . 1^6 stated that three letter
words must not be extended because they cannot be divided into two. Yet

if such a word occurs at the end of the line-, extension in such case is

wanted. And if so, the °xtension should tnke place after +he first two 
let+er^.
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f

more than four letter are to be treated when possible as though they 

are three or four letter words.^

The "spreading out11 of letters is so frequently found in Qur’an.̂ ' 

This scribal peculiarity began also in mpyrus texts in thp last quarter 

of the 1st cert-ury, was especially characteristic of the protocol-rcri^t,
oand w*s used more and more commonly in the 2nd centurv. It also appeared

non coins dated 32 4.H.'

The treatment of the word Alla^ is interesting. No essential rules 

regarding the word as such as given. If we consider only connected let— 

tpr»q a word for edtension purposes, the alif drops out of consideration. 

Thus we have to deal with a three letter word which in itself is not per

mitted to extend. One may add that the word has an initial and medial. 

jap, both of which are not extensi ble and thus remains the JLam p^e^er ing 

the final haj , which may be extended. Following the rule, we shell have 

^ *. But this last form of the word gives it unbalanced division, 

especially with the rrrecedinr a? if written close.

Let us now turn our attention to our stelae to see how far the 

mason regarded his inscriptions in r-̂ pard to the observance of the eb-v« 

mentioned rules. It seems that he used his own taste to deal with such 

T*wles and thus ve find so manv exam ole s where the words were divided be-

Tbid, Qalqashandi , n. 1/+7. rives more illustrations.

Gf. Grohmann, From the Wo^ld of Arabic Papyri, d . BO.
-3
"Cf. J. Walker, Catal. of the Arab-Byz. and.Post P?^orm Ummaysd Goins, 

No. 1 , PI. /.

. QalqashsndT, p. 1/,P; Ibn Durustuwayh, n. 76; N. Abbot, p. 7',’.
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tween the lines pt their ends as in Nos. 4, 6, 12, 11, 13, 15, 20, 23,

25, 26, 27, 23, 29, 30, 32, 35. Dividing words between two\lines ap

peared on the tombstone of ‘Abd al-Rahman ifcn Khavr a]-Hijrl.  ̂ As for 

the two letter wo-rd, the extension comes in No. 5 after the first letter

in the word ------* . The word is a verb, a two letter word and thus

the >nile is broker . In the three letter wo^d the extension haopened

directly after the first letters (̂k--*■ - r*------- as in Nos. 3,
27. In Nos. 5, 22, 25, 32, 33, the extension came after the first two

letters —A----- — I . In four letter words the extension hapnened

after the first letter ^  L_______ . as in Nos. 11, 13, 32. while

in Nos. 12, 14, 19, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31, 34, 36 the extension occured 

twice, once after the first letter, and a^ain in the third letter. In 

Nog. 5, 7, 12, the extension happened after the first two letters
-  -U* . ^---- ■"I* Although the masho at the end

of the lines is disliked, we find it in No. 5 already there in the word
Thus the mason conformed to ^he rules in his first treat

ment of the word and also in his second treatment, if we con

sider what Qalqashandi stated, that the extension must take place after 

the first two letters. In No. 10, in the five letter words the exten

sion ocoured once after the first letter LSj L—  while in No. \c

19f. Steles. Cairo. Vol. T, No. 1, and on the ma§ahif during the days of 

‘Uthman, Qalqashandi, p. 151«

^This tallies with what Qalqashandi discovered, o. 146; * I mad al-Din

ibn al*Afif who stated that in three letter wo~ds the extension should 

come directly after the letters group Aim. ta* , sin and 4ayr.
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we find it occured after the first four letters K The ex

tension in six letter words happened after the first three letters

in the word ----- Nos. 10, 13, 15, 16, 20, 21 and in

No. 2. This last treatment tallies with Qalqashandi1s view about the 

six letter words. It happened only once that the extension of the 3ix 

letter words occured in the last letter of the word- ir No, 23.

As for +he word the mason preferred to treat it. as a word

of four letters replacing the usual extension by- an element sometimes 

called a quirk, at others an arch. Only two time*’ the horizontal exten

sion happened after the second lam of the word in Nos. 31, 34.

To conclude such numerous and complicated rules one notices that 

in monumental kufic the extersior of the words is considered as a varietv 

of ornamental elements without any regard to the so many rules of the 

magho. Beside this one cannot forget the many examples of the division 

of words between t o  lines, whether in Qur’an, papyri, coins, monuments 

or manuscripts.!

The usage of ligatures is common in our specimens. Examples of 

this can be traced on thp following stelaes

No. 8 in the word after the in fr^gment !tB".

No. 9 in the word between the nun and the ha ’ 1./.

No. 15 in the words and Is. 7, 8.

^Cf. A. Grohmann, From the World of Arabic Papyri . D. 80.
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No. 16 1.3 in the word te” the kaf.

1.5' in — after the 4 ayn.

No. 17 1.5 in 2-i-L' after the kaf. \

No. 19 1.6 in after the mim, in * 1.8 after the

p.ira in 1.9 after the rriin.
> <*

No. 2? in 1.2 after the mim. in 1.4 after the

ha’ and in the word — *'L 1.9 after the yat.

No. 23 1.3 in the word after the dad, in

after the y i 1.14.
> -  - J\No. 24 in ĵ>\ 1.4 after the ha7, in rf after the

jlTT) 1.9.

No. 25 in ' Is. 2, 3 after the ha’ and 1.10

after the va9.

No. 27 in ^  1.4 after the mim, in 1.3 after the

ha* ; in ̂  ̂  1.9 after the ya’ .

No. 23 in 1.2 after the oaf, in after the

mim 1.3, in 1.4 after the 2SS ir

1.10 after the ya’.

No. 30 in 1.2 after the ha*, in 1.4 after the

ha’ and x— L 1.9 after the vat.
.l~r- - *

No. 31 in 1.2 after the ,'im. in ^x' 1.4 a^te” the mir.

in 1.7 after the kaf and in 1.7* after the

ha’ and in '-~L 1.12 after the vat.
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No. 3£ in 1.5 after the .ilm. in 1.12 after

the xEl in 1.12 after the ya *- and 

on the left side of the margin after the ka£.

No. 36 in 1.2 after the mTm. in If after the

kha’ 1.U, in Z S  1.11 after the 1.12. _

These ligatures, like the masjaq have their own rules:

The letters ?ad, <jlad, 9 dal and ^hal should be proceeded

by ligatures when joined to previous letter in the same word.^

The mason in our specimens did not keep strictly to this rule 

except in the case of the dal.

In conclusion one can safely sav that the kufic script was used 

to the full by the Muslim artist as an essentia* element of ornament

ation. What helped the Muslim artists in thus using the kufic script 

is the fact that the Arabic letters help in the way they are drawn (with 

the long stems in many letters) to s^rve the purpose of the artist, -i-hese 

stems affect elasticity and elegance when used for ornamental purposes.

Yet the arti3t was confronted with some difficulty when drawing these 
tall and elegant strokes like the alif and lam because he had to think 

of a way to fillthe spaces between these letters with some form of draw

ing. ^nd the Arabic script is by its very nature well adapted to decor

ative developments. Whereas the letters of the Roman alphabet are for 

the most part integrated constructions, built in substantial and self- 

contained units, the Arabic letters are formed chiefly of combinations of

^Ibn Rurustuwayh, p. 1L.
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verticals and horizontals in a continous design and so lend themselves

to abstract decoration in combination both with each other and with
v r

other ornamental motifs, he vertical nrovide structure and thvthm,

the horizontals inpart balance and continuity. Moreover, the necessity 

of ioining certain letters promotes the tendency towards the creation 

of complex traceries and th^ snecial forms that some of the letters 

must assume when they terminate the word gives «cope for varied invention.

Moreover, the kufic script remained plain till the yrd century, 

i.e. it was not primarily vsed for ornamental purposes but by the end of 

the fourth century the srtist made use of script above all for its orna

mental qualities. This fact led to the development from plain to 

foliated kufic and th^n to floriated kufic which looked more Dlea^ng 

to most eyes. Ir. the course of the Islamic long history writing has 

been repeatedly modified, new forms being invented, and each style has 

gone through a succession of variations, y. t with but few exceptions 

the basic principles have been maintained practically unchanged. At the 

same time the calligraphers filled the spaces between the letters with 

vegetable arabesque, ^hus the endings of th^ letters were decorated

with t~ifoils o~ sometimes they were drawn out at their tops in the
1shape of the nib of a reed. In addition to that, one may find that 

+h»re \re~e artists whose letters and decorations wp~e in complete hs-̂- 

money. That is the experience of the arabesque which -°poears here as a

^Cf. Zaki Hasan, Kunuz a 1 -Fatim 1 n . o. 3o and pr>. 252-254.
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development of epigraphy. Masons, stonecutters, metal-workers,

weavers were eager tr use the floriated kufic on their work. Thore

is a unique example from Persia where the arabesque and writing are
1

completely interwoven. But there was a danger in this method: the

reading or the text became more and more difficult. Thore is a **ati- 

mid cloth from Egypt where it seems as if the weaver did everything 

possrble to make the reading very difficult*

The arabesque became an important element of the text to fill 

the empty pieces but at the same time the writing remained finely arti

culated because the artists wanted to find a proper picture in them.

Yet later the framing became more and more important and the background

as well became more and more elaborated like i.e. the stucco freize of
-  2 -Haydariya at Qazwin. The similar method was used in Iran in the 10th-

11th century on Qur,anic texts where this style was developed to a very 

elegant form.

It is worth wh'le noticing that the latest way of filling the 

empty places was with the sn—called !,woven kufic”. Tt res \lted in very 

complicated stems and was used first of all with double letters like 

lama1 if. This form resulted in a ouite different style from the middle 

of the 11th century and became afterwards general in the Islamir world

Ĉf. Kuhnel, fig. 16.

?Ibld. fip. 17.
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from India to Spain. A similar ”woven kufic” was used on a bronze 

vessel.^ Iranian, Egyptian and Andalusian craftsmen found an accept

able solution and sometimes their work was unreadable.'3 Sometimes

they were so clever that the upper and the lower lines were connected with
3each other, and the interweaving of the stems made the desirable balance,

but many times they combined the lines together and so thev confused the

text. In a few cases the frame had a strong geometrical decoration so

that it was almost impossible to read the text at the first glance.

Another variation of the written kufic was the human or dragon

headed letters. This was freauently used on bronze in Tran and Snain.

The filling of thebackground with vegetable arabesques and flowers is

one of th^ most important tx>ints of this style.

Tht>3 the evolution of the interwoven and richly decorated style

snelt the end of kufic writing. From the 12th century naskhi s+yle was

used generally on manuscripts.

when the Avyubics conquered Egypt in 567 A.u. = 1171 A.D. they

obliterated the Fa-f,irid faith creed, namely Shi* izm, and their monuments
-  5as well. hey encouraged the spreading of the nasjĵ i -script. This pheno-

1Kflhnel, fig. ?5. 

2Tbid. ftps. 18, 27.

-Ibid. fie. 27.

/'Ihid. pp. 15-17, fi^s. 21, 28, 29.

Of. Zaki ”ssan, Kurmz. p. 202; G. Marcais, p. 88.
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menon appeared in North Africa nearly in the same neriod.^ The

kufic remained only an a decorative element architecture, pious
2sentences and eulogies down to the L£th century.

In sooe cases they used only one word but its repetition resulted 

in beautiful decoration, ^oraetimes craftsmen wer^ illiterate and there-
3fore the writing did n°t £ive any meaning. It was common at this time 

that the headlines of chapters were written in kufic and the background 

was richly decorated. We have to men+ion a geometric and square kufic 

which was used generally in Iran and w*s executed in the brick construction. 

It is worthwhile to mention that the rectangular kufic, being the last off

spring of th^ unadorned kufic script, is distinguished from its prede

cessors bv the irictlv rectangular form of all its letters, which give3

the script the aspect of a regular geometrical desirr. Its origin is

still obscure, ^ince it first appears on ornamental panels of brick or

terra cotta in mosque architecture at a time when Chinese influence was

especially strong, it is probable that some Chinese script, most nro- 

bablv the Chinese rectangular script, contributed i+s part to forming

this new style of epig^aohic decoration, which suited brick wo-̂ k better
5than any other materiel. In additinn one may notice that kufic cor-

V T. M? ̂cais, p . 167,

Kuhnel, p . 20; Ibid. p . 89.
-3Cf. Flury, Une formule epi^r phioue. n. 55.

*Cf. Kuhnel, p. 12, f i r s .  30, 31.

^Cf. A. Pot>=, An Introduetlto Ppr°lsn Art. r>. 1748. ft?. 603, a, b.
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tinued to bp in use in Persia for monumental inscriptions into the 

nineteenth centu^v and f'o** such purposes well characterized and hand

some alphabets were drawn; but from the twelfth century on, cursive 

styles we~e increasingly important, both for manuscripts and for decor

ative inscriptions. The first major tyre to stand out as pre-eminent

at this time was the raakhi, the exact relation of which to earlier
1cursive forms unfortunate!y cannot be traced. It is also worthy to 

mention that the thirteenth century Qur’an were not written entirely 

in naskhi by any means, kufic being used with nasjchT in every possible 

combination. If the text, was in one, the titles mirht be in the oth«r, 

though either mirht be used for both text and title. M o r e o v e r ,  the 

combinations varv on different pages of the same book. Kufic was also 

used to mark the beginning of Suras or every tenth verse, or to inscribe 

the opening invocation (bismillah).

Ŝurvey of Persian Art. p. 1725. 

?Ibid, p . 1730.
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Conclusions

. The study is divided into two sections: 

as inscriptions found on tombstones in British collections, 

b: a comparative study of these with those on tombstones from

North Africa and Sudan.

We find that the tombstones from witn.fillian ard B~it*nh Museums, 

except three that are of marble, are of stone. With three exceptions 

they «»re rectangular. Two of th~se a^e souare, the third is a fragment 

or an actual toirb. All the tombstones have great similarity of pattern, 

they all begin with the basmala with the exception of the fragment of 

tomb. Simila~ stones have been found in many areas both east and vest 

of the Islamic world. Verses from the Our*an follow the basmala. If 

the tombstone is of the Tulnic period the Suni formulae follow, tut if 

from the Fatimid period the Shi‘ite formulae ar*> used. Of the Qur’anic 

verses the surflt. al-Ikhlaj is most often used. The verses which speak 

of universal death, resurrection and judgement are frequently incited. 

The usual form of the Shi4 ite formulae was U3ed on all the tombstor.es 

cxceot or:e, in this case an exaggerated usage of the formulae is ^ounc. 

During the Fatimid neoiod the Shi* ite and Surijt.e formulae vere usedo . ■
simultaneously but when the Fatimid dynasty fell and was replaced Vy 

the Ayvubid, the Shi4ite formulae were abardo^^d and the^r nl^o* t^ken 

by Sum formulae.

The historical value of these tombstores is: 

a: that they orovide evidence that the Fa'Jiraids were rulers of Egymt. 

b: t.bev formed indisputable aviHprce of the origins of the floriated 

kufic.
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Next or. the tombstones cores the full name and titles of the 

deceased. This enables us to say that Egyptian society there we^e 

two classes. rirstlv the import nt people in rank and wealth whose 

tombstones we^e incised with care and beauty and secondly +h<̂  poorer 

labouring classes who w*>re content with a rougher, clumsier and less 

beautiful memorial. Because of this wide variety of tombstones if, for 

any reason th<=>v are undated, we have ext.rone difficulty ir. giving then 

a date.

The names on the tombstones tell us that here were buried people 

of Arab or’gin who had come from Hi.jaz and Ysm»n and settled in Egvot, 

not only in the North - s^me had penetrated as far South as Aswan; we 

know this because of the shahids which come from this place. Sore of 

theoe tombstones bear the names of converts tc Islam from Christianity 

and Judaism who, ir. smite of their conversion, have still kept their 

original names. 1hey demonstrate that at that time there was no dis

crimination between men and women. In fact the woman's shahida ere 

more <°legont *nd beautiful than those of the rrer.. It was the custom in 

some cases to irdicn+e a lady’s dignity by omitting her Christian name 

and substituting « nickname or reference to hc->~ a^ the mo+her of her 

sons. One of tho tombstones bears the nairr of BarmakT, though this 

family had lost their importance many years before.
«

Last on th^ to bstones is the date of death, sometimes the day, 

month and year, sometimes only the month and year. In some ca~es the 

date of death is Indicated hy the numbar of day* l*»ft or passed in the 

month :n which the death took place, "hen thpsp dates are checked with



the concord table some are found to be quite correct but some are not. 

Mistakes were chiefly made because of the practice ir the Muslim worLd 

of beginning a new day at sunset. Something the same appertains in this 

day. A death in the morning would be followed by immediately burial but, 

if death took nlaoe at the end of the day, the body would be kent in the 

hone- until the following morning. 1hc^e are two reasons for this, first 

the fear that if the departed one was buried late in the day he would 

spend the time until the day of judgement in perpetual darkness; secondly 

to make sure the death had really taker place. On the other hard in 

Hijaz and some other parts of the Islamic world their interpretion of 

the Cunna was to *™ke burial compulsory as soon after death as possible.

On a few of the tombstones is a plea for mercy on behalf of the

departed.

The general pattern of the tombstones’ shape, inscriptions prd 

all over design is common over a wide area of the Islamic world.

Now let us consider the writing which often fills the whole sur

face and did not leave any spaces. Most of the writing is plain kufic 

nevertheless it is often very beautiful, ^et sometimes it seems to 

have been more scratched on than incised. Ahe mason took th*= letter alif 

as a here for his decorations and spent mo^e care on it than on any of 

the othe^ letters. He looked for ways to male** the cutting o^ his letters
9

easy. One way to achieve this was to incise two letters in the same way. 

All the strokes we~e similar to thearex of the alif. And we find no 

difference between the and nun. And the two letters dal and kaf are
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so similar that it is impossible to differentiate between their.

The loops of the fa* . qaf °nd waw are alike and the *ayn is sometimes 

like them both. The open i >;m is found on early and late inscriptions 

alike making it impossible to use this letter as an indication of the 

aê e of th» inscription. It is of'ten "Wrongly thought that the open g ayn 

indicates an early inscription but it has been found on tombstones as 

late as the fif tfl centur*r A#h. It would be wrong to ascribe clurasv

writing to an early century, this kind writing has been found r^arly

always every century. It should be noticed that the mason added two 

extra curves to +he letter ha* to differentiate between it and the Jijr. 

He would elongate the letters keeping the ■miles of the so-called mashn 

in one place and then, in the ^ame inscription, fa‘ 1 to do so more than 

oncp. Many tines words are divided between two lines making readier 

difficult. Thp writing of these tombstones matches that found on manu

scripts *nd shows a link between them that cannot be denied. -‘■he mason

WPS an artist who u^ed things he saw in the world around him to help in

beautifying his work which could never have been easy.

Now we come to the comparative study of these tombstones from 

North Africa and Sudan. The plates prove adequately the saying of 

G. Mercais "The mosi beautiful inscriptions of Qsyrawan are those or. 

the tombstones." The detailed study of the individual letters and their 

ornamentation has enabled us to estblish their age and history so that 

a comparison can be mad*3 between them.
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aljf 3rd C. ihe foliated al.if on inscriptions f'rom Egypt 

bears a marked similarity with those of Tripoli. On tombstones from 

Egytrt and ^yravan the half-pa1 motte and the thorn like apexes are 

similar.

4 th C. In Qavrawan the half-palmettes are frequently 

found but in Egypt the floral decoration branching from the heads of 

the allf has appeared.

fth C. This century shows little change in either 

Egypt, Sudan or North Africa but we find however that the alif1 s h<=ad 

turns sometimes left and sometimes to the right.

0. 3rd C. The^e is no change, the stroke takes the same

shape as the alif.

4 th C. In Qayrawan the letter developed very much, 

the top was gracious rolling up or trifoil decoration which made it an 

elegant letter.

5th G. In this century the Muslim artist progressed 

towards the floriated kufic. Sometimes the decoration was attached t*

the letter, sometimes placed above it.

G. dm 3rd C. No difference is seen in the writings from

Egypt or Sudan or North Africa,

.̂th G. This letter followed the same development as 

the ba’ in the same century.

5th G. Except ir Qavrawan where the letter was given 

lobes there is nothing added to it.



G. dal 3rd C. In Egypt many are cursive hit in No^th

Africa all ere argular. The necks are sometimes upright, sometimes 

bent at an angle.

4th C. In Egypt and Sudan there is no change but 

in Qayrawan +he tails are "iver. half-palmettes and trilobed flowers.

5th C. No change except that the reck of the letter

is vertically elongated and split into three.

G. ra’ 3rd C. All the writing is cursive with trifoliated

tails and heads.

4th C. We find the climbing uo the lines stalks for 

the first time, sometimes the tail is vortical, sometimes of ar ,!S"

shape which can turn either to the left or the right.

5th C. In Qayrawan the letter is split polo stick

shape but in Egypt and Sudan it took two, both forms cursive and climb

ing u p  the line.

G. sir. 3rd C. All countries used the same form.

4th C. In Egypt leaves emerge from the second tooth 

of the letter. While in Qayrawan heart shapes and trifoil leaves are 

placed above the letter.

5th G. The leaves used in Ervpt in 381 A.H. are de

veloped in Qayrawan into a small tree and recrusiting leaves looking

like inure11 emerge from the first, or second tooth.

G. sad 3rd C. No chan re.

4th C. All countries added elegant "fioritures" and 

palmettes to the letter.



5th C, In Qayrawan thorn like projections and split 

trifoil leaves were added to the stems*

G* * 3rd C. Either cursive or open * ayn in Egypt and

North Africa*

£th C. No change except in Qayrawan where the initial 

endinrr is given sometimes a scroll shape, sometimes a tree shape branching 

from the base, I'he open ‘ayn took a new shapes a* small arch down the 

base line gushes out a flower bounded with two leaves,

5th C. These North African additions were developed 

further so that the scroll shape became shamrock shaped and the tree 

shape was given more branches or turned into parsol shape*

G« JSI 3rr̂ Sometimes the loops, either triangular or round,

are c-,~t*»ned to th^ baee.

/+th C, Towards the ehd of the /.th C. in Qayrawan the 

lozenge shape had received b leaf—lik^ attachment. Thi« oerriet^d to the 

5th C.

G* kaf 3rd C. In North Africa this was simple but elsewhere

it was snlit into a trifoil.

4.th C. In Egypt and North Africa the neck is verticallv 

elongated and widened at the end, this some + imer' b^irg gi\*en a

half-palme+ te.

0. lam 3rd - 5th 0. ^his letter showed little change until 

in .Sudan a horizontal artistic floral element was added.

G. mTn 3rd C. Round ir all countries*
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4-th C. Towards the end of the century in Egypt the 

climbing up the line tails were given hal.f-palmettes or trifoils. In 

Qayrawan the same forms *>re found but an additiona1 strokes makes the^ 

more floral.

5th C. This century saw a return to simplicity but 

lobed and floral motives were still used in Qayrawan, kufic tresse 

were first seen.

f.un Ifd C., 4th C. This letter followed a similar devel

opment to the r*iL, even in climbing tails v/here it was terminated with 

an elegant trilobed flower which for this date is exceptional.

5th G. In Sgypt and Sudan there was little change

but in Qayrawan it developed toward the plaited kuf*c.

ha * ^rd C. When occur"5 rg in an initial or medial nosition

it took the shape of a cat’s face.

4th C. In Esp'rt and North Afri c*> it developed, became

more floral and split half-oalmettes branched from its middle. Ihe end

of the century saw the first trv of the plaited kufic.

5th 0. This century sew the flora1, ^l^m^nts becoming

more complicated.

G* waw 3rd C. The loops are similar to those of tho fa’.

4th C. The climbing tails take a half-palmette some

times vertical, sometimes bending and the tfbuokletl in Qayrawan remained 

open.

5th C. The letter became more artistic by the addition 

of floral elements and lobes.



lamalif Through the centuries this letter was used

by Muslim artists to express individuality and decoration. Its con

struction made it suitable for the addition of decorations from many 

sources.

G. va* 3rd C. Some are cursive, others a^e reversed.

4th C. An extra stroke added to the letter made it

more elegant.

5th C. The letter was made more elegant bv floral 

elements of floral decoration.

The word Allah. Though the letters forming this word are sinmle. 

the artist always took great attention to decorate it to the best of his 

ability and imagination. The space between the two lams often gave him 

opportunity to do this.

As regards elegance, it is true that our specimens, when compared 

with elegant kufic inscriptions, prove inferior. ' Yet a 'word may be said 

in this respect. The degree of eleg°nce in our specimens denends largely 

on the social position of the deceased. This was the case, ev»n in the 

mo^e elegant tombstones from Qayrawan where the best among those which 

come from al-Jariah al-Aljcbdnr cemetery for example, belonr^d to people 

of high social standing.

Nevertheless our specimens have an undeniable histories'! and 

social significance which no doubt adds to the advantage of a historian 

who studies the Fatimid period in Egypt.


